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Abstract

We analyzed correlations between solar, interplanetary-medium parameters, and geomagnetic-activity proxies in 27-day averages

(a Bartels rotation) for the 2009 – 2016 time interval. We considered two new proxies: I) Bzs GSM (Geocentric Solar Magnetic),

calculated as the daily percentage of the IMF southward component along the GSM z-axis and then averaged every 27 days;

ii) four magnetospheric indices (T-indices), calculated from the local north-south (X) contributions of the magnetosphere’s

cross-tail (TAIL), the symmetric ring current (SRC), the partial ring current (PRC), and the Birkeland current (FAC), derived

from the Tsyganenko and Sitnov (J. Geophys. Res. 110, A03208, 2005: TS05) semi-empirical magnetospheric model. Our

results suggest, among the parameters tested here, solar facular areas, interplanetary-magnetic field intensity and new proxies

derived here could be taken into account in an empirical model, with a 27-day resolution, to explain geomagnetic activity felt

on the Earth’s surface in terms of solar surface features and the IMF condition. We further retrieve a clear annual oscillation in

series of 27-day-mean values of toward/away asymmetries of geomagnetic-activity indices, which can be interpreted in the light

of the Russell–McPherron hypothesis for the semiannual variation of geomagnetic activity (Russell, C.T., and R. L. McPherron

(1973), J. Geophys. Res., 78, 92 – 108).
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Abstract

We analyzed correlations between solar, interplanetary-
medium parameters, and geomagnetic-activity proxies in
27-day averages (a Bartels rotation) for the 2009 – 2016
time interval. We considered two new proxies:
i) Bzs GSM (Geocentric Solar Magnetic), calculated as
the daily percentage of the IMF southward component
along the GSM z-axis and then averaged every 27 days;
ii) four magnetospheric indices (T-indices), calculated
from the local north–south (X) contributions of the mag-
netosphere’s cross-tail (TAIL), the symmetric ring current
(SRC), the partial ring current (PRC), and the Birke-
land current (FAC), derived from the Tsyganenko and
Sitnov (J. Geophys. Res. 110, A03208, 2005: TS05)
semi-empirical magnetospheric model.
Our results suggest, among the parameters tested here,
solar facular areas, interplanetary-magnetic field intensity
and new proxies derived here could be taken into account
in an empirical model, with a 27-day resolution, to explain
geomagnetic activity felt on the Earth’s surface in terms
of solar surface features and the IMF condition.
We further retrieve a clear annual oscillation in series
of 27-day-mean values of toward/away asymmetries of
geomagnetic-activity indices, which can be interpreted
in the light of the Russell–McPherron hypothesis for the
semiannual variation of geomagnetic activity (Russell, C.
T., and R. L. McPherron (1973), J. Geophys. Res., 78,
92 – 108).

Overview

Our main goal is to identify those solar, interplanetary
medium, and geomagnetic-activity parameters that show
the strongest statistical relations, and to sort out the
best candidates to relate meaningfully solar activity to
geomagnetic disturbances felt on Earth’s surface.
We use the Sun’s northern and southern facular areas
(FA-N and FA-S), total and southward components of the
interplanetary magnetic field ([B] and Bz, respectively),
and Newell’s coupling function (NLL), and we test two
new types of parameters.
The first new parameter is the daily percentage of the
southward component of the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF) in the Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM)
coordinate system, which we call Bzs, computed from
hourly values of IMF Bz in the GSM system. For day j:

Bj
zs =

100nj

24
(1)

where nj is the number of IMF Bz GSM negative (south-
ward) hourly means on day j. Then we averaged the
daily Bzs over a 27-days period.
Another group of new proposed parameters consists in
indices derived from simulations, using the TS05 magne-
tospheric semi-empirical model of the geomagnetic-field
variations near the ground at middle latitudes, which we
call T-indices. They were calculated using the X com-
ponent of separate contributions from magnetospheric
currents on the Earth’s surface, from TS05 model sim-
ulations. Namely, the X component of the tail current
sheet (T-TAIL), the symmetric ring current (T-SRC),
the partial ring current (T-PRC), and the field aligned
currents (T-FAC).
All parameters analyzed here were averaged over the
Bartels period of solar rotation (27-days), in order to
filter out the recurrence tendency of geomagnetic activity
associated with the distinct influence of different solar
sectors. Temporal averaging over the Bartels rotation
period allows us to estimate the mean influence that
the Sun may have on the Earth, taking into account the
effect of all solar longitudes.
We consider the effect of solar hemispherical asymme-
tries of sunspot numbers using data from SILSO (Royal
Observatory of Belgium, Brussels) and of the facular
areas computed from spectroheliograms of the Geophys-
ical and Astronomical Observatory of the University of
Coimbra (OGAUC). The “toward–away" asymmetries
(with respect to IMF polarity) of the 33 parameters were
computed as follows. For each parameter, we split values
into two groups and calculate separate averages for days
when the IMF is directed toward the Sun (T), and days
when the IMF is directed away from the Sun (W), and
computed the two values:

T =
1

n

n∑
i=1

T i W =
1

m

m∑
i=1

Wi (2)

where T and W are mean values of a certain parameter
over a Bartels rotation period, counting only “toward"
days in the former case (in a total of n) and only “away"
days in the later (in a total of m). Then, for each param-
eter, we obtained the asymmetry A over each Bartels
period as the difference between the corresponding “to-
ward" and “away" means:

A = T −W (3)

THE SOLAR FACULAR AREAS, THE INTERPLANETARY-MAGNETIC 
FIELD INTENSITY AND THE NEW PROXIES DERIVED HERE, IN A 
27-DAY RESOLUTION, CAN BE USED TO EXPLAIN GEOMAGNETIC 
ACTIVITY FELT ON THE EARTH’S SURFACE

WE RETRIEVE A CLEAR ANNUAL OSCILLATION IN THE SERIES OF 
27-DAY-MEAN VALUES OF TOWARD/AWAY ASYMMETRIES OF THE 
GEOMAGNETIC-ACTIVITY INDICES AND THE TWO NEW PROXIES 
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Figure 1: Left: Definition of the way and toward polarities seen from the Earth. Angles in [45o, 225o] mean the away (outward)
or positive polarity. Other angles mean the toward (inward) or negative polarity. Yellow arrows represent the IMF’s trajectory
and direction in the azimuthal Geocentric Solar Equatorial (GSEq) reference frame (Sabbah, 1995, Earth Moon and Planets,
70,173 – 178). Right: The angle θRM between the Z GSM and Z GSEq coordinate systems during the March equinox, with
IMF toward the Sun. The Bz GSM southward (red vector) increases due to the contribution of the negative By GSEq (Figure
adapted from Poblet, Facundo L., Azpilicueta, Francisco, Lam, Hing-Lan, 2020, Annales Geophysicae, 5, 38, 953 – 968.

Figure 2: Days with the toward/negative polarity (magenta) and away/positive polarity (cyan) IMF. White days means missing
data or polarity that could not be determined. Each column is a solar rotation (27 days) in the period 2009 – 2016. The solar
magnetic field has negative polarity in 2009 – 2012 and has positive polarity in 2015 – 2016. The interval 2012 – 2015 is a transition
period.
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Figure 3: Top-left: Percentage of days with toward IMF during each Bartels rotation for the whole 2009 – 2016 period. Top-right:
Time series of the asymmetry A for the Kp-index. From top to bottom, left to right: time series of A for −Dst, the coupling
function NLL, T-FAC, and −Bz GSM, with corresponding error bars.

Conclusion

• Hemispheric facular areas computed as averages
over 27-day periods show better correlations with
solar-wind parameters (in particular with total IMF
field [B]) and with geomagnetic-activity indices (in
particular with Kp) than with other solar
parameters such as the hemispheric sunspot
numbers or the solar radio flux F10.7 cm.
Furthermore, they evolve in a more continuous
way along the solar cycle than sunspots, never
getting to zero.

• T-SRC and T-PRC indices are new parameters
defined here to represent the dynamics of the ring
current. Newell’s coupling function computed from
solar-wind and IMF parameters, and the planetary
index Kp, both show significant correlations with a
large number of other proxies. Nonetheless, their
correlation with solar-surface parameters is lower
than for the newly defined magnetospheric-activity
proxies T-SRC and T-PRC.

• The Bzs GSM index defined in this study, seems to
be a better choice than Bz GSM to characterize
magnetospheric activity at the 27-day temporal
resolution, since it shows higher correlations with
all geomagnetic activity indices (GAI).

• The total field [B] averaged over 27 days is the
solar-wind parameter that correlates the best with
solar-surface parameters, in particular with facular
areas.

• The annual oscillation found in series of
toward/away asymmetry for the GAI parameters,
NLL, and both Bz GSM and Bzs GSM parameters
seems to support the assumption that the
Russell–McPherron mechanism is the main
mechanism explaining semi-annual variation of the
geomagnetic activity.

• Further support for the hypothesis of the R–M
mechanism is the variation of the amplitude of the
toward/away asymmetry with the solar-magnetic
field polarity, which can be also retrieved from our
results. Our results suggest that, for the analyzed
2009 – 2016 period that covers the two different
solar polarities, the solar positive polarity leads to
more intense geomagnetic activity during the
September equinox and the negative polarity leads
to more intense geomagnetic activity during the
March equinox.
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Sumário

Esta tese estuda os processos físicos relacionados com a atividade geomagnética dete-

tada em observatórios magnéticos à superfície da Terra em locais de latitudes intermé-

dias, ou seja, afastados do pólos e do equador, bem como a sua relação com a atividade

solar e o meio interplanetário durante o período temporal 2007-2016.

Para isto, numa primeira parte do trabalho são comparadas séries temporais simu-

ladas, obtidas através do modelo semi-empírico de Tsyganenko and Sitnov 2005 (TS05),

com as séries de dados obtidas em quatro observatórios (de latitude geomagnética

próxima e espaçados em longitude) a saber: Coimbra (COI), Portugal; Panagyurishte

(PAG), Bulgaria; Novosibirsk (NVS), Rússia e Boulder (BOU), USA. São ainda incluí-

dos no estudo dados observacionais de instrumentos em Terra e no Espaço compilados

na base de dados OMNI/NASA. Este estudo permite, assim, testar o modelo TS05 no

que concerne a modelação das observações geomagnéticas à superfície da Terra. Os

resultados apontam para que o modelo TS05 reproduz bem a componente geomag-

nética Norte-Sul durante os dias ativos mas é menos eficiente nos dias calmos. Por

outro lado, este estudo mostra que o modelo TS05 não reproduz bem a componente

Este-Oeste sendo que a causa para isso deverá ser o facto do modelo forçar o fecho

das correntes Birkeland no centro da Terra e não na ionosfera. Mostra-se ainda que

a componente geomagnética Norte-Sul, durante os dias ativos, é, essencialmente, in-

fluenciada pelas correntes de cauda (TAIL), a corrente de anel simétrico (SRC) e a cor-

rente de anel parcial (PRC). Em contrapartida, a componente Este-Oeste é determinada

pelas correntes FAC e PRC. As correlações entre os registos e o modelo TS05 melhoram

consideravelmente nos dias geomagneticamente ativos, para qualquer um dos obser-

vatórios. Este resultado pode explicar-se pelo facto da variação magnética diurna (QD,

de ‘quiet daily’) ter uma contribuição principal das correntes ionosféricas e estas não

serem incluídas no modelo TS05. No caso dos observatórios localizados próximo do

centro do vórtice de correntes ionosféricas (a saber COI e PAG), foi possível separar
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com sucesso a contribuição QD. Assim, naturalmente, após a remoção da variação QD

dos dados do modelo TS05, a correlação entre o modelo e as séries de COI e PAG mel-

hora em relação ao que ocorre em BOU e NVS. Em contrapartida os registos destes

dois observatórios aparecem bem correlacionados com os índices geomagnéticos Dst

(‘disturbance storm-time’) e RC (‘ring current’).

Posteriormente foi feito um estudo correlacionando 33 parâmetros representativos

da interação Sol-Terra no período 2009 a 2016: parâmetros solares, parâmetros do

campo magnético interplanetário (IMF) e índices geomagnéticos (GAI). Mostra-se que

as correlações são melhores usando médias sobre o período de rotação solar (27 dias)

do que usando médias diurnas, o que sugere a necessidade de tomar em conta atrasos

de propagação e efeitos cumulativos no estudo da interação Sol-Terra. A partir das

médias de 27 dias, mostra-se que as correlações globais (a 33 parâmetros) são melhores

para os seguintes parâmetros: áreas das regiões faculares, T-SRC e T-PRC (onde "T"

indica que a grandeza foi determinada pelo modelo TS05 - índices TI), o módulo do

vector do campo IMF, a percentagem sul de IMF (BZS GSM) e a função de Newell, de

acoplamento vento solar/magnetosfera.

Por outro lado, foram calculadas as assimetrias helio-magnéticas decorrentes da

diferença entre os valores médios dos parâmetros durante o trânsito através dos se-

tores de polaridade solar positiva e negativa do meio interplanetário. Da análise das

referidas assimetrias constata-se que a Terra esteve, durante o ciclo 24, mais tempo a

norte do que a sul do equador solar. Além disso, as assimetrias põem em evidência

uma oscilação anual presente nas séries de BZS GSM, BZ GSM e nos índices GAI e

explicada em princípio pelo efeito de Russell-McPherron. Nota-se ainda uma variação

anual dos índices TI durante a fase descendente do ciclo solar.

Em conclusão, a maior parte do trabalho desta tese foi ocupada com a implemen-

tação de uma série de testes estatísticos aplicados ao estudo do desempenho do mod-

elo TS05 na simulação da atividade geomagnética observada a latitudes intermédias

do Hemisfério Norte. O esquema de testes aqui proposto pode no futuro ser aplicado
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a qualquer outro modelo da magnetosfera. No final deste trabalho, realizou-se ainda

uma pesquisa envolvendo diferentes parâmetros que caraterizam a superfície do Sol,

o meio interplanetário e a atividade geomagnética, com o intuito de identificar os mais

adequados a ser utilizados para relacionar fenómenos à superfície do Sol com a ativi-

dade geomagnética observada na Terra.

Palavras-chave: atividade solar, dados solares e geomagnéticos, interacção Sol-Terra,

meteorologia espacial.
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Abstract

The focus of this thesis is to identify the role and dynamics of different current systems

for storm-time activity at mid-latitude ground level and their relation with other solar,

interplanetary and geomagnetic parameters, in the 2007-2016 time interval.

For this purpose, I compared the synthetic series of six magnetospheric current

systems computed with the data-based semi-empirical model of Tsyganenko and Sit-

nov 2005 (TS05), with the measurements of four mid-latitude geomagnetic stations at

very near geomagnetic latitudes, but well apart in longitude (Coimbra (COI), Portu-

gal; Panagyurishte (PAG), Bulgary; Novosibirsk (NVS), Russia; Boulder (BOU), USA),

and with other ground and satellite-based solar, interplanetary and geomagnetic pa-

rameters obtained from the OMNI/NASA database. An evaluation of TS05 model is

presented, in order to determine the model ability to reproduce both the total magneto-

spheric transient signal and to explain this signal through the contribution of each TS05

magnetospheric current system at ground level, comparing them with hourly data of

the four geomagnetic stations selected.

It was found that TS05 model is a useful tool to explain ground-based North-South

(or X) component of geomagnetic activity at mid-latitudes, in terms of main current

sources. It was verified that TS05 is efficient to reproduce the X component of ter-

restrial magnetospheric field at mid-latitudes during high geomagnetic activity time,

with correlations r ≥ 0.7 in ∼50% of compared data, presenting a lower efficiency

during calm time, with correlations r ≥ 0.7 only in ∼30% of data compared. Results

are less favourable for the East-West (or Y ) component, probably due to the fact that

TS05 model closes Birkeland (or field-aligned, FAC) currents through the Earth’s cen-

tre instead of through the ionosphere. It was found that currents that contribute most

to the X component during geomagnetic active periods are the cross-tail (TAIL), the

symmetric ring (SRC) and the partial ring (PRC) currents. The currents that contribute
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most to Y component are FAC and PRC currents. For all stations the highest correla-

tions among observations and TS05 simulations are obtained for stronger geomagnetic

activity. The results in this study indicate that the implementation of TAIL and SRC

currents in TS05 model is more successful than that for the FAC current.

The quiet daily (QD) variation has a main contribution from ionospheric currents,

which are not considered in TS05 model. For observatories at Northern Hemisphere’s

mid-latitudes that are localized close to the ionospheric current vortex center (COI and

PAG), it was possible to separate efficiently the QD ionospheric contribution using

Principal Component Analysis (PCA). For the other two stations (NVS and BOU) it

was found a relatively higher contribution of magnetospheric signal in the QD varia-

tion. After removing the QD variation from data, COI and PAG are better correlated

with TS05 series than BOU and NVS. However, BOU and NVS are better correlated

with geomagnetic indices Dst (disturbance storm-time) and RC (ring current), with RC

showing a slightly less good performance with respect to Dst.

Correlations between 33 solar, interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and geomag-

netic activity proxies were analysed for the 2009-2016 time interval. It was found that

series of 27-day averages (Bartels’ rotation) give higher correlations than daily or an-

nual series. Parameters that show higher cross-correlations among different groups

are the Sun’s northern and southern facular areas (FA-N and FA-S), two geomagnetic

indices derived from TS05 model (T-SRC and T-PRC), the total IMF intensity (B), the

percentage of IMF southward component (BZS GSM) and the interplanetary coupling

Newell’s function. We propose that these parameters are the best candidates to use if

we want to relate meaningfully the solar surface events to geomagnetic activity felt on

the Earth’s surface. Two new proxies were tested, 1) TI-indices, calculated from the X

TS05-derived series of TAIL, SRC, PRC and FAC contributions for the four observato-

ries and 2) BZS GSM, calculated as the daily percentage of IMF southward component

along the GSM Z-axis.
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Helio-magnetic asymmetries were calculated for the 33 parameters, as the differ-

ence between their averaged values in the towards and away magnetic sectors of the

interplanetary medium. Improvement in 27-day correlations with respect to annual

correlations is the result of an annual oscillation in this asymmetry, which is present in

most studied proxies and is probably due to the Russell-McPherron effect. Due to this

effect, BZS GSM and BZ GSM have a well-defined annual modulation, and geomag-

netic activity indices (GAI) also have annual oscillation and good correlations withBZS

GSM and BZ GSM. TI-indices have annual oscillation at declining phase of the cycle,

but insignificant oscillation near the minimum. Major percentage of towards days in

negative polarity epoch and of away days in positive polarity epoch means that the

Earth has been mostly at the northern magnetic hemisphere during the solar cycle 24.

In conclusion, the main part of this Ph.D. thesis was dedicated to the design and im-

plementation of a statistical approach that was applied to test the performance of the

TS05 model in explaining geomagnetic activity observed at Earth’s Northern Hemi-

sphere mid-latitudes. This approach can be applied to test any other magnetospheric

model. At the end of this work, a prospective study was made using different proxies

that describe the Sun surface, the interplanetary medium and geomagnetic activity, to

identify those parameters that should be more meaningfully used to relate the Sun to

the geomagnetic activity observed on Earth.

Keywords: Sun-Earth interaction, solar activity, solar and geomagnetic data, space

weather.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Space Weather (SWE) is about the electromagnetic perturbations and energetic particle

events driven by changes in the Sun’s magnetic field and solar wind (SW) and by their

effects on Earth’s magnetic field and upper atmosphere, that affects the Earth’s space,

atmosphere and surface environments (Thomson, 2012; Schrijver, 2015). SWE affects

our modern way of life, some times in very dramatic ways, and its potential to impact

is growing. It can disrupt GNSS signals in all kind of industrial, medical, engineer-

ing and common day instruments and applications, can cause induced currents and

corrosion in pipelines and electrical transmission lines, satellite failures, high radiation

doses at high altitudes, specially near geomagnetic poles and during space missions,

disruption in high frequency airline communication (HF) and navigation systems, in

long-distance radio signals, problems in hydrocarbon production, and more (Schrijver,

2015).

One of the most dramatic examples of SWE implications is the effect of geomag-

netically induced currents (GIC) in high voltage transformers or generators. During

very high geomagnetic activity GICs can flow between the high voltage lines and the

earth through windings, saturating the transformers or generators, perhaps damaging

them or triggering safety systems that remove them from the circuit, possibly creat-

ing knock-on effects in the rest of the grid. A forecast from 30 min up to three days

ahead, based on solar wind observations, allows to take precautions when a major
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geomagnetic event occurs. The severity of the effects on almost all technologies de-

pends in part on the geomagnetic latitude (at higher and lower latitudes, higher risks),

and on the underlying and surrounding land or sea conductivity (Thomson, 2012).

A deeper understanding of space weather can be used to forecast and to determine

design parameters to build transformers and generators, to avoid oil pipeline corro-

sion produced by GICs, to design oil industry drillers, power supply, satellites, GPS,

GNSS, and any other small electric component in general. Interest in, and dependence

on, space weather information and services grows rapidly (Schrijver, 2015), due to its

importance for technology, infrastructure, global economy and to avoid hazards. Ge-

omagnetism science and technical expertise is in demand from industry, education,

science and society (Thomson, 2012).

The ultimate goal of this thesis is to contribute to reduce SWE nuisance effects at the

Northern Hemisphere’s mid-latitudes. To this end, I will track correlations among Sun

activity parameters, the solar wind blowing from the Sun and reaching the Earth and

geomagnetic activity indices. I will also look into different current systems responsible

for geomagnetic activity.

Solar surface and interplanetary magnetic field observations have been made easily

available to all, in order to reach this end. SW data from high altitude satellites are also

available through open access sites.

Magnetic observatories provide local measurements of space weather conditions

and free data centres provide near-real-time magnetic data from many observatories

(i.e., INTERMAGNET, World Data Centres for Geomagnetism of Kyoto and Edin-

burgh), valuable for analysis of global and regional space weather activity. Different

products offered by them are helpful to use with models that simulate or predict im-

pact on the environment and technologies (Thomson, 2012). In this thesis, I will con-

centrate on four mid-latitude magnetic stations, including Coimbra station, separating

contributions for the North-South (X) and for the East-West (Y) local geomagnetic com-

ponents in the 2007-2016 time interval.
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Magnetosphere’s models as the Tsyganenko and Sitnov 2005 model (TS05) are widely

used to determine which magnetospheric current systems contribute more to high ge-

omagnetic activity. This model is made available for the scientific community and is

supported by a large quantity of detailed information.

1.2 State of the Art

Geomagnetic activity observed at the Earth’s surface is the result of the interaction be-

tween cosmic rays from distant sources or charged particles and electromagnetic radi-

ation from the Sun, with the Earth’s electromagnetic environment from the ground up

to distances of 10 to 20 Earth radii (e.g., Campbell, 2003). This region is called magneto-

sphere. Enhanced electric fields, currents, and energetic particle precipitation energize

the magnetosphere and are responsible for a number of perturbations in technological

infrastructures that became vital for human activities. These effects are monitored by

space weather services all over the world (Schrijver, 2015) and are most prominent at

high and equatorial latitudes (e.g., Buonsanto, 1999). Nevertheless, mid-latitudes are

also significantly perturbed by geomagnetic storms and adverse effects include loss of

HF communications, damage in high-voltage power supply lines or pipelines and de-

terioration of services provided by global navigation satellite systems (e.g., Beggan et

al., 2013; Buonsanto, 1999). Furthermore, Northern Hemisphere’s mid-latitudes con-

centrate a large amount of radiation and electrostatic-sensitive technology and new

studies on the geomagnetic activity in this Earth region seem justified.

The geomagnetic field measured at the ground surface is the sum of contributions

from very different sources: the Earth’s core field (main field), the field of magnetized

lithosphere (crustal field), the primary fields of magnetospheric and ionospheric cur-

rent sources and their secondary contributions due to Faraday induction in the elec-

trical conducting crust and mantle (e.g., Hulot et al., 2010). The main field, due to

a dynamo powered by convection in the liquid core of the Earth, is represented by
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spherical harmonic (SH) models up to degree 10 to 13, computed from ground-based

and low-orbit satellite geomagnetic data. As an example, the latest International Geo-

magnetic Reference Field model, IGRF-12, provides sets of definitive SH coefficients at

5-years interval from 1900.0 to 2010.0 and a non-definitive model for 2015.0 (Thebault

et al., 2015). The crustal field, represented by higher degree SH coefficients, is responsi-

ble for biases in different geomagnetic field components at a given observatory, when

compared with predictions from, e.g., IGRF models (e.g., Sabaka et al., 2015). Both

main and crustal magnetization fields contribute to the baseline at each station and

can be removed from data series in studies of sub-annual geomagnetic variations, by

fitting low-degree polynomials to annual means computed from the quietest days in

each month. Because they remain constant at the sub-daily time scales, they do not

contribute directly to geomagnetic activity. However, the geometry and amplitude of

magnetospheric and ionospheric current systems is strongly constrained by the ge-

ometry and amplitude of the main field (e.g., Pedatella et al., 2011) and models as

IGRF-12 are included into magnetospheric models (e.g., Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005).

All the three remaining components of the near-Earth field, namely magnetospheric,

ionospheric and induction fields, contribute to the geomagnetic activity observed at

the ground level.

As a means to monitor and even forecast the geomagnetic activity, indices com-

puted from observations of geomagnetic field sub-daily variations at the Earth’s sur-

face (e.g., Mayaud, 1980) have been used. At mid-latitudes, the indices Kp (plane-

tary K), Dst (disturbance storm-time) (Sugiura and Kamei, 1991) and more recently RC

(Olsen et al., 2014) are the most utilized. The 3-hour period planetary Kp index charac-

terizes different levels of global geomagnetic activity in broad terms, ranging from 0 to

9 (e.g. Mayaud, 1980). It is related quasi-logarithmically to the geomagnetic amplitude

measured in the most disturbed horizontal magnetic field component, at a group of 13

given stations. Kp values of 4 have been used to separate calm from storm time peri-

ods (e.g. McCollough et al., 2008). For a description of geomagnetic activity at a given
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site, local K index values are computed from the data of the magnetic observatory at

that site. For a shorter time scale description of geomagnetic activity during geomag-

netic storms, Dst index is used since it is provided at an 1-hour time resolution and

depends linearly on the perturbation amplitude. Dst values are derived from hourly

values of the horizontal geomagnetic component (H) obtained at four given magnetic

observatories distributed evenly in longitude (e.g., Sugiura, 1964; Mayaud, 1980).

Geomagnetic indices represent the integrated effect of different mechanisms that

contribute for the geomagnetic activity observed close to the Earth’s surface. They in-

clude contributions from the ring current located at the geomagnetic equatorial plane

at distances of 1.2 - 10 Earth radii (RE) (Tsyganenko, 2014), the field-aligned currents

that follow approximately the geomagnetic field lines at high latitudes (e.g. Kallen-

rode, 2004), the cross-tail current that is also located in the geomagnetic equator, flow-

ing from dawn to dusk, connecting the northern and southern currents of the magne-

topause, forming a θ-like current system with them, as seen from along the Earth-Sun

direction (e.g. Baumjohann and Nakamura, 2007), and the Chapman-Ferraro current

that flows along the magnetopause, i.e., the magnetosphere’s boundary, due to pene-

tration of solar wind’s protons, ions and electrons (e.g. Kallenrode, 2004).

Magnetospheric models take all these current systems into account and model their

dynamics, (e.g., Tsyganenko, 2002a; Tsyganenko, 2002b). These models use informa-

tion on the energetic particles blown from the Sun (the solar wind) and arriving at the

magnetopause (e.g. Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005; Alexeev and Feldstein, 2001; Tsyga-

nenko and Andreeva, 2015). They represent the different mechanisms that relate the

solar wind with the geomagnetic activity using physical or empirical equations. The

Tsyganenko and Sitnov model (TS05) is one such model (e.g. Tsyganenko and Sitnov,

2005) that uses satellite data and empirical equations to compute the magnetic field

vectors associated to the currents mentioned before, plus a field vector that represents

the penetration of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) into the magnetosphere (e.g.

Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005).
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The main driver of geomagnetic activity is the Sun. The possibility to relate solar

surface features with the solar wind arriving to the external magnetosphere and with

indices of geomagnetic activity is also of particular interest in the framework of this

thesis.

It is a well-known fact that structures at the Sun’s surface, chromosphere and corona

are asymmetric among northern and southern heliographic hemispheres, for example

sunspot numbers and sunspot areas (e.g. Temmer et al., 2006; Ballester, Oliver, and

Carbonell, 2005; Chang, 2009; Chowdhury, Choudhary, and Gosain, 2013; Li et al.,

2002; Carbonell, Oliver, and Ballester, 1993; Oliver and Ballester, 1994; Vizoso and

Ballester, 1990; Ravindra and Javaraiah, 2015), facular areas (e.g. Goncalves et al., 2014),

solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs) (e.g. Bankoti et al., 2010; Baranyi and

Ludmany, 2006; Zhang and Feng, 2015; Verma, 2000; Verma, 1993), solar surface ro-

tation (e.g. Zhang, Mursula, and Usoskin, 2015), photospheric magnetic fields (e.g.

Virtanen and Mursula, 2014; Song, Wang, and Ma, 2005). The asymmetries between

the northern and southern solar magnetic hemispheres, can be seen on solar struc-

tures, interplanetary and geomagnetic parameters, i.e., sunspot numbers (e.g. El-Borie

et al., 2012), solar wind (e.g. Mursula and Zieger, 2001; Nair and Nayar, 2008; Nair and

Nayar, 2009; Borie, Abdel-Halim, and El-Monier, 2016; Svirzhevsky et al., 2005), total

interplanetary magnetic field intensity (e.g. El-Borie et al., 2012; Borie, Abdel-Halim,

and El-Monier, 2016; El-Borie, Abdel-Halim, and El-Monier, 2016), proton density (e.g.

Borie, Abdel-Halim, and El-Monier, 2016; Svirzhevsky et al., 2005), proton tempera-

ture (e.g. Borie, Abdel-Halim, and El-Monier, 2016), solar radio flux (e.g. El-Borie et al.,

2012), Kp, Dst and other geomagnetic indices (e.g. El-Borie et al., 2012; El-Borie, Abdel-

Halim, and El-Monier, 2016; Apostolov, Altadill, and Todorova, 2004), cosmic rays (e.g.

El-Borie et al., 2016; Ngobeni and Potgieter, 2011; Svirzhevsky et al., 2005). Many au-

thors address also to different periodic variations of some of these parameters, i.e.,

11-year and 22-year solar cycle, 27-days variations, 13.5-days variations, 9-years and

so on (e.g. Hathaway, 2010; Mursula, Usoskin, and Kovaltsov, 2002; Svalgaard, 2011;
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Alania et al., 2001; Cliver, Kamide, and Ling, 2002). I selected daily and 27-day (one

Bartels’ rotation, approximately one rotation of the Sun’s equator as seen from Earth)

averaged values to analyse the correlations among series of solar, interplanetary and

geomagnetic parameters (e.g. Apostolov, Altadill, and Todorova, 2004; Svirzhevsky et

al., 2005) and also used annual (e.g. El-Borie et al., 2012; Borie, Abdel-Halim, and El-

Monier, 2016; El-Borie, Abdel-Halim, and El-Monier, 2016; Nair and Nayar, 2008; Nair

and Nayar, 2009; Mursula and Zieger, 2001) and 27-day series to analyse correlations

among their respective helio-magnetic asymmetries. The helio-magnetic asymmetries

reveal if a parameter has or not any dependency on the configuration of the inter-

planetary magnetic field (IMF) along the solar cycles. The cross-correlations among

asymmetries show their relations relative to a specific IMF configuration.

1.3 The Geophysical and Astronomical Observatory of

the University of Coimbra (OGAUC)

The OGAUC is an organic unit of the Faculty of Sciences and Technology of the Uni-

versity of Coimbra. It was created in 2013, after the merge of two secular institutions,

the Astronomical Observatory (created in 1772) and the Geophysical Institute (created

in 1864). The main research topics of the Observatory are: Earth Sciences, Planetology

and Solar Physics. This research is supported by long time series of geophysical and

astronomical daily observational data, obtained in situ. OGAUC involves around 30

people (researchers, students and technical staff). More information can be found in

/http://geofisico.dyndns.org/.

Data of the Geophysical and Astronomical Observatory of the University of Coim-

bra (OGAUC) were employed in this work, i.e., facular areas and North-South (X) and

East-West (Y) hourly geomagnetic measurements at COI station.

http://geofisico.dyndns.org/
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Facular areas were obtained from OGAUC daily espectroheliograms (i.e., monocro-

matic images sensible to different thermodynamic parameters of solar atmosphere),

obtained in CaII K3 (λ = 3933.7 Å). The BASS2000 database of Paris Observatory in

Meudon (/http://bass2000.obspm.fr/home.php) makes available both OGAUC

and Meudon spectroheliograph data, among other information. The OGAUC solar

images are also available through the website of the Portuguese Institute for Sea and

Atmosphere (IPMA).

The geomagnetic field North-South (X) and East-West (Y) components at Coim-

bra were obtained according to the standard procedures of a magnetic observatory

and using the following instruments: (1) a DI-flux magnetometer (consisting of a flux-

gate sensor MAG-01H mounted on MG2KP steel-free theodolite) and (2) a proton type

magnetometer (the Overhauser GSM90-F1), for the absolute measurements (baseline

control performed on weekly basis) of D & I and F, respectively; and (3) a digital var-

iometer (model FGE, version J) for the continuous recording (with sampling rate of 1

Hz) of magnetic variations of components H, D and Z. The hourly series of XYZ were

obtained from HZD series of 1-minute resolution. All these different components are

properly introduced in section 2.1.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The main goal of this study is to achieve a more comprehensive understanding of the

geomagnetic activity felt at Earth’s surface mid-latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere

by using statistical tools to compare three sources of data: a) ground geomagnetic field

measurements of four magnetic observatories sparsely distributed in longitude: Coim-

bra (COI), Portugal; Panagyurishte (PAG), Bulgary; Novosibirsk (NVS), Russia and

Boulder (BOU), USA, b) synthetic series of magnetosphere’s field contribution at these

observatories locations, computed using the Tsyganenko and Sitnov 2005 (TS05) semi

empirical magnetosphere’s model and c) satellite and other ground based data from

http://bass2000.obspm.fr/home.php
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NASA/OMNI and related databases. The temporal window is from January 1st 2007 to

December 31st 2016, covering an abnormally long minimum of solar activity at around

2008, the rising phase and part of the declining phase of solar cycle 24. This cycle is

particularly interesting due to the triple polarity reversal in the Sun’s Northern Hemi-

sphere, its smaller amplitude with respect to previous cycles and the long duration of

its minimum.

In Chapter 2, the main theoretical concepts that support the rest of the manuscript

are explained.

In Chapter 3, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and statistical tools are applied,

in an attempt to disentangle the ionospheric and magnetospheric contributions to the

local horizontal geomagnetic component, H , at the four magnetic observatories (COI,

PAG, NVS and BOU). I compare observations with Dst and RC geomagnetic indices

and with TS05 model predictions at the observatories locations, in order to evaluate

the performance of TS05’s predictions at ground level, for the period from January

2007 to December 2014. To compare the ground data with magnetospheric synthetic

series (TS05), Dst and RC indices it is necessary to remove the ionospheric contribution

from the data, since neither TS05 nor indices include the ionospheric contribution. To

this end, I built a PCA model of the quiet daily variation (QD) and then removed it

from the original (raw) data.

In Chapter 4, another statistical analysis is performed using the same ground ob-

servatories data, for January 2007 to December 2014, but separating the North-South

(X) and East-West (Y ) components, and discriminating the contribution of different

TS05’s magnetospheric source currents. The X and Y components of the six TS05 field

sources and the total TS05 field were compared with local data. QD variation series

were removed from data series by the standard method (not using PCA).

In Chapter 5, the Sun’s facular areas computed by the Centre for Earth and Space

Research of University of Coimbra (CITEUC) are compared with T-indices calculated

from the X component of the four main TS05 currents and other solar, interplanetary
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and geomagnetic parameters (33 in total), obtained from NASA/OMNI database, from

January 2009 to December 2016, in the form of daily and 27-days averaged series, an-

nual and 27-day averaged helio-magnetic asymmetries.

Finally, in Chapter 6, global conclusions are drawn.
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2 Background

2.1 Geomagnetic Field

FIGURE 2.1: Sources of ground magnetic field measurements.
Image adapted from ESA: /https://tinyurl.com/y8o5uny4

The magnetometers’ registrations at magnetic observatories show us the superpo-

sition of fields due to two type of sources: the internal and the external ones. The

https://tinyurl.com/y8o5uny4
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internal sources are (see Figure 2.1) 1:

1. the main field generated at Earth’s liquid core,

2. the lithospheric or crustal field originated from magnetic minerals in the crust,

3. Faraday induced currents in the Earth’s mantle and crust,

4. oceanic tidal currents produced by the Sun’s and Moon’s gravitational forces and

the conducting oceanic currents cutting the geomagnetic field lines.

The external sources are: the ionospheric dynamo and different kinds of magneto-

spheric currents.

The main field constitutes the largest part of the Earth’s field. The crustal field is

responsible for a bias in different geomagnetic field series at a given observatory, when

compared with main field models (e.g., Sabaka et al., 2015). The oceanic tidal currents

are important mainly at stations near sea coasts. Because main field and crustal field

remain constant at sub-daily time scales, they do not contribute directly to geomagnetic

activity (see e.g., Pedatella et al., 2011). Geomagnetic activity, more directly related

with SWE events, is due to external sources and corresponding induced fields.

Local North, East, Down (NED) Components. The components or elements of the

total geomagnetic field at ground level can be measured in local Cartesian, spherical

and cylindrical coordinates (see Figures 2.2 and 2.3). The Cartesian components are

X , Y and Z, where positive X points to cardinal point North, positive Y points to

cardinal point East, and positive Z completes the orthogonal coordinate system and

points to the Earth’s interior. The cylindrical components are H , D, Z, where H is

the horizontal field intensity which results from H =
√
X2 + Y 2, Z is the same as

in Cartesian coordinates, and D is the magnetic declination, or the horizontal angle

between the North-South direction and the horizontal field, positive if easterly. The

1In this thesis I used the /https://tinyurl.com/ service, that converts long into short URLs,
which do not break when copied neither expire.

https://tinyurl.com/
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spherical components are F , D and I , where F is the total field vector intensity, that

results from F =
√
X2 + Y 2 + Z2 =

√
H2 + Z2, D is the same magnetic declination as

in cylindrical coordinates, and I is the magnetic inclination, or the angle that the total

field subtends with the horizontal field, positive if the total field points down.
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FIGURE 2.2: Geomagnetic field components in Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical coordinate
systems.

2.1.1 The Main Field

The Earth’s main magnetic field originates from convection processes at the outer

fluid core, that move electrically conducting material and drive a dynamo mechanism.

This is mainly forced by the gravitational energy released by the upward migration of

lighter elements and the growth of the inner core by the freezing-out of heavier com-

ponents (e.g., Campbell, 2003). This field contribution is almost steady on day scale

but has a secular variation, significant over one or two years.

The main field has dipolar and non-dipolar components. The dipolar field approx-

imation works well at magnetospheric, ionospheric heights and even on ground, for

some purposes. The best-fit dipolar field presently is tilted 9.7o with respect to the

Earth’s rotation axis, as seen in Figure 2.3, but this angle is reducing with time (e.g.,
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FIGURE 2.3: Orientation of the geomagnetic field components at different latitudes at Earth’s
surface.
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Thebault et al., 2015). The Earth-centred dipole poles are called geomagnetic poles and

are the hypothetical intersections of the Earth’s surface and the geomagnetic dipole

axis. They are the geomagnetic north pole (in the Northern Hemisphere) and the ge-

omagnetic south pole. In 2017.0, the coordinates of these poles based on IGRF-12 are:

80.5o N, 72.8o W for the north and 80.5o S, 107.2o E for the south. The real magnetic

poles (dip poles) are those where the magnetic needle becomes vertical. Coordinates

of north and south magnetic poles at 2017.0 are 86.5o N, 172.6o W and 64.2o S, 136.3o E

(/https://tinyurl.com/bnwrlsy). Both poles would coincide if the Earth’s mag-

netic field would be perfectly dipolar.

An eccentric dipole (i.e., not centred at Earth) is more accurate to represent the

Earth’s dipolar field. It is shifted away from the center of the Earth by∼ 576.8 km. Since

1950 it has been moving away from the center of the Earth at an almost constant speed

of ∼ 2.5 km/year. In 2015.0 the eccentric dipole north pole was located at 84.14o N and

97.78o E, and the south pole was at 75.72o S and 117.51o W in geocentric coordinates

(e.g., Laundal and Richmond, 2016).

A dipole’s magnetic potential is defined as:

V (R) =
µ0

4πR3
m · R (2.1)

where m is the Earth’s dipole moment,∼ 7.94 x 1022 A m2, R is the position vector from

the Earth’s centre and µ0 is the permeability of free space, ∼ 4 π x 10−7 kg m A−2s−2.

The magnetic field is the gradient of the magnetic potential:

B(R) = −∇V (R) (2.2)

In spherical coordinates, the magnetic field is expressed in terms of the radial,

southerly and easterly components, BR, Bθ and Bφ, where θ is the colatitude and φ

is the longitude. Assuming that the geodipole is aligned with the Z axis, (see Figure

https://tinyurl.com/bnwrlsy
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FIGURE 2.4: Geocentric spherical components of the geomagnetic field at Earth’s surface.

x

2.4):

V (R) =
µ0

4πR3
m · R

=
µ0mcosθ

4πR2

BR(R, θ, φ) =
2µ0mcosθ

4πR3

Bθ(R, θ, φ) =
µ0msinθ

4πR3

Bφ(R, θ, φ) = 0

The total field intensity at any point is:

B(R, θ, φ) =
√
B2
R +B2

θ +B2
φ

=
µ0m

4πR3

√
1 + 3cos2θ
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In particular, at the North Pole:

BR(R, 0, φ) =
µ0m

2πR3

Bθ(R, 0, φ) = 0

and at the equator:

BR(R, 90o, φ) = 0

Bθ(R, 90o, φ) =
µ0m

4πR3

Then the magnitude of the total field at the poles (∼ 6 x 104 nT) is twice as strong as

at the equator (∼ 3 x 104 nT).

The components of the total field can be represented with spherical harmonics anal-

ysis (SHA), that divides the contributions into dipole, quadrupole, octupole, etc. and

also separates contributions from internal and external sources. This mathematical rep-

resentation helps to prove that the total field originates mostly from processes interior

to the surface and that only a small part of the field comes from the Earth’s exterior

(e.g., Campbell, 2003). The so-called main field is the internal contribution due to the

geodynamo.

Carl Gauss (1777-1855) developed this solution for the potential function V in spher-

ical polar coordinates:

V = RE

∞∑
n=1

[(
R

RE

)n
Sen +

(
RE

R

)n+1

Sin

]
, (2.3)

where
∑

means the sum of terms as n goes from 1 to infinity (in theory), R denotes

the radial distance from the center of the Earth, RE = 6371.2 km is the Earth’s mean

reference spherical radius, Sen and Sin represent functions called Legendre polynomials

of the independent variable θ that are multiplied by sine and cosine function terms of
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independent variable φ (e.g., Campbell, 2003).

The first term on the right of equation 2.3 represents the external sources of the po-

tential function, and the second term represents the internal sources. The first increases

with R and the second decreases with R due to the term (1/R)n+1.

Since 1965, an international team of scientists under the auspice of the International

Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA) has been maintaining and pro-

ducing main field models called International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF), a

series of mathematical models describing the large-scale main field B(R, θ, φ, t) and

its annual rate of change (secular variation), from epochs 1900 A. D. until now. It is

the result of a collaborative effort among magnetic field modellers and institutions

involved in collecting and disseminating magnetic field data from magnetic observa-

tories, ground surveys, and low Earth orbiting (LEO) satellites. Expanding Sen and Sin

in eq. 2.3, the potential V is approximated by the finite series:

V (R, θ, φ, t) = RE

N∑
n=1

n∑
m=0

(
RE

R

)n+1

[gmn (t)cos(mφ) + hmn (t)sin(mφ)]Pm
n (cosθ), (2.4)

with N = 13. The functions Pm
n (cosθ) are the Schmidt quasi-normalized associated Leg-

endre functions of degree n and orderm. The Gauss coefficients gmn , hmn are functions of

time and are conventionally given in units of nanotesla (nT). In the IGRF-12 model, the

Gauss coefficients gmn and hmn are provided for the main field (MF) at epochs separated

by 5 years between 1900.0 and 2015.0 A.D. The time dependence of the Gauss coeffi-

cients is assumed to be linear over 5-year intervals. The maximum truncation degree

N = 13 for epochs after 2000 is defined so as not to include the crustal magnetic field

contributions that dominate at higher degrees (see e.g., Langel and Estes, 1985). For

more details, see e.g., Thebault et al., 2015.

The IGRF is widely used for a wide variety of studies, like dynamics of Earth’s core

field, space weather, crust field, geomagnetic indices, etc. The IGRF model is revised

every few years (∼ 5 years) to follow the continuous temporal changes of the field of
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Earth’s outer core. Each generation consist of three models:

1. the Definite Geomagnetic Reference Field: (DGRF) any further improvement of

these models is unlikely;

2. the IGRF model: is non-definitive and will be substituted eventually by the DGRF;

3. the secular variation (SV) model: is provided to predict the time variation of the

large-scale geomagnetic field for the five years following the latest IGRF.

For example, the most recent 12th-generation IGRF (IGRF-12) provides a DGRF

model for epoch 2010.0, an IGRF model for epoch 2015.0, and a predictive SV model

covering the epochs 2015.0 - 2020.0. The current and previous versions of IGRF are

available at /https://tinyurl.com/ybwcb9xk.

2.1.2 The Ionospheric and Induced Fields

Looking at the magnetograms of field components at any observatory, some days we

can see a smooth pattern very easy to identify, as a stationary oscillation (Figure 2.5,

left), but other days we see a very noisy signal with higher amplitude oscillations (see

Figure 2.5, right). These patterns have different sources. The smooth daily-oscillation

or quiet daily variation (QD) is mainly originated by the effect of solar irradiation over

the ionosphere’s E region, a highly conducting region between 85 and 200 km alti-

tude, producing an ionospheric dynamo (see Figure 2.6) that is driven by thermally

and gravitationally excited atmospheric tidal winds (e.g., Campbell, 2003), producing

a dynamo effect that generates two ionospheric current vortices, one counter-clockwise

at Northern Hemisphere and other clockwise at Southern Hemisphere (e.g., Yamazaki

and Maute, 2016). The term solar quiet (Sq) variation refers to these ionospheric cur-

rents that displace with Earth’s rotation (e.g., Pedatella et al., 2011; Yamazaki and

Kosch, 2014). However, it is also known that the quiet daily (QD) variation contains a

https://tinyurl.com/ybwcb9xk
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significant magnetospheric contribution besides the ionospheric one (e.g Olsen, 1996)

and the separation is not simple (e.g., Langel et al., 1996).
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FIGURE 2.5: Left: Horizontal component measured at COI station when K < 4 (January 9-12,
2007). Right: COI −H component when K ≥ 4 (March 7-10, 2012). Units in nT.

Electromagnetic induced currents are produced in the crust and upper mantle (e.g.,

Schmucker, 1985). Their strength is roughly one third of that of the ionospheric cur-

rents, as determined, e.g., by Matsushita and Maeda (1965) and Langel and Estes (1985)

applying spherical harmonic analysis to Earth-based stations and Magsat-satellite dataset,

respectively. According to Lenz’s law, these currents tend to have an opposite direction

to their ionospheric sources and as a result their contribution affects QD variations by

reducing the vertical component Z and increasing the X and Y components (e.g Ya-

mazaki and Maute, 2016). Most often, a 1-D conductivity model is used to explain

this effect, consisting of an insulating upper mantle and a superconductor below some

depth. In this scenario, the secondary field is simply proportional to the primary in-

ducing field and the thickness of the insulating upper layer is adjusted in order that the

proportionality constant is close to 1/3 (e.g. Olsen, Sabaka, and Lowes, 2005). More re-

alistic models allowing for lateral variations of conductivity show that the Z (vertical)
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FIGURE 2.6: The ionospheric dynamo. Image adapted from British Geological Survey Website
/https://tinyurl.com/3hyrszf

geomagnetic field component is the most affected by the conductivity model simplifi-

cation (e.g Kuvshinov, Avdeev, and Pankratov, 1999).

2.1.3 Lunar Variations

Lunar variations are regular geomagnetic variations which arise from lunar tides in the

oceans and atmosphere. If tidal currents with velocity V move across field lines of the

Earth’s planetary field, electric fields V×B are generated. They drive electric currents

in the highly conducting seawater and in the ionosphere. The motion-induced cur-

rents produce electromagnetically induced fields. The superimposed magnetic field of

all currents is observed as lunar daily variations L (Schmucker, 1985), but their ampli-

tudes are rather small and have not been taken into account in this work.

2.1.4 The Magnetospheric Field

A magnetosphere is a cavity inside the interplanetary medium where the solar wind

and interplanetary magnetic field interact with the intrinsic magnetic field or ionized

https://tinyurl.com/3hyrszf
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upper atmosphere of a planetary body. The Earth has a dominant quasi-dipolar mag-

netic field, a dense atmosphere and ionosphere. The size of the magnetosphere is de-

termined by the pressure balance between the external solar wind dynamic pressure

and the internal magnetosphere’s pressure (e.g., Pulkkinen, 2007). The plasma in the

magnetosphere consists mainly of electrons and protons, coming from the SW and the

Earth’s ionosphere, minor fractions of He+ and O+ coming from the ionosphere and

some He2+ coming from the Sun (e.g., Baumjohann and Nakamura, 2007). The mag-

netopause is the magnetosphere’s boundary where the solar wind, magnetospheric

plasmas and magnetic fields are in pressure balance. At typical solar wind conditions

it extends until 10 RE at the dayside, but at strong SW activity the dayside can be com-

pressed until 6.6 RE (Pulkinnen, 2007).

The plasma inside the magnetosphere is grouped into different regions with differ-

ent densities and temperatures, from which we can highlight (see Figure 2.7):

1. the plasma mantle, just inside the magnetopause boundary and flowing in the

anti-solar direction,

2. the plasma sheet, separating the northern and southern lobes of the magneto-

spheric tail,

3. the plasmasphere and Van Allen belts, a torus-like region around the Earth, of

protons and electrons that became trapped in the Earth’s main field.

These plasma reservoirs are sources of particles for different magnetospheric cur-

rents. Most authors (e.g., Tsyganenko, 2013; Pulkkinen, 2007; Russell, 2001) distinguish

the following currents:

1. two ring current systems in the magnetic equator, one axi-symmetrical, or full-

ring current, and other asymmetrical, or partial ring current,
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FIGURE 2.7: Magnetosphere’s current systems and plasma regions. Image adapted from
https://tinyurl.com/yakbg2mu

2. a cross-tail current sheet in the anti-sunward direction,

3. a system of vertical currents called field-aligned currents or Birkeland currents,

that connects ionosphere and magnetosphere,

4. a boundary current system called Chapman-Ferraro or magnetopause currents.

The ring current (RC) lies between about 1.2 - 10 RE (Tsyganenko, 2014), with a

magnetic field strength of the order of a few hundred nanotesla, typical electron den-

sities and temperatures of 1 cm−3 and 5 x 107 K respectively (e.g., Baumjohann and

Nakamura, 2007). This current is due to the eastward (electron) and westward (pro-

ton) drift in the Van Allen radiation belts. During geomagnetic storms the ring current

causes a net decrease in the magnetic field on the Earth’s surface, opposed to the mag-

netopause current that causes an increase. The energy of these circulating particles can

be easily calculated from their effect on the ground-level magnetic field. In major mag-

netic storms this energy can reach 10 or more petajoules (1015 J) and the energization
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rate can exceed several terawatts (1012 W) (e.g., Russell, 2001). The symmetric storm-

time ring current requires at least several hours to build up and decays on the time

scale of at least one or two days (e.g., Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005).

During geomagnetic storms the asymmetric part of the ring current, or partial ring

current (PRC), develops a strong near-equatorial magnetic depression at the dusk -

pre-midnight sector, with peak at 18:00 - 20:00 h and at ∼ 6 - 7 RE (e.g., Li, Wang,

and Kan, 2011; Tsyganenko, 2013), with a relaxation time ≤ 2 hours (Tsyganenko and

Sitnov, 2005). This excess of westward current on the night side suggests the existence

of a field-aligned current, downward on the dusk side and upward on the dawn side

(e.g., Tsyganenko, 2000) (see R2 current in Figure 2.7).

Most of the magnetotail plasma is concentrated around the tail mid plane in an

about 5-10 RE thick plasma sheet. Average electron densities and temperatures in the

tail plasma sheet are 0.5 cm−3 and 5 x 106 K, with magnetic fields of 10 - 20 nT (e.g.,

Baumjohann and Nakamura, 2007). A northern and a southern low density tail lobes

form in the night side magnetotail. Beyond 20 RE the fields in the northern and south-

ern tail lobes are nearly anti-parallel and have an almost constant intensity of ∼20 nT

(e.g., Pulkkinen, 2007). Near the Earth, the tail lobes are threaded by magnetic field

lines originating in the polar caps that contains a highly rarefied plasma. The lobes

typical values for the electron density, temperature and the magnetic field strength are

10−2 cm−3, 5 x 105 K and 30 nT respectively. The tail-like field of the night side mag-

netosphere is accompanied by the current flowing on the tail magnetopause surface

and the cross-tail neutral sheet current in the central plasma sheet, both of which are

connected (e.g., Baumjohann and Nakamura, 2007). The effect of the tail current sys-

tem is (as for the ring current) to oppose the Earth’s field and has a stronger effect on

the night side, causing a day-night gradient in the field (e.g., Russell, 2001). The tail

current dramatically increases during the main phase and shifts earthward, so that the

peak current concentrates at unusually close distances 4 - 6 RE. This is accompanied
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by a significant thinning of the current sheet and strong tailward stretching of the in-

ner geomagnetic field lines. A typical reaction time of the tail lobe field to the solar

wind pressure pulses is only a few minutes (e.g., Collier et al., 1998), even though its

response to the onset of southward IMF BZ has a longer time scale, up to 2 - 3 hours

(e.g., Tsyganenko, 2000).

Physically, the inner ring current and the more distant tail current sheet form a sin-

gle equatorial current system. The difference between the two is that the ring current

lines encircle Earth and are fully closed inside the magnetosphere, whereas the tail cur-

rents flow in the night side and close via the magnetopause (e.g., Tsyganenko, 2013).

The Birkeland or field-aligned current (FAC) system is mainly carried by electrons

(e.g., Baumjohann and Nakamura, 2007) and is responsible for electrodynamically

linking and exchange of energy and momentum among the magnetopause, the inner

magnetosphere and the ionosphere (e.g., Coxon et al., 2014). This system forms two

concentric rings above the auroral ionosphere: the poleward (region 1) ring and the

equatorward (region 2) ring. The region 1 (R1) currents connect the ionosphere to cur-

rents in the magnetopause and the magnetotail, and the region 2 (R2) currents divert

the excess of azimuthal current from the dusk side of the PRC (Tsyganenko, 2002a). Re-

gion 1 currents flow downward in the dusk sector and upward in the dawn sector, and

region 2 currents are of opposite polarity. Both regions 1 and 2 currents close through

the ionosphere (see Figure 2.7).

Finally, the current flowing in the magnetopause is called the magnetopause current

or Chapman-Ferraro (CF) current. This current is caused by the deflection of charged

particles in the magnetopause. Positive and negative particles arriving at the mag-

netosphere’s boundary carried by the solar wind are deflected in opposite directions

normal to the local field, giving the eastward magnetopause current shown in Figure

2.7.
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2.2 Geomagnetic Activity

2.2.1 Storms

The geomagnetic storms are intrinsically dynamical events, to which contribute the

current solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions, the magneto-

spheric inertia (delayed reaction of the magnetosphere to changing its conditions) and

"memory" effects, reflecting a finite response time of loading/unloading processes as

the dissipation of energetic particles trapped on the inner drift shells (Tsyganenko and

Sitnov, 2005).

At mid and low latitudes we can identify the imprint of geomagnetic storms when

we have these three stages in a H-component record (see Figure 2.8 2):
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FIGURE 2.8: Phases of a geomagnetic storm record measured at COI station.

1. Initial phase: it starts with a sudden increase in the H component with respect to

its average level, called storm onset. Its corresponding time is the starting time or

onset time of the storm. In most cases this is also the beginning of a storm sudden

commencement (SSC), defined by J. J. Curto as "a sharp change (with a minimum

2 Image courtesy of Paulo Ribeiro.
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slope of the order of 10 nT in 3 min) of the horizontal magnetic field at globally

spaced observatories at low latitude,... followed by an hour with the Dst index

lower than about -50 nT within the following hours" (e.g., Curto, Araki, and Al-

berca, 2007). The storm onset is originated when a sudden increase of solar wind

dynamic pressure reaches the magnetopause, causing an interplanetary shock or

discontinuity. It happens more frequently when the interplanetary magnetic field

points southward (IMF BZ < 0) in either the turbulent sheath fields behind the

shock, in the smooth magnetic clouds fields behind the sheath, or in both.

2. Main phase: the horizontal component of the field decreases and shows major

fluctuations for a longer time and larger amplitude than in the initial phase. The

magnitude of the decrease represents the severity of the storm (see the following

sections).

3. Recovery phase: the longest in time (as much as several days) during which the

field returns to its undisturbed level.

2.2.2 Indices

Geomagnetic activity indices (GAI) have been designed to describe variations in the

geomagnetic field caused by irregular current systems. They can be separated into

indices describing geomagnetic activity at mid-latitudes and those at polar latitudes.

This section describes all known standard indices used in this study. In Chapter 5, a

new set of indices is proposed (T-indices) to put in evidence the effect of separate mag-

netospheric currents.
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Mid-Latitude Indices

Local K geomagnetic index. The K-index is related quasi-logarithmically to the ge-

omagnetic disturbance amplitude measured for the horizontal component at a partic-

ular observatory, during a three-hour interval and after the quiet daily variation has

been removed. An integer from 0 to 9 is assigned to each 3-hour interval, therefore

each day is characterised by 8 K-indices. Observatories at higher geomagnetic latitudes

have higher levels of fluctuation for a given K-index. For example, Table 2.1 compares

amplitudes of local K geomagnetic indices for Coimbra, Panagyurishte, Novosibirsk

and Boulder.

TABLE 2.1: Amplitudes in nT corresponding to K indices at Coimbra, Panagyurishte, Novosi-
birsk and Boulder. COI values provided by Paulo Ribeiro. PAG values have same order
as COI. NVS and BOU from Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC/NOAA) at /https:

//tinyurl.com/goolkxk (at tab "Details")

K index | COI and PAG (nT) | NVS and BOU (nT)

0 0-4 0-6
1 4-10 6-14
2 10-21 14-30
3 21-38 30-54
4 38-67 54-96
5 67-112 96-160
6 112-196 160-280
7 196-336 280-480
8 336-560 480-800
9 > 560 > 800

Planetary Kp and Ap indices. The name Kp is derived from the german Planetarische

Kennziffer ( = planetary index) and was introduced by Bartels in 1949, as a global 3-hour

geomagnetic index. The series of Kp exists from 1932 until now. Since 1997 the Kp and

related indices are derived at the Adolf Schmidt Geomagnetic Observatory Niemegk

https://tinyurl.com/goolkxk
https://tinyurl.com/goolkxk
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of the Helmholtz Centre Potsdam GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences. The

ftp server is located at /https://tinyurl.com/yc5akrab. GFZ-Postdam descrip-

tion of Kp index can be found at /https://tinyurl.com/yca8ak5u. This index

is the base used by the United States National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-

tion (NOAA) to classify geomagnetic storms. It is calculated by a weighted average

of the local standardized "K" indices of 13 geomagnetic observatories between 44o and

63o northern or southern geomagnetic latitudes. The standardization is done using ta-

bles designed by Bartels for each observatory and based in statistical methods. The

3-hour Kp index ranges in a scale from 0 (quiet) to 9 (greatly disturbed), distributed in

28 steps, in thirds of a unit, e.g. 5- is 4 2/3, 5 is 5 and 5+ is 5 1/3. Due to the quasi-

logarithmic relationship of the K-indices to magnetometers fluctuations, to calculate

the daily average level of geomagnetic activity the Kp-scale must be converted back

into an equivalent linear three hourly scale called ap-index, dividing by 2 the ampli-

tude range corresponding to each Kp (see Table A.1 at Appendix A). The Ap-index is

calculated as the arithmetic average of eight 3-hourly averaged ap-indices of a day.

Table A.1 in Appendix A shows the Kp scale, their equivalent amplitudes, and the

equivalent ap three-hourly values. Sources: /https://tinyurl.com/ybwd7etl

and /https://tinyurl.com/yb3zroby.

Storm-time disturbance index (Dst). We call disturbance field (Dst) the storm-time

decrease in H, measured at the Earth’s surface as a result of geomagnetic activity.

The Dst index is linearly dependent on the amplitude of the geomagnetic perturba-

tion and is derived from the H hourly values obtained from four magnetic observato-

ries at low and mid-latitudes and distributed evenly in longitude: Honolulu (Hawaii),

San Juan (Puerto Rico), Hermanus (South Africa) and Kakioka (Japan). These observa-

tories are sufficiently far away from auroral and equatorial electrojets and those current

systems have a weak effect on this index. Dst provides a 1-hour resolution description

of magnetic activity during geomagnetic storms.

https://tinyurl.com/yc5akrab
https://tinyurl.com/yca8ak5u
https://tinyurl.com/ybwd7etl
https://tinyurl.com/yb3zroby
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Originally derived for monitoring the symmetric ring current variations, it is presently

acknowledged that other magnetospheric (Chapman-Ferraro, tail current, field-aligned

currents, etc.) and ionospheric currents contribute to Dst (e.g., Campbell (1996), Feld-

stein et al. (2000), Tsyganenko and Sitnov (2005), Curto, Araki, and Alberca (2007)).

SYM-H geomagnetic index. The Symmetric Disturbance Horizontal (SYM-H) index

is obtained from 1 min data of the magnetic field at six stations between λ ≈ 40o − 50o

(Boulder, Chambon-la-Foret, Fredericksburg, Martin de Vivies, Memambetsu, Urumqi)

and five between λ ≈ 18 − 30o (San Juan, Tucson, Honolulu, Alibag and Hermanus)

(e.g., Iyemori et al., 1999). Usually, it is considered that the SYM-H index is an analog

of Dst but with a better temporal resolution, however during super magnetic storms

with Dst variation ≥ 400 nT, the SYM-H variations can considerably differ from Dst

behavior (e.g., Solovyev, Boroyev, and Moiseyev, 2005).

Ring current index (RC). Recently, Olsen et al. (2014) put forward a new index, called

RC (from "ring current"), which describes the strength of the magnetophere’s ring cur-

rent even during geomagnetic quiet conditions (when the Dst baseline gives less opti-

mal results). RC represents approximately a dipole field, since it is derived only from

the horizontal components of 21 observatories at low and mid latitudes distributed

around the world, all longitudes, at night hours (LT between 18 and 06).

The criteria to determine the quiet time baseline at each observatory is well defined

and made constant in time, contrary to the Dst baseline (e.g., Temerin and Li, 2015).

For every observatory the core field model of CHAOS-4 is removed from the hourly

mean values. After that, an observatory bias that represent the lithospheric field is also

removed from every hourly value. This bias is determined such that the arithmetic

mean value during geomagnetic quiet periods (defined as Kp ≤ 2o, |dDst/dt| ≤ 2 nT

hr−1) vanishes. Next, all data is converted from the geographic to the geomagnetic
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(dipole) frame. An hour-by-hour spherical harmonic analysis (SHA) of H hourly mean

values is performed, estimating the three spherical harmonic expansion coefficients of

first degree and order 0 and 1. For this analysis only observatories that were in the

night-side were used, with the number of observatories in use changing from hour to

hour. The RC index is defined as RC = −ν0
1 (Olsen et al., 2014). The minus sign is to

make RC compatible with Dst as a southward component at the dipole equator. ν0
1 de-

notes the sum of an external coefficient ε0
1 (magnetospheric) and an internal coefficient

ι01 (induced) (e.g., Olsen, Sabaka, and Lowes, 2005).

Polar Region Indices

AE, AU, AL. Hourly AE, AU and AL are computed and delivered by the World

Data Center for Geomagnetism, operated by the Data Analysis Center for Geomag-

netism and Space Magnetism at Kyoto University, Japan (/https://tinyurl.com/

yattk7lb). The AE index (from Auroral Electrojet) is derived from geomagnetic vari-

ations in the horizontal component observed at selected (10-13) observatories along

the auroral zone in the Northern Hemisphere (list of previous and current AE obser-

vatories available at /https://tinyurl.com/yd93kf4v). To normalize the data a

base value for each station is calculated for each month by averaging all the data from

the station on the five international quietest days. This base value is subtracted from

each value of one-minute data obtained at the station during that month. The plots of

all stations are superimposed and the largest and smallest values are selected at each

given time (UT). The AU and AL indices are respectively defined by the largest and

the smallest values so selected. AU and AL names derive from upper and lower val-

ues. The difference, AU minus AL, defines the AE index. The AU and AL indices are

intended to express the current intensity of the eastward and westward auroral electro-

jets, respectively. The AE index represents the overall activity of the electrojets. More

detailed information at /https://tinyurl.com/yahsv5oc.

https://tinyurl.com/yattk7lb
https://tinyurl.com/yattk7lb
https://tinyurl.com/yd93kf4v
https://tinyurl.com/yahsv5oc
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Polar Cap Index (PC). This is determined from the North polar cap station at Thule,

Greenland (PCN) and the South polar cap station at Vostok, Antarctica (PCS). The in-

dex is basically a 15-min index that Low Resolution OMNI (LRO) averages to hourly

resolution. I used PCN taken from /https://tinyurl.com/y776okcj, World Data

Center for Geomagnetism, National Space Institute, Copenhagen. PC is calculated

with the purpose to monitor the geomagnetic activity over the polar caps caused by

changes in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and solar wind, driven by the geo-

effective interplanetary electric field. It is considered a convenient proxy of energy that

enters into the magnetosphere by solar wind - magnetosphere coupling.

2.2.3 Coupling Functions

Interplanetary Electric Field. The PC index is closely related with the value of the

interplanetary electric field EKL (e.g., Kan and Lee, 1979) controlling the polar cap

magnetic activity:

EKL = V BT sin2 (θC/2) = V
[
(BGSM

Y )2 + (BGSM
Z )2

]1/2
sin2 (θC/2) (2.5)

where V is the solar wind velocity, BT is the transverse component of the magnetic

field, θC is the clock angle or angle between BT and Z axis. Then EKL is a product of

the transverse field by the solar wind velocity (ET = V BT ) multiplied by an estimate

of the fractional merging rate (sin2(θC/2)). The expected relation is:

PC = ξ EKL,

where ξ is a scale coefficient (e.g., Newell et al., 2007).

https://tinyurl.com/y776okcj
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Newell’s coupling function. Newell et al. (2007) derived a nearly universal coupling

function that includes the rate of magnetic flux removed from the dayside magne-

topause, dΦMP/dt that is itself an electric field. They calculate the rate at which mag-

netic flux is opened at the magnetopause as a function of the rate at which field lines

approach the magnetopause (determined by the solar wind velocity V ), the fraction of

field lines that merge at the magnetosphere (calculated by a sine function of clock an-

gle θC) and the strength of the transverse IMF (BT , that is proportional to the amount

of flux opened).

The greatest amount of merging is predicted for a southward IMF, but it is impor-

tant to note that there is not a "northward IMF" magnetosphere neither a "southward

IMF" magnetosphere. There is a magnetosphere under a state of rapid dayside merg-

ing and other under slow dayside merging. This is why there are more "southward"

cusp signatures than "northward" and why the polar cap for northward IMF so often

resembles "southward IMF" conditions.

For this work I used a version of Newell’s function derived by Tsyganenko and An-

dreeva (2015), that introduces a normalization factor of 10−4 and I denote the merging

function as NLL index:

NLL = 10−4 V 4/3 B
2/3
T sin8/3(

θc
2

) (2.6)

with V in km/s and BT in nT. Tsyganenko and Andreeva (2015) compute the NLL in-

dex for each 5 min average data record as an average over 30 min long trailing interval,

immediately preceding the current time moment. 5-min data were binned to 1-day res-

olution in order to compare with other parameters. Tsyganenko’s 5-min Newell’s data

can be downloaded at /https://tinyurl.com/y7agg2hr.

https://tinyurl.com/y7agg2hr
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2.3 Relevant Coordinate Systems

It is useful to employ different coordinate systems for physical phenomena with dif-

ferent geometries and development, depending on which system makes it easier the

calculations and the understanding of phenomenon. I separated the coordinate sys-

tems according to the phenomena they help to describe: phenomena mainly related

with the Sun and its magnetic field (IMF), phenomena strongly related to the arrival of

solar wind on Earth and Sun-Earth interactions, and phenomena strongly constrained

by the Earth’s main field. The Geographic Coordinate System is also described at the

beginning.

All coordinate systems described hereunder are geocentric. In some coordinate sys-

tems position is often specified in terms of colatitude θ, longitude φ and radial distance

R.

The following descriptions are mainly based in SPENVIS Coordinate Systems Web-

site (/https://tinyurl.com/ydxtkbh5). An excellent animation with most coor-

dinate systems can be found at /https://tinyurl.com/yb9wjuxq.

Geographic Coordinate System (GEO). In this work, this reference system is used

to indicate the position of the magnetic stations and other locations at Earth’s surface.

The positive X-axis lies in the Earth’s equatorial plane and points from the centre of

the Earth through the Greenwich Meridian (0o longitude). The Z-axis is parallel to the

Earth’s rotation axis and its intersection with the Northern Hemisphere is the North

geographic pole. The geographic east longitude (φ) is the horizontal and Earth-centred

angle measured at the equatorial plane, from Greenwich Meridian, counter clockwise

(eastward) as seen from the North geographic pole. The geographic latitude (λ) is

the Earth-centred vertical angle measured from the equatorial plane to the measured

location at Earth’s surface. It is positive for a Northern Hemisphere’s location.

https://tinyurl.com/ydxtkbh5
https://tinyurl.com/yb9wjuxq
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FIGURE 2.9: X and Z axes of Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric Coordinate System (GSM,
green), Solar Magnetic coordinates (SM, blue) and Geomagnetic Coordinate System (MAG,
red). m̂ represents the Earth’s dipole axis. ψ is the dipole tilt angle. Image adapted from

Laundal and Richmond (2016).
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2.3.1 Coordinate systems strongly constrained by the Earth’s main

field

Geomagnetic Coordinate System (MAG). This reference system was used to obtain

the magnetic coordinates of the observatories at Earth’s surface. The Z-axis is parallel

to the magnetic dipole axis, positive North. The Y-axis is perpendicular to the plane

containing the dipole moment and the Earth’s rotation axis. In this work I used the

geographic coordinates of the dipole’s North pole, 80.09 oN, 72.21 oW, calculated for

year 2010.0 (e.g., Thebault et al., 2015). Values for other years can be found at Kyoto

Data Center (/https://tinyurl.com/bnwrlsy).

Solar Magnetic Coordinates (SM). The Z-axis is parallel to the dipole axis, positive

North, and the positive Y-axis is perpendicular to the Earth-Sun direction towards

dusk. X-axis does not point directly to the Sun. The difference from MAG is a ro-

tation about the common Z axis, by an angle that changes from 0 to 360o along the

day (see Figure 2.9). This system is useful to analyse magnetic fields aligned with the

geomagnetic dipole, as field-aligned currents and the main field.

2.3.2 Coordinate systems mainly related with the Sun and its mag-

netic field

Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE). Its origin is at the center of the Earth. The X-axis is

the Earth-Sun direction towards the Sun. The Z-axis points to the north ecliptic pole,

perpendicular to the plane that contains the Earth’s orbit around the Sun. This system

has a yearly rotation relative to a system fixed to the distant stars, i.e., the Geocentric

Earth Inertial system (GEI), which X-axis points to the first point in Aries or Vernal

Equinox (intersection of ecliptic and Earth’s equatorial plane). GSE system was used

to study the IMF influence over the Earth’s field both when IMF points toward or away

from the Sun.

https://tinyurl.com/bnwrlsy
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Geocentric Solar Equatorial System (GSEQ). This system also has its X-axis point-

ing towards the Sun from the Earth. However, instead of having its Y-axis in the eclip-

tic plane, the GSEQ Y-axis is parallel to the Sun’s equatorial plane which is inclined

7.25o to the ecliptic. Positive Z axis points northwards. The Z-axis will not necessarily

be parallel to the Sun’s axis of rotation, but Sun’s axis of rotation must lie in the X-Z

plane. Half of the year the Earth is North of the GSEQ equatorial plane, the other half

is South, with a maximum inclination value of 7.25o. This system is used in this thesis

to study the projection of the GSEQ Y component over the GSM Z component of the

interplanetary magnetic field (see Chapter 5).

2.3.3 Coordinate systems strongly related to the arrival of solar wind

on Earth

Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric Coordinate System (GSM). This is one of the

most used coordinate systems for Earth-Sun interactions, where X is the Earth-Sun

direction, with origin at Earth’s center, positive towards the Sun (same as for GSE).

Positive Z axis points towards the North, is perpendicular to X and is always in the

plane that contains the magnetic dipole axis and the X axis. Positive Y axis points to-

wards dusk. The angle between Z GSM axis and the magnetic dipole axis is called

tilt angle, ψ (see Figure 2.9). In the GSM frame the dipole axis is always in the X-Z

plane, although the tilt angle can change from ∼-30o to ∼30o. This system is used to

describe phenomena strongly constrained by the SW and the IMF (external magneto-

sphere). The magnetospheric model used in this study (TS05 model, see section 2.4)

uses the GSM-Y and GSM-Z IMF components and their respective GSM positions as

input parameters. TS05 outputs are in GSM system.

Geocentric Solar Wind Coordinate System (GSW). This system is analogous to the

GSM, except that the X-axis is anti-parallel to the actual observed direction of the solar
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wind flow, which not only aberrates by ∼ 4o from the strictly radial direction due to

Earth’s orbital motion around the Sun, but also often significantly fluctuates around

its average direction. Orientation of axes in the GSW system can be uniquely defined

by specifying three GSE Cartesian components of the solar wind velocity vector (VX ,

VY , VZ). In the absence of reliable data on the solar wind direction, one can either set

VY = VZ = 0 (in which case the GSW system becomes identical to the standard GSM)

or set VY = 29.8 km/s, VZ = 0, thus taking into account the aberration effect. This

reference system is used in the TS04c code for TS05 simulations in order to simplify

some calculations along the solar wind direction.

2.4 Tsyganenko and Sitnov 2005 (TS05) Semi-Empirical

Model

The Tsyganenko and Sitnov 2005 (TS05) model is the result of more than 30 years of

developing data-based semi-empirical models of the Earth’s magnetosphere (for a re-

view, see e.g., Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005; Tsyganenko, 2013).

TS05 is a dynamical semi-empirical model of the Earth’s inner magnetosphere, de-

veloped from space measurements of solar wind and IMF parameters taken during 37

major geomagnetic storms between October 1996 to November 2000. The total number

of data records used to develop the model are 142 787, diversely distributed around the

Earth, but mainly at geosynchronous orbits (∼ 6.6 RE, Earth radii):

∼ 23.0% between 7 ≤ R ≤ 20 RE

∼ 68.0% between 6 ≤ R ≤ 7 RE

∼ 5.3% between 4 ≤ R ≤ 6 RE

∼ 3.7% between 2.5 ≤ R ≤ 4 RE

Table 2.2 shows the number of data and temporal coverage of every spacecraft.
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The magnetic field model is represented as the sum of seven vectors or "modules"

having physically realistic and flexible spatial structure. The total field model is fitted

to a large set of data covering a sufficiently wide region in the geometrical and para-

metric space (Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005). These seven vectors are (see Figure 2.7):

BTSY = BCF + BSRC + BPRC + BTAIL + BFAC1 + BFAC2 + BINT (2.7)

where

1. BCF is the field of the Chapman-Ferraro or magnetopause currents which confine

the Earth’s field inside the magnetopause,

2. BSRC is the contribution of the symmetric ring current,

3. BPRC is the contribution of the partial ring current,

4. BTAIL is the contribution of the cross-tail current sheet,

5. BFAC1 is the contribution of the region 1 of the field-aligned currents or Birkeland

currents,

6. BFAC2 is the contribution of the region 2 of the Birkeland currents,

7. BINT is the contribution of an interconnection current system, representing the

coupling between IMF and magnetopause.

To make the tail field more flexible it can be expanded into a linear combination of

two fields, BT1 and BT2 with different spatial variations at tail axis, corresponding to

an inner part and an outer part, but I just used the global BTAIL in this work.

These vector fields represent the effect of the structure and temporal variation of the

major current systems contributing during the entire storm cycle, since their growth to

their decay. In the TS05 model, the density, velocity and pressure of the upstream

solar wind drive and shape the magnetosphere, as also does the IMF BZ component.
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TABLE 2.2: Number and time distribution of data records by spacecraft

Spacecraft Time Period Covered No. 5-min averages Total Time, hours

Polar Oct 1996 - Nov 2000 45,354 3,779
Geotail May 1997 - Nov 2000 4,237 353
Equator-S Feb 1998 - Mar 1998 1,659 138
GOES-8 Oct 1996 - Nov 2000 50,070 4,173
GOES-9 Oct 1996 - May 1998 20,439 1,703
GOES-10 Apr 1999 - Nov 2000 21,028 1,752
Totals 142,787 11,899

They are all used to assign different energy feeding and dissipation rates to different

components. The dynamics of each source is represented as a competition between the

external driving (variations of the solar wind parameters) and the internal dissipation

(reconnection at magnetopause, plasma convection, charge exchange, particle losses

due to diffusion 3 and others). All these effects are empirically modelled by including

a term W to represent the strength of a field source, whose magnitude behaves in time

according to the equation:

∂W

∂t
= S − L (2.8)

where the quantities S and L in the right-hand side are the source and loss functions,

respectively.

The source term S represents the feeding rate of a current system by the SW input,

which can be empirically assumed as a function of the external driving factors:

S = aρδV β(BZ)κ (2.9)

3When the resistivity increases anomalously at a particular point, the magnetic field gradients be-
come large and the magnetic field can vanish due to diffusion.
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where ρ and V are the SW density and speed, BZ is the southward component of the

IMF, the coefficient a and the power indices δ, β and κ are unknown parameters of the

driving function, to be fitted by comparing the model with data.

The loss term L has a different physical meaning, depending on which current sys-

tem is being considered. For the symmetrical part of the ring current, it is closely

related to the rate of the dissipation of energetic particles due to their pitch angle 4 and

radial diffusion, as well as charge exchange processes (Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005).

L is assumed to be proportional to the difference between the current value of W

and its residual quiet-time level W0:

L = rd(W −W0), (2.10)

which yields a simple solution for W (see eq. 2.8)

W (t) = W0 +

∫ t

0

S(τ) e[rd(τ−t)]dτ, (2.11)

The integration is made from the beginning of the event τ = 0 to the current moment

τ = t; rd is the decay rate, an inverse measurement of the relaxation time scale, T = 1/rd

(or "inertia") of a source. Larger values of rd provide a faster reaction of the magneto-

spheric current to an external disturbance and its quicker return to the quiet-time level

after the driving force disappears.

The model parameters and input data files are frequently updated by Nicolai Tsy-

ganenko or collaborators at /https://tinyurl.com/y8mmfwws. This Website pro-

vides input data as yearly-files, but they can be merged to obtain a single file with

several years. Every input data file contains:

1. date and time in UT

2. φ, λ′ and h′ geodetic coordinates using the WGS84 ellipsoid (see Appendix A.2)
4Pitch angle is the angle between the direction of the magnetic field and the velocity vector of a

charged particle.

https://tinyurl.com/y8mmfwws
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3. VX , VY and VZ GSE components of solar wind velocity

4. IMF BX , BY and BZ GSM components

5. solar wind proton density, ρ

6. solar wind proton temperature, T

7. Symmetric Horizontal Index (SYM-H)

8. dipole tilt angle, ψ

9. solar wind ram pressure, p

Most input data were obtained from the High Resolution OMNI (HRO) - NASA

data set, that hosts near-Earth solar wind magnetic field and plasma parameters from

several spacecraft in geocentric or L1 (Lagrange point) orbits, extensively cross com-

pared, and, for some parameters, cross-normalized. For more details see: /https:

//tinyurl.com/y8kuv4jf, /https://tinyurl.com/y8vo8v3m and Appendix

A.

In OMNI Web, several solar wind parameters are computed from satellite data us-

ing subscripts p and a to represent protons and alpha particles respectively. For N , the

number of particles per cm3, V , the flow speed in km/s, and m mass, typical values are

Va = Vp, Na/Np = 0.04 - 0.05, although there may be significant differences for different

flow types. Using those values, for ρ and p they obtain:

ρ = 1.2 mp Np, (2.12)

where mp is the proton mass, Np is the number of protons per cm3. Flow ram pressure

is derived from:

p = 2 × 10−6 Np V
2
p , (2.13)

where p is in nPa and Vp is the proton flow speed in km/s.

https://tinyurl.com/y8kuv4jf
https://tinyurl.com/y8kuv4jf
https://tinyurl.com/y8vo8v3m
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The Chapman-Ferraro BCF field is fully defined by the strength and tilt angle of the

Earth’s dipole and by the shape and size of the magnetosphere’s boundary. In the TS05

model, the magnetopause is a predefined surface, fitted to the empirical model of Shue

(1998) but controlled only by the solar wind ram pressure (e.g., Tsyganenko, Singer,

and Kasper, 2003). The magnetopause field BCF is added to all other parts of the total

B vector to confine (or shield) other currents inside the magnetospheric magnetic field,

so that

B · n |S′ = 0, (2.14)

where S ′ is the magnetopause boundary and n is a unit vector normal to S ′ (Tsyga-

nenko, 2013).

TS05 model separates the fields of an axisymmetric part of the ring current (BSRC)

and an asymmetric one (BPRC), specifying for each one its proper distribution of the

equatorial plasma pressure (e.g., Tsyganenko, 2013). Both fields were derived on the

basis of the observed profiles of the particle pressure distribution, according to the

AMPTE/CCE spacecraft data in Lui and Hamilton (1992) (LH92). From the pressure

profile the volume electric current density j is obtained, and the calculation of the vec-

tor potential A follows, using the Biot-Savart integral:

A =
µ0

4π

∫
j(r′)

|r− r′|
dτ ′ (2.15)

Then, the magnetic field B = ∇∧A follows.

At sufficiently large tailward distances (beyond a distance ofR = 10 RE on the night

side), the particle population of the ring current gradually merges with that of the tail

plasma sheet. The equatorial current flow lines no longer encircle Earth but reach

the magnetopause and close there, which corresponds to the transition from the ring

current to the cross-tail current system.
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For BPRC , TS05 assumes that the local time variation of the pressure profile p is

rather smooth and can be approximated by a certain function defined on one merid-

ional plane and then multiplied by cos mφ′ or sin mφ′, where φ′ is the magnetic longi-

tude, closely related with the local time (Tsyganenko, 2000). During quiet conditions

the TS05’s BPRC is very weak in comparison with BSRC , but it rapidly increases and

peaks with growing SW pressure and enhanced magnetospheric convection, rotating

into the dusk sector, and quickly subsiding once the external driver is turned off (Tsy-

ganenko, 2002b; Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005).

The tail field (BTAIL) is represented with analytical approximations, corresponding

to equatorial current sheets with finite variable thickness. Their current densities are

vanishingly small near Earth, but increase in thickness with growing distance, peak

near the observed position of the inner edge of the cross-tail current, and gradually

decreases further tailward. The effects of the dipole tilt on the shape of the cross-tail

current were taken into account using a deformation technique (e.g., Tsyganenko and

Sitnov, 2005).

TS05’s Birkeland current systems giving rise to BFAC are proportional to the sine

of the magnetic longitude, φ′, thus at low altitudes they peak at dawn and dusk. The

magnetic longitude is here defined as being zero when the local magnetic meridian

crosses the subsolar point. To obtain BFAC , the TS05 model uses a distribution of ra-

dial currents flowing on a deformed conical surface that intersects Earth along circles

of constant geomagnetic latitude (e.g., Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005). Applying a de-

formation of coordinates the distribution of the currents becomes much closer to the

expected, based on a more realistic shape of their flow lines. Their spatial extent and

local time distribution can be easily varied and fitted to the spacecraft data. By con-

struction, they are symmetric with respect to the noon-midnight plane, but multipli-

cation by the sine of the longitude φ′ makes the field-aligned currents at low altitudes

to peak at dawn and dusk. The strongest disadvantage of TS05’s FAC currents is that

they are assumed to pierce the ionosphere and extend all the way to the Earth’s center,
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while they actually should close via the ionosphere (Tsyganenko, 2002a). BFAC is de-

composed into BFAC1 and BFAC2 (see eq. 2.7). R1 currents have a faster reaction than

R2 at the beginning of a geomagnetic storm, because R1 is connected to magnetopause.

R2 are considered the closure currents for the PRC (Tsyganenko, 2002a).

Finally, the TS05 model also calculates the interconnection term, BINT , though a

simple equation:

BINT = εBT , (2.16)

where BT is the transverse component of the IMF (see section 2.2.3), observed up-

stream from the bow shock, the penetration coefficient ε was assumed to depend on

the IMF clock angle θC , allowing for a possibility of different penetration efficiency

during northward IMF (quite small θC) and southward (larger θC) conditions (Tsyga-

nenko, 2002a; Tsyganenko, 2002b). TS05’s best fit value of ε was found to be 0.46.

2.5 The Sun-Earth Environment

Sun’s magnetic field lines have opposite magnetic polarities at each hemisphere, ex-

tending radially near the poles, but approaching near the equatorial plane (e.g., Pneu-

man and Kopp, 1971, see Figure 2.10). By convention, if magnetic field lines point away

(outward) from the Sun, both field lines and hemisphere’s polarity are named positive.

When field lines point toward (inward) the Sun both field lines and hemisphere’s po-

larity are negative. If the Sun’s Northern Hemisphere is positive and Southern Hemi-

sphere is negative, the Sun’s polarity is so-called positive. In the opposite case is neg-

ative (see Figure 2.11).
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B⃗
Earth

Earth's orbit

FIGURE 2.10: Top: Meridional plane containing the solar rotation axis; on the left, HCS’s cur-
rent (J) points into the page; on the right, J points out of the page. Continuous lines rep-
resent magnetic field lines: toward the Sun at Northern Hemisphere and away from the Sun
at Southern Hemisphere (Sun’s negative polarity). Bottom: view of solar equatorial plane as
seen from above, showing IMF lines (B) perpendicular to electric current lines (J), Earth’s or-
bit (dashed circle), Earth’s position (blue circle) and XGSM = XGSE axis. Image adapted from

/https://tinyurl.com/ya3fzaw7

https://tinyurl.com/ya3fzaw7
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FIGURE 2.11: Left: Sun’s positive polarity. Magnetic field points outward at N-hemisphere
(blue) and inward at S-hemisphere (red). Right: Sun’s negative polarity (inverse situation).

Discontinuous lines represent heliospheric current sheet (HCS).

2.5.1 The Heliospheric Current Sheet

In the interplanetary medium, and near the solar equatorial plane, the IMF changes

sign abruptly within a narrow layer. This layer is a sheet of current density that cir-

culates around the Sun’s dipole axis in the same direction as the original current that

explains the Sun’s dipole field. This structure is called heliospheric current sheet (HCS)

and separates fields and plasma flows of both hemispheres, as seen in Figure 2.10. Even

though the current density is only ∼ 1 x 10−10 A m−2, the associated intensity is huge

because of the very large HCS cross-section. Rotation of the Sun twists the IMF lines in

such a way that they take the shape of an Archimedean spiral and a structure that re-

sembles a ballerina skirt (e.g., Parker, 1958), as seen in Figure 2.12). The spiral form of

the magnetic field lines means that there is a significant radial component of the elec-

tric current in the sheet, along with the azimuthal component. Figure 2.10 shows the

distribution of the currents along the HCS according to Riley, Linker, and Mikic (2002).

It also shows the IMF field lines as seen from above the solar North Pole, in time of

negative polarity. At Earth’s orbit (1 AU), these field lines make an angle of ∼45o with

the XGSM ≡ XGSE axis. Along the solar cycle, HCS also changes from an almost flat
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sheet at solar minimum to sheet waves extended at more than 70o helio-latitudes at

solar maximum (see Figure 2.13).

FIGURE 2.12: John Wilcox (researcher) and Werner Heil (artist) picture inferred from coronal
models based on solar wind and coronal field data. Here Earth runs two times over the HCS

and two times below it. Image adapted from /https://tinyurl.com/grtwf3h

https://tinyurl.com/grtwf3h
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FIGURE 2.13: Some solar parameters during cycles 21, 22 and 23. The lower panel shows
the monthly (yearly) averaged values of total sunspot number in red (blue). The upper panel
shows the butterfly diagram of the radial component of the magnetic field inferred from Kitt
Peak synoptic maps. Blue indicates toward (or inward, or ’-’) polarity, and red indicates away
(or outward, or ’+’) polarity. The yellow and black figures above and below these panels are the
HCS shapes at 5 AU, derived by a magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) model, for 11 Carrington

rotations, from mid-1986 to mid-1996. Image adapted from Riley, Linker, and Mikic (2002)
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2.5.2 Solar Polar Magnetic Flux and Polarity Reversals

The polar magnetic flux of the Sun is a measure of the Sun’s magnetic flux from |60o|

to higher latitudes. Polar magnetic fields are maximal during solar activity minima and

minimal during maxima. Figure 2.14 shows the N-hemisphere (blue) and S-hemisphere

(red) filtered polar fluxes for 2006-2015, measured by the Wilcox Solar Observatory,

along the line-of-sight, in Gauss.

FIGURE 2.14: Wilcox line-of-sight filtered polar flux measurements (BLOS) for 2006-2015 pe-
riod, in Gauss. The N-hemisphere measurements are shown in blue and the southern values

are shown in red. Image adapted from Mordvinov et al. (2016).

TABLE 2.3: Sun’s Northern and Southern polarities at 2009-2016. ’-’ represents inward IMF, ’+’
is outward IMF, (±) means both inward and outward magnetic fields at one hemisphere.

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Northern Hemisphere - - - ± ± ± + +
Southern Hemisphere + + + + ± ± ± -
Sun’s Polarity - - - ± ± ± ± +

The changing in polar magnetic flux polarity gives us information about polarity

reversals developing at the Sun’s interior. These reversals start near the solar max-

imum, beginning at lower latitudes (|55o|) and expand to higher latitudes (|85o|)
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(e.g., Pishkalo and Leiko, 2016) . The current solar cycle 24 began in December 2008,

after a long minimum and reached its maximum in 2014. Before this maximum, total

magnetic flux near the polar zones was negative in the N-hemisphere and positive in

the S-hemisphere (see Table 2.3 and Figure 2.14). The first polarity reversal of this cycle

started around June 2012 at ∼55o in N-hemisphere, changing from inward to outward

until it reached ∼85o in June 2013. After that, N-hemisphere’s polarities oscillated be-

tween positive and negative due to surges of active regions, unipolar magnetic regions

and coronal holes (e.g., Mordvinov et al., 2016). Second and third N-hemisphere’s

polarity reversals were faster than the first and covered all latitudes nearly simulta-

neously (∼55o - 85o) from December 2013 to June 2014. The polarity reversal in the

S-hemisphere was single but delayed, starting in April 2013 at ∼-55o and finishing in

March 2015 at ∼-85o.

2.5.3 Sun-Earth Interaction

FIGURE 2.15: Sketch of meridional view of solar wind (red) and IMF field lines (blue) near the
Sun. The dashed line represents the HCS. Image adapted from NASA /https://tinyurl.

com/yd2776yr

The irregularities seen in magnetic measurements come from interactions of the so-

lar wind with the magnetosphere, from the magnetosphere itself, from interactions of

https://tinyurl.com/yd2776yr
https://tinyurl.com/yd2776yr
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FIGURE 2.16: Sketch of coronal mass ejection. As it moves away from the Sun (top left) the
CME (top right) pushes an interplanetary shock wave ahead of it, amplifying the magnetic
field strength, B (middle), and the solar wind speed, V (bottom). Image from NASA’s Cosmos.

https://tinyurl.com/y8amk2sl

FIGURE 2.17: Sketch of a magnetic cloud. A magnetic cloud contains bidirectional, or counter-
streaming, beams of electrons that flow in opposite directions within the magnetic loops that
are rooted at both ends in the Sun. It also drives an upstream shock ahead of it. Image from

NASA’s Cosmos. https://tinyurl.com/y8amk2sl
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FIGURE 2.18: Sketch of a co-rotating interacting region. CIRs are produced when fast solar-
wind streams, mainly emanating from CHs, interact with slow streams in interplanetary space.
The magnetic fields of the slow streams are more curved due to the lower speeds, and the
fields of the fast streams are more radial because of their higher speeds. Intense magnetic
fields can be produced at the interface (IF) between the fast and slow streams. The CIR have
a forward shock (FS) ahead and a reverse shock (RS) behind. Image from NASA’s Cosmos.

https://tinyurl.com/y8amk2sl

FIGURE 2.19: Coronal holes appear as dark areas in extreme ultraviolet light, because there
is less material in the hole to give off light in these wavelengths. This image was taken in
wavelengths of 211 angstroms, which is typically colourised in purple. Credit: NASA/SDO.

https://tinyurl.com/y9993w7a
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magnetosphere with ionosphere and the ionosphere itself. The solar wind (SW) emerg-

ing from the Sun is a plasma of protons, electrons and ions freezed to the IMF, that ex-

pands through the interplanetary space (see Figure 2.15). The SW is caused by different

events in the Sun. One of them are coronal mass ejections (CMEs), that originate in the

solar corona. These are large masses of solar plasma and magnetic field that cause large

disruptions at the interplanetary medium (e.g., Owens and Forsyth, 2013, see Figure

2.16). Other important source of perturbations are magnetic clouds, that are similar to

CMEs, but with more intrinsic magnetic and kinetic energy (e.g., Owens and Forsyth,

2013, see Figure 2.17). Co-rotating interaction regions (CIRs) are masses of solar-wind

ejected by the Sun at different solar latitudes and velocities that interact between them

during their travel along the interplanetary medium, producing frontward and back-

ward shock waves (e.g., Owens and Forsyth, 2013, see Figure 2.18). The high speed

streams frequently originate at coronal holes (CH) (e.g., Owens and Forsyth, 2013, see

Figure 2.19 ), that are low-density regions in the solar corona with magnetic fields that

open freely into interplanetary space. During low solar activity, coronal holes cover

the Sun’s northern and southern polar caps. During more solar active periods, coronal

holes can exist at all solar latitudes, but they may only persist for several solar rotations

before evolving into a different magnetic configuration. Coronal streamers, especially

the streamer belt at equatorial latitudes, are sources of slow solar wind flows. The dif-

ferent velocities of these flows in interplanetary space lead to compression of the solar

wind plasma on the forward edge of the high-speed flow and thus to a compression

of the frozen-in magnetic field. Should this ambient magnetic field already possess a

negative BZ component, it can be amplified to the point where a geomagnetic storm is

triggered as the compression region passes the Earth (e.g., Schwenn, 2006). SW due to

all these events may increase kinetic and electric energy of all magnetospheric current

systems. Their effect is seen at the Earth’s magnetic poles as auroras, at the magnetic

equator as an electro jet, and at the mid-latitudes as geomagnetic storms. The energy

input is possible when solar wind carrying a southward pointing IMF component hits
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the northward pointing Earth’s magnetic field line on the front of the magnetosphere,

initiating significant geomagnetic disturbances. This phenomena is known as mag-

netic reconnection. At quiet conditions IMF near Earth does not have northward or

southward components, but the solar wind due to events mentioned above tilt the

IMF generating the southward component.

2.5.4 Sunspots and Facular Areas

Sunspots. These are regions at the Sun’s surface (photosphere) of intense magnetic

field and lower temperature (∼3700 K) than the rest of the photosphere (5700 K). They

appear darker because the higher magnetic field inhibits the rise of heat from the so-

lar interior. Each sunspot has a dark core (umbra), where the magnetic field is stronger

and a less dark halo (penumbra), where magnetic field is weaker. Typically they subsist

for periods of days until weeks, with a bipolar magnetic structure and are mainly re-

stricted to the activity belts reaching up to 30o - 40o on each side of solar equator. Their

number varies over solar cycles. At solar minimum activity no sunspots are observed

along several days and at solar maximum activity, ten or more sunspots are common.

Near minimum, sunspots appear at high latitudes, at ±50o from equator, appearing

at increasingly lower latitudes until reaching close to the equator. The representation

of the heliospheric latitude of sunspots along time is so-called butterfly diagram (e.g.,

Hathaway, 2010). The discovery of opposite magnetic polarities of the leading sunspot

in Northern and Southern Hemisphere’s bipolar structures and their reversal from one

solar cycle to the next lead to discover that the solar polar field reverses over a solar

cycle (Hale’s law). This can be explained due to the transport of higher latitude fields

toward the poles where they eventually reverse the polar field at about the time of

sunspot cycle maximum. In 1844 Samuel Heinrich Schwabe, based on observations of

sunspot groups and spotless days, reported the presence of a cycle of activity of about
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10 years. The period of a sunspot cycle is defined as the elapsed time from the mini-

mum preceding its maximum to the minimum following its maximum. This is subject

to the uncertainties in determining the dates of minimum. The average cycle period

is approximately 11 years but varies in length with a standard deviation of about 14

months (e.g., Hathaway, 2010).

Facular areas or photospheric faculae. These structures surround active regions, ap-

pearing bright toward the limb, influencing total solar irradiance variations (e.g., Kostik

and Khomenko, 2012). All sunspots are surrounded by them, but not all faculae have

sunspots inside them. Faculae are aligned mottles 5 000 to 10 000 km wide and up

to 50 000 km long, composed of oval-shaped coarse mottles with diameters of about

5 000 km. The coarse mottles are made up of facular granules, about 1 000 km in

size. Their integrated area is substantially larger than that of the associated sunspot

group. Faculae appear in increased numbers in a region prior to the emergence of

sunspots and remain for a rotation or more after the spots have decayed. The average

lifetime of photospheric facular areas is 90 days. The temperature in faculae is several

hundred degrees Kelvin higher than that of the quiet, photosphere and radiate more

energy. The faculae are important to the energy balance between sunspots and the

photosphere. Photospheric faculae extend into the chromosphere (the lower layer of

Sun’s atmosphere) as chromospheric faculae or plages, that can be seen using filters

like Ca H and Ca K (e.g., Evren, 1999). Faculae are strongly correlated with the varia-

tion of the activity of the Sun (e.g., Guttenbrunner et al., 2014). During a sunspot cycle

the facular areas make the Sun appear slightly brighter at sunspot maximum than at

sunspot minimum. A great advantage of facular areas over other solar structures is

that on the one hand they are almost permanently on the Sun, even during minima of

solar activity, and on the other hand they have been less studied than sunspots.
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2.5.5 Solar Rotation

The solar rotation period at low latitudes, observed in a fixed coordinate system, is

about 25 days (sidereal rotation period); the synodic rotation period (as observed from

the Earth) is about two days longer. This is due to the motion of the Earth about the

Sun, which is in the same direction as the solar rotation. The rotation period increases

with latitude and is two full days longer at mid-latitudes, Tsid(45o) ' 27 days. This is

known as the differential rotation of the photosphere (e.g., Owens and Forsyth, 2013).

Julius Bartels defined his calendar based on observations of daily solar and geo-

magnetic activity. Over long periods the geomagnetic recurrence rate is very close to

27 days. Bartels’ rotations are exactly 27 days long and are counted from Feb 8, 1832.

Different solar-related events as geomagnetic storms produced by CIRs are observed

with a 27 - 28 day periodicity.

Richard C. Carrington determined the solar rotation rate by watching low-latitude

sunspots in the 1850s. He defined a fixed solar coordinate system that rotates in a

sidereal frame exactly once every 25.38 days. The synodic rotation rate varies a little

during the year because of the eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit; the mean synodic value

is about 27.2753 days. Carrington Rotation 1 began at a seemingly arbitrary instant

late on Nov 9, 1853, when Carrington began his Greenwich photo-heliographic series.

The zero meridian used today is the one that passed through the ascending node of

the solar equator on the ecliptic at Greenwich mean noon on January 1, 1854 (e.g.,

Carrington, 1863; Stanford, 2017).

2.6 Mathematical Tools

2.6.1 Principal Components Analysis

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is a mathematical method used to find the di-

rections of largest data variance, rotating the original axes of the data distribution to
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these directions, reducing by this way the number of dimensions or the degrees of

freedom required to represent the data (or dimensionality). The data is ordered in

principal components (PC): the first PC contains the data with the largest variance, or

the most meaningful part of data, also used to represent the largest part of data; the

second PC contains the points with the second largest variance and second largest part

of data, and so on. This allows to separate the most relevant information at the first

PC and the less relevant at the lower PC, and makes it possible to model the data with

less but meaningful information, as a sum of just the first PCs. In signal processing

we can separate a well defined signal as the sum of the first PCs and the noise as the

sum of the other PCs. In Geomagnetism, this method has been used under the name

of Natural Orthogonal Component (NOC) decomposition (e.g., Xu and Kamide, 2004).

SVD theorem. SVD is a generalization of the eigen-decomposition for a rectangular

matrix H (n x m), factorizing the matrix into two orthogonal matrices and a scaling

matrix:

H = USVT, (2.17)

where U (n x n) and V (m x m) are the orthonormal matrices and S (n x m) is a matrix

with sii non negative values and zeros in all other elements. sii are named singular

values, and are equal to the non zero square roots of HTH or H HT eigenvalues (ssi),

in descending order, from s11, s22 until snn or smm, depending which one (n or m) is the

smallest value: ssi = sii sii = s2
ii. Multiplication by S stretches V and multiplication by

U produces the rotation of axis (e.g., Shlens, 2005).

Singular values refer to the percentage of contribution of each mode. To calculate

the percentage of variability of each mode we have to square each sii and divide by the

sum of them:

fi =
100 ssi∑
k

ssk
. (2.18)
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Columns of V are called right singular vectors of H, principal component load-

ing patterns, modes of variability or empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs), and are

orthonormal eigenvectors of HTH (e.g., Bjornsson and Venegas, 1997)

HTH = VSUTUSVT

HTH = VS2VT (2.19)

HTHV = VS2VTV

HTHV = VS2 (2.20)

Equation 2.19 is the eigen-decomposition (or spectral decomposition) of matrix HTH

and Equation 2.20 is the eigenvalue equation. Both equations show that V is the matrix

of eigenvectors and S2 is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of HTH.

The columns of U are called left singular vectors of H, EOF amplitudes, expansion

coefficient time series, principal component time series (PCs), or EOF time series (e.g.,

Bjornsson and Venegas, 1997), and are orthonormal eigenvectors of H HT . U is the

matrix of eigenvectors of H HT and S2 is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. The

column vectors of matrices U and V are orthogonal to each other. The columns of

V represent the most meaningful patterns of the data as standing oscillations. The

columns of U help to represent how these patterns evolve in time, as amplitudes or

expansion coefficients (e.g., Bjornsson and Venegas, 1997)

aj = uj sjj = H vj, (2.21)

where uj is the jth column of U, sjj is the corresponding singular value root, vj is the

jth column of V. In matrix notation:

A = US = HV, (2.22)
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where A is a matrix n x m which columns are the expansion coefficients, or time series

of the evolution of EOFs.

We can reduce the data H as a sum of the first k components:

Hmodel =
k∑
j=1

(uj sjj vTj ), (2.23)

where j represents the jth column of U and V, and sjj is their corresponding singular

value.

By construction, EOFs represent directions of variability with no particular amplitude,

but by convenience they are chosen to have norm 1. As said before they are station-

ary structures, i.e., do not evolve in time. The principal component (PC) attached to

the corresponding EOF provides the sign and the overall amplitude of the EOF as a

function of time (expansion coefficients). This provides a simplified representation of

the state of the field at that time along that EOF. In other words EOFs do not change

structure in time, they only change sign and overall amplitude (e.g., Hannachi, Jolliffe,

and Stephenson, 2007).

PCA Sampling Errors. To estimate the EOF’s sampling errors, North et al. (1982) sug-

gest a rule of thumb: if the sampling error of a particular eigenvalue is comparable to

or larger than the separation between two neighbouring eigenvalues, then the sam-

pling error for the associated EOF will be comparable to the size of the neighbouring

EOF. The number of samples (n, the number of rows in H) required to resolve different

eigenvalues will depend on the separation of neighbouring eigenvalues. If separation

is small, sampling have to be increased. North et al. (1982) error for an eigenvalue is:

σssi = ssi

√
2

n
(2.24)
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and the sampling error on the associated EOF is:

σEOFi =
σssi

ssi − ssj
EOFi (2.25)

where ssi and ssj are two consecutive eigenvalues.

The percentage of variance explained by mode-i is given by Equation 2.18.

I applied the error propagation rule (Ku, 1966; NIST/SEMATECH e-Handbook of Sta-

tistical Methods)

σ2
fi

= 1002

∂(ssi/
∑
k

ssk)

∂ssi

2

(σssi)
2 (2.26)

σfi = 100 σssi

√√√√(∑
k

ssk

)−2

− 2ssi

(∑
k

ssk

)−3

+ ss2
i

(∑
k

ssk

)−4

Steps to Perform a Singular Value Decomposition. These calculations were made in

Matlab c©, following the steps listed below.

1. Arrange the data in a matrix, preferentially with the columns representing the

random variables (24 hourly values in our analysis) and rows representing different

epochs (in our analysis are days). The matrix must not contain NaN (acronym of "Not

a Number") neither 99999.99 or empty spaces. For a matrix of n rows and m columns:

H =



H11 H12 ... ... H1m

H21 H22 ... ... H2m

...
...

...
...

...

Hn1 Hn2 ... ... Hnm


(2.27)

2. Calculate the mean of every column or every row. In the first analysis (Chapter 3)

I calculated the daily mean, with the 24 hourly values of every row (m = 24). I obtained

up to n mean values, one for each day. For the next step I arranged the n means in a
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FIGURE 2.20: Centring the data by subtracting the mean. Image: /https://tinyurl.com/
ybcfuekp

matrix n x m with the same daily mean value (H i) at each row:

H =



H1 H1 ... ... H1

H2 H2 ... ... H2

...
...

...
...

...

Hn Hn ... ... Hn


, (2.28)

3. Remove the daily mean to each observed H-hourly value by:

∆H = H−H. (2.29)

This step is necessary to center the data into the original Cartesian axes (see Figure

2.20).

4. Use the Matlab c© or Octave function "svd" to calculate the matrices U, V and S.

[U,S,V] = svd(H); (2.30)

that performs the SVD decomposition (equation 2.17).

https://tinyurl.com/ybcfuekp
https://tinyurl.com/ybcfuekp
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2.6.2 Statistical Quantities and Tests

Correlation is a statistical method used to assess the strength and direction of the re-

lationship (not necessarily causal) between two variables. It is measured by a statis-

tical parameter (a statistic) called the correlation coefficient, which is a dimensionless

quantity that takes a value in the range -1 to +1. Correlation coefficients do not com-

municate information about wether one variable moves in response to another (e.g.,

Mukaka, 2012).

In this thesis work I used two kinds of correlation coefficients: Pearson’s and Spear-

man’s. The first one is useful when looking for a linear relationship between variables

and when both variables are bivariate normally distributed. The second one is more

suitable when the relationship between variables is not linear and they are not nor-

mally distributed. This latter coefficient is robust when extreme values (outliers) are

present (e.g., Mukaka, 2012).

The distribution of Pearson’s correlation coefficients may have a very skewed prob-

ability curve. I applied the Fisher’s transformation to convert it into an approximately

normal distribution. I also used Welch’s t-tests of significance to evaluate if two normal

distributions were significantly different.

Pearson’s Correlation coefficient. For two series A and B with Ntot values each, the

Pearson’s correlation coefficient r is computed as:

r(A,B) =

∑Ntot
i=1

(
Ai − A

) (
Bi −B

)√∑Ntot
i=1

(
Ai − A

)2
√∑Ntot

i=1

(
Bi −B

)2
=

cov(A,B)

σAσB
, (2.31)

where A and σA are the mean and standard deviation of A, respectively, B and σB

are the mean and standard deviation of B, and cov(A,B) is the covariance of A and

B. r = 0 indicates that there is no linear relationship; r = 1 indicates that there is a
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strong linear relationship between the variables; r = −1 indicates that there is a strong

negative linear relationship between the variables.

The significance of each r coefficient is evaluated through a corresponding p-value,

which tests the null hypothesis that r is zero. For a confidence interval (CI) of 95%

the significance level is 0.05 (denoted as α or alpha). If the p-value is smaller or equal

than α = 0.05, the corresponding r is significantly different from zero. If the p-value is

greater than 0.05, then we cannot conclude that the correlation is different from 0.

We used the Student’s t-test to evaluate the minimum value of r that is significant

at the 5% level. For a random sample of n pairs of values from two bivariate normal

distributions used to calculate every r coefficient:

t = r

√
n− 2

1− r2
, (2.32)

where n−2 are the degrees of freedom. From a t-table we obtain the level of significance

of 5% for n− 2 degrees of freedom.

In Chapters 3 and 4, Pearson’s correlation coefficients r will be computed to com-

pare transient signals of magnetic observatories with corresponding TS05 simulations.

As the obtained distributions of r values have a very skewed probability curve, the

Fisher’s transformation is applied to convert r histograms into approximately normal

histograms. Only then can Welch’s tests of significance be applied to evaluate if two r

distributions are significantly distinct.

Fisher’s transformation. The distribution of Pearson’s correlation values is repre-

sented in the form of histograms normalized in order that the total area is one (i.e.,

see Figure 3.10). Most histograms are left-skewed with skewness increasing with r̄. It

is well known that when the absolute value of the correlation in a population is low

(say less than about 0.4) then the sampling distribution of Pearson’s r is approximately
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normal. But with high values of correlation, the distribution has a negative skew.

The exact distribution probability density function (pdf) for r can be computed

if the two populations follow a bivariate normal distribution, and has a complicated

expression in terms of gamma and hypergeometric functions (see e.g., Weatherburn,

1961). Since the sampling distribution of Pearson’s r is not normally distributed, the

use of the standard error of r is not recommended. We can transform the skewed dis-

tributions to normal distributions using the Fisher’s transformation for r (hereafter, z),

tending rapidly to normality as the size of the sample (n) increases. The formula for

Fisher’s transformation of r is:

z = 0.5 ln [(1 + r)/(1− r)], (2.33)

It has a variance equal to 1
n−3

and a standard error of 1√
n−3

, that is independent of the

value of r.

If we apply the inverse function of Fisher’s transformation to the mean of each

fitted Gaussian curve, we obtain a new parameter r0 that takes into account the whole

histogram:

r0 =
e2z̄ − 1

e2z̄ + 1
= tanh(z̄), (2.34)

where z̄ is the mean of the Gaussian curve fitted to the z-distribution.

Welch’s t-test. To test if two normal distributions are significantly different, a Welch’s

t-test can be applied to them. The t-statistic parameter to test the hypothesis that two

means z̄1 and z̄2 from two different sets are the same is

t =
z̄1 − z̄2

σ1,2

(2.35)
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where z̄1 and z̄2 are the mean values of the Gaussians fitted to the histograms of z and

σ1,2 =

√
σ2
z1

N1

+
σ2
z2

N2

(2.36)

where σz1 and σz2 are the fitted standard deviations and N1 and N2 are the number of

z-values to compute each histogram. The number of degrees of freedom (d.f.) required

to compute Student’s t-distribution is given by

d.f. =
σ4

1,2

1
N1−1

(
σ2
z1

N1

)2

+ 1
N2−1

(
σ2
z2

N2

)2 (2.37)

The null hypothesis is that the two distributions are the same. The p-value gives

the confidence in our decision, and is calculated from the Student’s t-distribution prob-

ability density function (pdf):

p = 1− F (x|d.f.) = 1−
∫ x

−∞

Γ
(
d.f.+1

2

)
√

(d.f.)π Γ
(
d.f.
2

) (
1 + t2

d.f.

) d.f.
2

dt (2.38)

where F is the cumulative distribution function and

Γ(d.f.) =

∫ ∞
0

e−xxd.f.−1dx (2.39)

is a convergent improper integral defined for all complex numbers except the non-

positive integers, called the Gamma function (see e.g., Weatherburn, 1961). If d.f. is a

positive integer, Γ(d.f.) = (d.f.− 1)!

We compare the t-statistic with a t-critical value, which is computed from the in-

verse of Student’s t cumulative distribution function (cdf):

t−critical = F−1(1− α|d.f.), (2.40)
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where α is the significance level. For a confidence interval (CI) of 95%, α = 0.05.

The criteria is:

• if t < t-critical, then p > 0.05 and we can not reject the null hypothesis (the two

distributions are the same),

• if t ≥ t-critical, then p ≤ 0.05 and we consider the two distributions are different.

Spearman’s correlation coefficients. Spearman’s correlations are preferable to Pear-

son’s correlations when we are not sure if two variables have a linear relation neither

a normal distribution. It is a non parametric statistic because does not make assump-

tions about the probability distributions of the variables being assessed (e.g., it is not

necessary that distributions be normal). As occurs with some of the parameters com-

pared in this work, a variable some times increases and other times decreases while

the other only increases. This is called a non-monotonic relation. When a variable

only increases or only decreases while the other increases it is a monotonic relation

(whether linear or not). Spearman’s correlation is a statistical measure of the strength

of a monotonic relationship between two series of data. It is denoted as rs and has

values between -1 and 1. Values nearest to ±1 mean a stronger monotonic relation.

A value of zero means that there is no monotonic association. Spearman’s correlation

is defined as the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the ranked values of data.

Ranking (from low to high) is obtained by assigning a rank of 1 to the lowest value,

2 to the next lowest and so on. The Spearman’s correlation is less sensitive than the

Pearson’s correlation to strong outliers that are in the tails of both samples (Mukaka,

2012; Szmidt and Kacprzyk, 2011). For a sample of size n, the n raw scores Xi, Yi are

converted to ranks rg Xi, rg Yi and rs is computed from:

rs =
cov(rgX, rgY )

σrgXσrgY
= r(rgX, rgY ) (2.41)
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where r denotes the usual Pearson’s correlation coefficient, but applied to the ranked

variables (see equation 2.31), cov(rgX, rgY ) is the covariance of the ranked variables,

σrgX and σrgY are the standard deviations of the ranked variables. If all n ranks are

distinct integers, it can be computed using the formula (Mukaka, 2012):

rs = 1− 6
∑
d2
i

n(n2 − 1)
(2.42)

where di = rg(Xi)− rg(Yi), is the difference between the two ranks of each observation

and n is the number of observations.

The Spearman’s correlation coefficient is used in Chapter 5 to compare more un-

even data, as solar structures with interplanetary parameters, geomagnetic indices and

coupling functions.

2.6.3 Locally Weighted Scatter Plot Smoothing (loess)

All parameter’s series were plotted with superposed loess smoothing functions. This

smoothing function uses locally weighted linear regression with a second degree poly-

nomial to smooth data. The local regression smoothing process follows three steps for

each data point:

1. Compute the regression weights for each data point in the span using a cubic

function:

wi =

(
1−

[
x− xi
d(x)

]3
)3

(2.43)

where x is the predictor value associated with the response value to be smoothed,

xi are the nearest neighbours of x as defined by the span, and d(x) is the distance

along the abscissa from x to the most distant predictor value within the span. The

data point to be smoothed has the largest weight and the most influence on the

fit, and data points outside the span have zero weight and no influence on the fit.
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2. Perform a weighted linear least-squares regression with a second degree polyno-

mial.

3. The smoothed value is applied by the weighted regression at the predictor value.

The smooth calculation involves the same number of neighbouring data points (span),

but if the number of neighbouring points is not symmetric about the smoothed data

point, the weight function is not symmetric.
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3 Geomagnetic Activity: Data, Indices

and Simulations

3.1 Overview

In this chapter a statistical analysis of the horizontal geomagnetic component (H) mea-

sured at four geomagnetic observatories is performed. These series are compared with

the disturbance storm-time (Dst) and ring current (RC) geomagnetic indices and H-

series synthesized from the Tsyganenko and Sitnov [2005] (TS05) semi-empirical model

of magnetospheric currents. Analysed data is for the 2007 to 2014 period, from Coim-

bra, Portugal; Panagyurishte, Bulgary; Novosibirsk, Russia and Boulder, USA, at geo-

magnetic latitudes between 40◦ and 50◦ N. This time period includes the solar activity

minimum in 2009. The quiet daily (QD) variation is firstly removed from series of data,

using Principal Components Analysis (PCA) tools. Our results show that PCA models

are as efficient as standard models in removing the regular daily variation with the

advantage to reduce complexity. For the two stations in Europe, they seem suited to

separate ionospheric from magnetospheric contributions. Dst and RC series correlate

well with the H local component at each observatory, with values for the mean of sig-

nificant correlation coefficients, r̄, from 0.5 to 0.6 during low geomagnetic activity and

from 0.6 to 0.7 for geomagnetic active days. The four observatories separate into two

groups: Coimbra and Panagyurishte, for which the magnetospheric/ionospheric ratio

in QD variation is smaller, a dominantly QD ionospheric contribution can be removed
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FIGURE 3.1: Map of observatories locations.

and TS05’s H-series are the best proxy; Boulder and Novosibirsk, for which the iono-

spheric and magnetospheric contributions in QD variation can not be separated and

correlations with TS05’s H-series deteriorate with the QD removal.

3.2 Data and Simulations

In this chapter and the following one (Chapter 4), I focus in geomagnetic activity at

mid-latitude stations. Four geomagnetic stations were selected with similar geomag-

netic latitudes but quite separated in longitude around the globe, also with good qual-

ity and availability of data: Coimbra (COI) in Portugal, Panagyurishte (PAG) in Bul-

gary, Novosibirsk (NVS) in Russia and Boulder (BOU) in USA. Table 3.1 shows the four

magnetic stations used in this work, listed by their IAGA (International Association of

Geomagnetism and Aeronomy) code, their geographic and geomagnetic coordinates,

calculated using the IGRF-12 model for 2010.0 and the shifts from Universal Time (UT)

to Local Time (LT). Figure 3.1 shows the global distribution of stations.

Local K indices were used to separate data in more active days and more quiet

days (see Appendix A). COI K indices were computed 1 following the FMI method

(from Finnish Meteorological Institute, e.g., Sucksdorff, Pirjola, and Hakkinen, 1991).

I selected as active days those with at least one K ≥ 4 (from eight in a day). The

rest of days were classified as calm days (e.g., Shinbori et al., 2014). Results will be

represented separately for calm and active days.

1Paulo Ribeiro is kindly acknowledged for computing the COI K indices.
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TABLE 3.1: List of stations, their geomagnetic and geographic coordinates and UT to LT con-
version.

Station Geographic Coord. Geomagnetic Coord. LT
Lat. (◦N ) Long. (◦E) Lat. (◦N) Long. (◦E)

COI 40.2 351.6 43.8 72.1 UT+0
PAG 42.5 24.2 40.5 105.1 UT+2
NVS 54.9 83.2 45.4 156.0 UT+6
BOU 40.1 254.8 48.1 321.3 UT-7

The five or six international quietest days of each month (hereafter, IQDs) were

used to build the local QD variation series. The list of IQDs is issued by the GFZ

German Research Center for Geosciences (see Table 3.2), based on lowest values of the

planetary geomagnetic disturbance index Kp, on the basis of three criteria that rank

the days of each month (e.g. Menvielle et al., 2011): the sum of the eight Kp values,

the sum of squares of the eight Kp values and the maximum of the eight Kp values. A

relative order number is assigned to each day of the month, the three order numbers

are averaged and the five days with the lowest mean order numbers are selected as the

five quietest days (for more information see /https://tinyurl.com/y8fofs5x).

Table 3.2 shows databases and people responsible of data and indices used in this

work, separated by magnetic station, and by geomagnetic components, K index, in-

ternational quietest days, Dst index, RC index and spacecraft data. All geomagnetic

components are obtained with 5 minute resolution and later are binned to 1 hour reso-

lution.

From series ofX and Y components for each observatory,H component series were

calculated asH =
√
X2 + Y 2. Both Dst and RC indices are series of 70128 hourly values

corresponding to January 1st 2007 until December 31st 2014. These two last series do

not have missing values.

https://tinyurl.com/y8fofs5x
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Series with the TS05 model predictions for all field components were obtained us-

ing the TS04c code. They were called BX , BY and BZ series. For every station and

every current system, the code has to be adapted by specifying the local geodetic co-

ordinates, the altitude over sea level of each station, a flag number that represents the

current field to be generated (detailed in Appendix A), and adding commands to read

the 11 parameters of the input file (see section 2.4). The output file contains 5-min

resolution BX , BY and BZ, values available at the time interval selected with their

corresponding date and time. To calculate the main field using the model IGRF-12 we

use the GEOPACK-2008 subroutines with the geodetic coordinates of each station. The

BH component series are calculated later as BH =
√
BX2 +BY 2. For more details,

see Appendix A.

Missing values and manual interpolations. TS05’s series and ground data hold some

missing values for the analysed period. For observatory series, linear interpolation of

hourly values at a certain hour (i) is made using values for that same hour of previous

j−1 and next j+1 days, i.e.,X i,j = (X i,j+1+X i,j−1)/2 (the same for Y ). Whenever I did

not have the hourly value at previous or next day I used the value at previous (i − 1)

or next hour (i + 1) of the same day j, for instance, X i,j = (X i−1,j +X i,j−1) /2. This

procedure filters out rapid variations during disturbed time, when the mid-latitude

magnetic field changes on time-scales of hours. However, the number of interpolated

hourly values is very small, below 0.2 % (see Table 3.3) and not expected to signif-

icantly affect our results. If after this procedure a day still has at least one missing

hourly value, the whole day is discarded from our analysis. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show

the X, Y, Z and H components both for observatory data and TS05 magnetospheric

synthetic series, with the final percentage of missing data. Figure 3.4 shows the Dst

and RC series for the period 2007-2014.
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TABLE 3.2: Sources of data and indices by station, as well as names of persons in charge.

COI Database Internet address and e-mail

X, Y, Z World Data Centre for Geomagnetism (Edinburgh). /https://tinyurl.com/y9szl4js
Data Publisher for Earth and Environmental Science (PANGAEA). /https://tinyurl.com/yd54c35l

Paulo Ribeiro: pribeiro@ci.uc.pt

K Data Publisher for Earth and Environmental Science (PANGAEA). /https://tinyurl.com/yd54c35l
Paulo Ribeiro: pribeiro@ci.uc.pt

PAG
X, Y,Z INTERMAGNET. /http://www.intermagnet.org/
K Annual Report of the Observed Geomagnetic Activity in Panagyur-

ishte Observatory. National Institute of Geophysics, Geodesy and Ge-
ography, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.

/https://tinyurl.com/y9bgdl7z
Petya Trifonova: p.trifonova@abv.bg

NVS
X, Y, Z INTERMAGNET. /http://www.intermagnet.org/
K Geophysical Observatory Klyuchi, Novosibirsk, Russia. Olga Fedotova: baley@ngs.ru
BOU
X, Y, Z INTERMAGNET. /http://www.intermagnet.org/

K NOAA/Space Weather Prediction Center. /https://tinyurl.com/yayx5maf
Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris. Observatoire Magnetique Na-
tional.

Benoit Heumez: heumez@ipgp.fr

IQD GFZ German Research Center for Geosciences /www.gfz-potsdam.de
Dst World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto /https://tinyurl.com/yb5prhzo
RC DTU Space, National Space Institute, Technical University of Den-

mark.
Christopher Finlay: nio@space.dtu.dk

OMNI
data

OMNI/NASA high resolution database /https://tinyurl.com/6prz7p8

TS05’s
data

Tsyganenko and Sitnov TS05_Data_and_Stuff Website /https://tinyurl.com/y8mmfwws

https://tinyurl.com/y9szl4js
https://tinyurl.com/yd54c35l
https://tinyurl.com/yd54c35l
http://www.intermagnet.org/
https://tinyurl.com/y9bgdl7z
http://www.intermagnet.org/
http://www.intermagnet.org/
https://tinyurl.com/yayx5maf
www.gfz-potsdam.de
https://tinyurl.com/yb5prhzo
https://tinyurl.com/6prz7p8
https://tinyurl.com/y8mmfwws
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COI raw series COI TS05 series

PAG raw series PAG TS05 series

FIGURE 3.2: Top-left quarter, from top to bottom: X, Y, Z and H series of COI observatory data, from January 1st 2007 to December 31st

2014. Vertical lines represent missing data positions. Top-right quarter: same as before, but for TS05 magnetospheric synthetic series
calculated for COI geographic location, indicating the percentage of gaps. Bottom-left quarter and bottom-right quarter: same as two

previous, but for PAG observatory.
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NVS raw series NVS TS05 series

BOU TS05 seriesBOU raw series

FIGURE 3.3: Top-left quarter, from top to bottom: X, Y, Z and H series of NVS observatory data, from January 1st 2007 to December 31st

2014. Top-right quarter: same as before, but for TS05 magnetospheric synthetic series calculated for NVS geographic location, indicating
the percentage of gaps. Bottom-left quarter and bottom-right quarter: same as two previous, but for BOU observatory. Vertical lines

represent missing data positions.
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FIGURE 3.4: Top: Dst series from January 1st 2007 to December 31st 2014. Bottom: RC series
for the same period of time.

TABLE 3.3: Number of days analysed and percentage of hourly values interpolated by station.
Results are shown separately for quiet and active days.

Station No. of days Interpolations (%)
quiet active quiet active

COI 1883 483 0.20 0.08
PAG 1846 532 0.20 0.07
NVS 2003 425 0.06 0.01
BOU 1883 537 0.09 0.10
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3.3 Quiet Daily Variation: Separation of Ionospheric and

Magnetospheric Contributions

The TS05 model does not include the ionospheric contribution neither induced fields

from magnetospheric and ionospheric origin. Before comparing observatory series

with series predicted by TS05, I removed the QD variation from raw data. By removing

QD, I expect to remove a significant parcel of the ionospheric primary and secondary

contributions.

The QD has more or less recognizable patterns along the day, the year and the solar

cycle. The perturbations of these patterns can be considered as irregularities or noise of

the signal. Using a large distribution of data we can be able to separate the signal (QD

pattern) from the noise (perturbations) by averaging out the noise or using the Singular

Value Decomposition (SVD) method and its traditional use in Principal Components

Analysis (PCA).

Two methods were used to calculate monthly models of QD variation:

a) the standard method, using the hourly values of X, Y and H at the five interna-

tional quietest days (IQD) of every month, from January 2007 to December 2014,

b) the Principal Components Analysis method (PCA). This method is expected to

concentrate the most important contribution due to ionospheric currents in the first

modes of variability, and relegate to higher modes a contamination by magnetospheric

activity that is always present, even in quiet days.

Let QX i,j,k (QY i,j,k and QH i,j,k) be the series of 24 hourly values i of geomagnetic

field component X (Y and H) as observed at a certain station during quietest day j (j =

Q1k,Q2k,Q3k,Q4k,Q5k) in month k (k = 1, ..., 96), with k = 1 for January 2007 and k =

96 for December 2014. Q1k, Q2k, ... are the set of five (or less if data is missing) quietest

days for month k. Let Q̃X
i,j,k

(Q̃Y
i,j,k

and Q̃H
i,j,k

) be the daily variation series obtained
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from daily raw series by removing the daily mean QX
j,k

= (1/24)
∑24

i=1 QX
i,j,k, i.e.,

Q̃X
i,j,k

= QX i,j,k −QXj,k
. (3.1)

A maximum of 480 standard QD series can be derived, from five quietest series for

month (corresponding to 5 IQD x 12 months x 8 years), but for some quietest days,

data are not available.

Averaged QD series for each month k, ∆QX (∆QY and ∆QH), (96 in all) are com-

puted from the 480 series (or less) as:

∆QX i,k =
1

5

(
Q̃X

i,Q1k,k
+ Q̃X

i,Q2k,k
+ Q̃X

i,Q3k,k
+ Q̃X

i,Q4k,k
+ Q̃X

i,Q5k,k
)

. . (3.2)

∆QX (∆QY and ∆QH) is subtracted from the raw observatory daily series, yield-

ing X̃ (Ỹ ) series:

X̃ i,j,k = X i,j,k −∆QX i,k (3.3)

where now j covers all days used in this analysis, with a maximum of 2922. For H ,

H̃ i,j,k = H i,j,k −∆QH i,k (3.4)

In a first calculation the daily mean value was used as the zero line (or datum line)

for the quiet daily variation ∆QX, ∆QY and ∆QH, for the sake of simplicity (see e.g.

Xu and Kamide, 2004). However, a number of authors use local near-midnight val-

ues as a datum line (three hours before and three hours after midnight) because of a

minimal current in the night-time ionosphere (e.g., Matsushita and Xu, 1982; Camp-

bell and Schiffmacher, 1985). For a comparison of magnitudes, different datum lines

introduce biases of less than 10 nT, as can be seen in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, for COI and

BOU respectively.

The general disturbance level at a given observatory changes along the year and
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(B) ∆QXCOI without night-hours mean
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(C) ∆QYCOI without daily mean
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(D) ∆QYCOI without night-hours mean
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(E) ∆QHCOI without daily mean
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(F) ∆QHCOI without night-hours mean

FIGURE 3.5: Left column, from top to bottom: 96 ∆Q series for COI X , Y and H respectively,
calculated with Equations 3.1 and 3.2. Right column, from top to bottom: 96 ∆Q series for COI
X , Y and H respectively, replacing daily mean with night-hours mean at Equation 3.1. Vertical
axis shows variations in nT and horizontal axis is local time in hours. Note the similarity among

∆QX and ∆QH , due to the dipolar nature of the main field.
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(A) ∆QXBOU without daily mean
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(B) ∆QXBOU without night-hours mean
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(C) ∆QYBOU without daily mean
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(D) ∆QYBOU without night-hours mean
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(E) ∆QHBOU without daily mean
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(F) ∆QHBOU without night-hours mean

FIGURE 3.6: Left column, from top to bottom: 96 ∆Q series for BOU X , Y and H respectively,
calculated with Equations 3.1 and 3.2. Right column, from top to bottom: 96 ∆Q series for BOU
X , Y and H respectively, replacing daily mean with night-hours mean at Equation 3.1. Vertical
axis shows variations in nT and horizontal axis is local time in hours. Note the similarity among

∆QX and ∆QH , due to the dipolar nature of the main field.
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along the solar cycle, with highest values during summer and close to maxima of so-

lar activity (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3). Even the quietest days in certain (more active)

months have a significant contribution from irregular geomagnetic activity (Yamazaki

and Maute, 2016) and, by removing ∆QX, ∆QY and ∆QH curves from raw data, a

certain fraction of magnetospheric signal is also removed. Another reason why it is

difficult to disentangle ionospheric and magnetospheric contributions is that, because

they are all driven by the Sun, they all show a daily variation in a geographic coordi-

nate system (e.g., Olsen, 1996; Laundal and Richmond, 2016).

The TS05 model has a synthetic daily variation given by sinφ′ and cosφ′ terms,

due to FAC and PRC current systems respectively (see section 2.4). The geomagnetic

longitude φ′ is very close to the Local Time at mid-latitude stations. As a result, there

also exists a (magnetospheric) QD variation in TS05 series.

For the synthetic TS05 series BX , BY and BH , the magnetospheric QD is calcu-

lated using the same procedure as in Equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. The synthetic series

computed from the mean of the IQDs of each month are called ∆QBX and ∆QBY .

We call the corrected series B̃X and B̃Y for the total magnetosphere current series and

B̃Xcur and B̃Y cur for each separated current:

B̃X
i,j,k

= BX i,j,k −∆QBX i,k (3.5)

B̃X
i,j,k

cur = BX i,j,k
cur −∆QBX i,k

cur (3.6)

The statistical tests in this chapter concern the H-component. The X and Y com-

ponents will be studied in the next chapter. I must say that the QD signal was not

removed from BH . The reason was that PCA applied to the data series was expected

to separate ionospheric and magnetospheric contributions for QD. In this case it would

be possible to remove only the ionospheric QD from data and keep the magnetospheric
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QD in both data and simulations.

In the case of the QD curve for February 2011 the OMNI database did not have

data for the four quietest days, and the Tsyganenko subroutines gave abnormal values

at the fifth quietest day. In this case we used only the sixth international quietest day

to compute the quiet-daily curve of this month, both for observed and synthetic series.

To compare observatory data with Dst and RC series we also removed from ob-

servatory H-series the corresponding IGRF-12 main field model (HIGRF
OBS ) calculated

at each observatory location with Tsyganenko’s GEOPACK-2008 subroutines, because

both proxies do not have the IGRF incorporated:

∆HOBS = HOBS −HIGRF
OBS (3.7)

or

∆H̃OBS = H̃OBS −HIGRF
OBS (3.8)

where OBS refers to the observatory name and HIGRF
OBS =

√
(XIGRF

OBS )
2

+ (Y IGRF
OBS )

2.

As the main field model IGRF-12 is included in BX , BY and BH series through

the use of GEOPACK-2008 subroutines, no baseline correction of the observed series is

required when comparing them with TS05’s simulations.

PCA Quiet Daily Variation Removal. Previous studies as Xu and Kamide (2004),

Chen (2007), and De Michelis, Tozzi, and Consolini (2010) have already applied PCA

to a set of hourly values of H during a certain time period. However, in those studies,

data series for all days were used (instead of only quiet days) and the main goal was

to separate in each 24-hours series the Sq ionospheric signal from geomagnetic dis-

turbance components associated with different magnetospheric sources. I tested this

approach with the data and verified that there is always a significant disturbance sig-

nal leaking into any of the computed modes, and that I could not isolate a quiet day

mode. Then I decided to use only the previous QD matrix to attempt to separate the
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magnetospheric and ionospheric signals, with the lowest modes as ionospheric and

the highest modes as magnetospheric signal.

In this Chapter, the PCA is used on the H component. It consists in a singular

value decomposition of the Q̃H matrix with 480 rows (or less), corresponding to the

total number of quietest days available in a particular station and with 24 columns

corresponding to the 24 hours of the day. The matrix can not contain neither NaNs nor

9999.99 or empty spaces. If I did not have the 24 hourly values of one of the quietest

days, that day was not included. The SVD decomposes the original matrix into three

matrices:

Q̃H = USVT (3.9)

where:

• Q̃H is the data matrix of quietest days, with size 480 (at most) x 24.

• U is a matrix 480 x 480 or less, with the normalized eigenvectors of the matrix

Q̃HQ̃H
T

, which columns are called left singular vectors of Q̃H.

• V is a matrix 24 x 24, with the normalized eigenvectors of the matrix Q̃H
T
Q̃H,

which columns are called right singular vectors of Q̃H. Figure 3.7(a) shows the

first four EOFs for the four observatories, from top to bottom, COI, PAG, NVS

and BOU.

• S is a matrix 480 (at most) x 24, that contains the 24 singular values of Q̃H, at the

diagonal of the matrix, sll (see Figure 3.8).

The expansion coefficients or principal components scores (see Section 2.6.1) represent

the unstandardised coordinates of the rows of data along the principal axes, and were

calculated by A = US, which size is 480 (at most) x 24. Each column represents the

variations in amplitude of each mode along the ∼480 quietest days.
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To reconstruct the original data we calculate separately every mode − l (l=1,...,24)

as:

Q̂HPCA−l = alv
T
l (3.10)

where al = ulsll (see eq. 2.21). Every Q̂HPCA−l (mode − l) is a matrix of 480 rows (at

most) x 24 columns that represents a fl percentage of the signal (see eq. 2.17). The sum

of the 24 modes returns the original data, but we only need two or three modes for

the PCA-QD model, because these represent around ∼ 80% of the original signal (see

Figure 3.8). The sum of these few modes gives what I call the Q̂HPCA−QD matrix.

Once the Q̂HPCA−QD matrix is complete, 96 average curves were calculated, one for

each month, from the mean of the five (or less) Q̂H
i,Qik,k

PCA−QD curves of each month.

Once subtracted from the raw observatory daily series, they yield the Ĥ series cor-

rected by PCA-QD:

Ĥ i,j,k = H i,j,k −∆QH i,k
PCA−QD (3.11)

3.4 Results

PCA-QD Analysis. For each observatory and for each month, standard QD (see eq.

3.2) and PCA-QD models (see previous section) for componentH were computed. Fig-

ure 3.7 (a) shows the first three EOFs for each station (from top to bottom, COI,PAG,

NVS and BOU). Figure 3.7 (b) shows the average of ∆QHPCA−QD models for each

Lloyd’s season: D season in blue (January, February, November and December), E

season in black (March, April, September and October) and J season in red (May, June,

July and August). Figure 3.7 (c) shows the residuals between the standard ∆QH and

the ∆QHPCA−QD for different Lloyd’s seasons. The first four singular values for every

observatory are represented in Figure 3.8.

A plot with the first two columns of matrix A (a1 and a2, see equation 2.22) of each

station is shown in Figure 3.9. Both show a clear annual variation. This is specially
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FIGURE 3.7: a) First three EOFs for H from the PCA analysis; b) Mean PCA-QD variation
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FIGURE 3.8: First four singular values of PCA-QD model of every station.
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2.6.3). COI on top, then PAG, NVS and BOU.

noticeable in a1 for NVS, in a2 for BOU and in both a1 and a2 for COI and PAG. The

annual dependence of the daily variation series is mainly due to a maximum of iono-

spheric ionization during summertime. Also noticeable, the modulation by the solar

cycle with a decrease in amplitudes close to the minimum of cycle 24 in 2009 and an

increase in amplitudes while cycle 24 approaches its maximum in 2012.

The final 96 ∆QHPCA−QD models chosen for each observatory are the simplest ones

(less components) that verify two conditions:

• a) they represent the observations with a quite good approximation (at least 80%

of variability explained, as seen in Figure 3.8) and
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• b) they filter out most irregular geomagnetic activity at higher (less relevant)

modes.

Only modes 1 and 2 are used in the PCA-QD models for BOU, COI and NVS and the

first three modes are used for PAG, i.e., lmax = 2 in the former and lmax = 3 in PAG,

where

∆QH i,k
PCA−QD =

lmax∑
l=1

∆QH i,k
PCA−QD−l (3.12)

See also equation 3.10.

Analysis of Pearson’s Correlations. The number of r values for each two compared

series is always less than 2922, depending mostly on the number of days with tem-

porarily interrupted data acquisition at a given observatory and on the number of days

with no satellite data available for TS05 computations. Pearson’s correlations between

observations and proxies are presented in the form of histograms in Figure 3.10, ar-

ranged by observatory: COI (top-left quadrant), PAG (top-right), NVS (bottom-left)

and BOU (bottom-right). Correlations for quiet days are at the top row of each quad-

rant and for active days at the bottom row. Blue bars represent correlations of PCA-QD

corrected data (Ĥ) with BH, green bars represent correlations of Ĥ with Dst, and black

bars represent correlations of Ĥ with RC. All white bars represent correlations of raw

H data with the corresponding geomagnetic index or BH . The most significant corre-

lations (p ≤ 0.05) lie outside the shaded regions.

From eq. 2.32 with n = 24, and obtaining the Student t-value from a t-table, then

the minimum value of r to be significant at the 5% level must have:

√
22r√

1− r2
> 2.07, (3.13)

which requires r2 > 0.16302 and |r| > 0.403. Values of r numerically greater than 0.383

have probability ≥ 95% to be different from zero, corresponding to p ≤ 0.05.
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It is noticeable that histograms for active days are more left-skewed than those for

quiet days, meaning that we have better correlations for active than for quiet time.

This might be expected because all BH , Dst and RC were designed to measure geo-

magnetic storm-time activity. We can also observe an increase of skewness to the left

from histograms of raw data to the corresponding histograms of PCA-QD corrected

data, meaning that there are larger number of high correlation values for corrected

data. This is quite clear in COI and PAG for correlations with BH , in NVS for corre-

lations with Dst, and in BOU for correlations with Dst and RC indices. However, it is

not the case in BOU and NVS, for correlations with BH .

The Fisher’s transformation of COI histograms in Figure 3.10 are shown in Figure

3.11. A chi-square goodness-of-fit test was done to determine if the z values come from

a normal distribution. The test calculates the observed and expected counts for the bins

and computes the chi-square test statistic:

χ2 =
N∑
i=1

(Oi − Ei)2

Ei
, (3.14)

where Oi are the observed counts and Ei are the expected counts based on the hypoth-

esis distribution. The null hypothesis is that data comes from a normal distribution

with a mean and variance estimated from data. The alternative hypothesis is that the

data does not come from such a distribution. We obtained near zero values of the chi

square statistic, meaning that the Gaussian distribution is a good representation of the

histograms for z. Both the z-values distributions and the fitted normal distribution are

plotted together for the four stations. Inserted in each plot are the mean z̄, the standard

deviation σz, the number of z-values in each sample and r0 (see Equation 2.34).
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FIGURE 3.10: For COI (top-left), PAG (top-right), NVS (bottom-left) and BOU (bottom-right), histograms of correlation coefficients be-
tween observatory series of H and each of BH (blue), Dst (green) and RC (black) proxies, for raw data (unfilled bars) and data without
PCA-QD model (filled bars). Separate results for quiet days (top row of each group) and active days (bottom row of each group). Vertical
axes values given by ni/(

∑
ni∆r), with ni the number of correlation values in bin i and ∆r the bin width. Correlation values with p ≤

0.05 are located outside shaded areas.
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FIGURE 3.11: In blue, the Fisher’s transformation of Pearson’s correlation coefficients between
COI data with BH (two top rows), Dst (two middle rows) and RC (two bottom rows). Top row
of each proxy are correlations for raw data, on the left for calm time, on the right for active
days. Bottom row of each proxy are correlations for PCA-QD corrected data (left, calm; right,
active). In red, fitted normal functions. The inserted text represents the mean z̄, the standard

deviation σz , the number of z-values in each sample, N , and r0.
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TABLE 3.4: Statistical parameters describing the distribution of correlation coefficients between H and different proxies (left) and Ĥ and
different proxies (right). N is the number of correlation values with p-value < 0.05; r̄ and p̄ are the mean correlation value and the mean
p-value, respectively, computed using only significant correlation coefficients; r0 is the inverse Fisher’s transform of z̄, the mean of the

Gaussian distribution fitted to the histogram of z-values (see Figure 3.11 and explanation in the text).

Before removing PCA-QD After removing PCA-QD
Proxy Par COI PAG NVS BOU COI PAG NVS BOU

calm active calm active calm active calm active calm active calm active calm active calm active

TSY

N 877 303 772 341 1143 274 692 314 1003 365 988 393 978 242 824 348
r̄ 0.19 0.64 0.28 0.64 0.53 0.64 0.55 0.63 0.44 0.67 0.46 0.68 0.34 0.62 0.42 0.63
p̄ 0.009 0.005 0.010 0.005 0.010 0.006 0.011 0.007 0.007 0.004 0.007 0.004 0.009 0.005 0.009 0.005
r0 0.12 0.50 0.16 0.52 0.41 0.53 0.32 0.48 0.32 0.61 0.33 0.61 0.22 0.46 0.25 0.52

Dst

N 1027 345 1024 352 1148 340 943 346 1071 335 1059 346 1372 362 1142 432
r̄ 0.52 0.65 0.54 0.66 0.52 0.68 0.42 0.63 0.51 0.66 0.53 0.63 0.60 0.72 0.55 0.69
p̄ 0.009 0.006 0.010 0.005 0.009 0.005 0.010 0.006 0.009 0.005 0.009 0.006 0.008 0.004 0.009 0.006
r0 0.33 0.52 0.35 0.50 0.34 0.59 0.25 0.46 0.32 0.61 0.33 0.61 0.22 0.46 0.25 0.52

RC

N 983 351 1097 327 1499 278 739 256 978 346 1001 324 1260 310 1104 385
r̄ 0.49 0.66 0.55 0.64 0.62 0.64 0.07 0.58 0.55 0.68 0.57 0.64 0.59 0.67 0.55 0.67
p̄ 0.011 0.005 0.009 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.013 0.008 0.009 0.005 0.009 0.006 0.008 0.006 0.008 0.006
r0 0.31 0.53 0.38 0.47 0.49 0.49 0.03 0.32 0.33 0.54 0.35 0.46 0.41 0.56 0.35 0.54
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In Table 3.4 we find information on different statistical parameters characterizing

the histograms. In general, it is noticeable that r values for active days are higher than

for quiet days. We can appreciate a different behaviour in COI and PAG compared with

NVS and BOU. At COI and PAG we can see that BH explains well the observations

after subtracting the PCA-QD model, with improvement of all parameters listed at

the table. Dst and RC also explain well the data, but no significant improvement is

obtained after subtracting PCA-QD. At NVS and BOU, Dst and RC tend to explain

better the observed corrected series than BH . The most atypical results on this table

are the very low values of r̄ and r0 characterizing the correlations between the RC and

raw data at Boulder during calm days, before subtracting PCA-QD. When we remove

the PCA-QD model from BOU raw data, then correlation values become more typical.

To test the significance of these observations a Welch’s t-test at 95% confidence was

performed, comparing the z̄ of every correlation distribution of raw observations with

the z̄ of their corresponding distributions of corrected data. Results are shown in Table

3.5. The "+" sign means that we obtained a significant improvement with the PCA-

QD correction, "0" means we obtained no significant improvement, and "-" sign means

that we obtained a decrease in correlation values after removing the PCA-QD. This

last situation occurs between NVS data with BH , with BOU data with BH for calm

days and with NVS data with RC for calm days. Improvements occur for COI and

PAG data with BH , and for NVS and BOU with Dst and RC, except for NVS with RC

during quiet days.

One other Welch’s t-test identifies the best proxy to use for each observatory and

depending on the geomagnetic activity (Table 3.6). Here, the three proxies were tested

in pairs, starting by RC vs Dst, followed by the best of these two vs TSY.
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TABLE 3.5: Results of Welch’s t-tests comparing correlations of raw data (H) with correlations
of PCA-QD corrected data (Ĥ) for each proxy. Is there a statistically significant improvement
in correlations after removing the PCA-QD variation? Increase (’+’) or decrease (’−’) of corre-

lation values after removal of daily variation model. ’0’ is for no significant change.

COI PAG NVS BOU
calm active calm active calm active calm active

BH + + + + − − − 0
Dst 0 0 0 0 + + + +
RC 0 0 0 0 − + + +

TABLE 3.6: Which is the best proxy, using Welch’s t-test? ‘All’ is for no statistically significant
difference between the three proxies.

COI PAG NVS BOU
calm active calm active calm active calm active

Raw data Dst/RC All RC BH/Dst RC Dst BH BH/Dst
Without QD All BH All BH Dst Dst Dst/RC Dst
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FIGURE 3.12: In each plot, r̄ values for correlations with BH (blue), Dst (green) and RC (black), using raw data series (OBS-H), data series
corrected for QD variation using standard procedure (OBS-QD) and data series corrected for QD variation using PCA-QD model (OBS -

PCA QD). Separated values for K < 4 (left column) and K ≥ 4 (right column). COI on top, then PAG, NVS and BOU.
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Figure 3.12 presents r̄ for correlations of H , H̃ and Ĥ with each proxy. In COI and

PAG we can see that the data is better explained by BH after subtracting QD, but a

similar improvement is not seen when comparing data with Dst and RC. At NVS and

BOU we can see higher r̄ values when comparing BH with raw data than with data

with QD subtracted. There is however a general improvement of correlations between

Dst or RC with data after QD correction (except for NVS in calm days, which shows

higher r̄ values without QD correction).

In Figures 3.10 and 3.12, and Table 3.4, it is recurrent that correlations are smaller

for lower than for higher levels of geomagnetic activity. This is something to be ex-

pected since both the geomagnetic indices (Dst and RC) and the Tsyganenko model

were developed to be representative of storm-time geomagnetic activity. Nonetheless,

even for low activity, global representative values of r0 are equal or larger than 0.3, in

certain cases only after correcting for daily variation, and they can be as high as 0.6.

It is also notorious that two groups of observatories have distinctive behaviours,

one is COI and PAG, and the other is NVS and BOU. Starting with COI and PAG, they

have higher representative global values of r0 for BH , being as high as 0.6 with QD

correction at more active days. For quiet days, though showing lower scores, the im-

provement of correlations with BH simulations after removal of daily variation is also

clear (Table 3.4). The performance of Dst and RC geomagnetic indices is worse than

TS05 simulations for more active days and equivalent to them for less active days. An

improvement in performance of Dst and RC indices after removal of the daily variation

model is not clear (Table 3.5).

Looking to NVS and BOU, the best scores are obtained with Dst for more active

days (Table 3.6). Correlations with B̂H are in general lower than with the other two

proxies (Table 3.4). For both less and more active days, a clear improvement in correla-

tions with Dst and RC is obtained after removing the daily variation from data, except

at NVS with RC at calm time (Table 3.5). On the contrary, the daily variation removal

seems to contribute to a slight deterioration of results when comparing data with TS05
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simulations (Tables 3.4, 3.5).

3.5 Discussion

PCA-QD models. TS05 does not include the ionospheric currents originated from

solar and lunar daily variations nor does it include their corresponding induced cur-

rents. On the other hand, Dst is constructed from a set of four observatory data series

corrected from the daily variation. As for the RC series, there is no explicit removal of

daily variation but, because data are taken in the night period, it should not be present.

In order to compare TS05 simulations, Dst and RC proxies with observations, the quiet

daily variation was first computed and then subtracted from observatories data.

The choice to use PCA to remove the QD variation is motivated by both dimen-

sionality reduction and a possible separation of ionospheric and magnetospheric QD

contributions in case they are decorrelated, with a concentration of ionospheric signal

in the main modes of PCA-QD. The minimum number of principal modes required

for PCA models is two, to make it possible for these models to account for an annual

phase shift observed in QD variation, that consists in a displacement of the maximum

perturbation towards early hours in summer (see Figure 3.7 (b), for BOU and NVS).

The amplitude coefficients associated to the first two modes of each PCA-QD model

reveal annual and decade variations (Figure 3.9), showing that the PCA models can

capture the seasonal and decade variations of the daily curves for the whole 2007-2014

selected period.

The separation between magnetospheric and ionospheric QD variation could only

be tested in correlations between data and the BH proxy, which includes the magne-

tospheric but not the ionospheric QD signal. Dst and RC proxies do not distinguish

QD signals from different sources. As observed, the use of a PCA-QD model instead

of the standard procedure to remove QD variation slightly increases r̄ in correlations

with BH (Figure 3.12), but only for COI and PAG stations. For BOU and NVS stations,
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correlations with BH deteriorate after removal of a standard QD variation model and

results do not get better when removing a PCA-QD model instead (Figure 3.12). Table

3.7 presents results with 95% confidence level of Welch’s t-tests that show in almost all

cases (except for PAG during low activity), that there is no significant advantage in us-

ing PCA-QD models instead of standard QD. The whole set of results are not clear-cut

concerning the ability of PCA-QD models to separate ionospheric and magnetospheric

contributions and further studies are recommended, using other observatories and pe-

riods of time.

Regarding the ability of PCA-QD models of concentrating the most important fea-

tures of QD variation into only two or three components, Table 3.7 shows that, in all

but one case, the removal of the PCA-QD model, with only two or three modes, gets

data closer to Dst and RC proxies as efficiently as the removal of the whole QD signal

computed in a standard way. The exception is BOU during low activity where the PCA

model is not as efficient as the standard QD in making data closer to Dst proxy.

TABLE 3.7: Results of 95% confidence Welch’s t-tests comparing correlations of standard QD
corrected data (H̃) and correlations of PCA-QD corrected data (Ĥ) with each proxy. The null
hypothesis is that the two means of the z-values distributions are the same. Is there a sta-
tistically significant improvement in correlations by removing a PCA-QD model instead of
standard QD? Increase (’+’) or decrease (’−’) of correlation values due to use of the PCA-QD

model. ’0’ is for no significant change.

COI PAG NVS BOU

calm active calm active calm active calm active
BH 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0
Dst 0 0 0 0 0 0 − 0
RC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Longitudinal dependence found in data series. The four observatories in this study

separate into two groups with clearly distinct results. For all of them, removing the
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QD variation gets data series closer both to Dst and RC proxies, as expected. However,

this effect is more significant for BOU and NVS stations than for COI and PAG (Table

3.5).

It is difficult to predict if removing QD variation from data series will make them

closer toBH proxy which contains a diurnal contribution from magnetospheric sources.

In fact, Figures 3.10, 3.12 and Table 3.5 show that while for COI and PAG the removal

of QD variation gets data closer to BH series, the opposite occurs for BOU and NVS.

The dependence in longitude (in an Earth-fixed reference frame) revealed by these

results, may come either from the ionospheric or the magnetospheric QD variation

sources, or both. The magnetospheric currents in TS05 model are described in the geo-

centric solar magnetospheric system, GSM (see definition in Section 2.3). The partial

ring current (PRC) and associated Birkeland currents (or field-aligned currents, FAC)

represent a coupled system, fixed in the GSM frame, with Birkeland currents circu-

lating at dawn/dusk meridian and ensuring closure of PRC (Tsyganenko, 2000; Tsy-

ganenko, 2002a; Tsyganenko, 2013). There is a clear longitudinal dependence in the

GSM system associated with these currents, corresponding to the observation of pro-

nounced noon-midnight and dawn-dusk asymmetries. As the Earth rotates relative to

the GSM system, the magnetic field produced by these currents at the Earth’s surface

shows a daily variation in local time, even during quiet geomagnetic activity. The de-

pendence of these current fields on the magnetic local time (MLT) φ′ (angle between

the geomagnetic meridian through a given station, or geomagnetic longitude, and the

one through the Sun, converted to hours) is of the form ∼ cosφ′ and ∼ sinφ′. At sta-

tions in middle latitudes as those considered here, MLT differs only slightly from LT

(geographic local time).

Let us analyse the possibility that the longitudinal dependence that separates COI/PAG

from NVS/BOU may be due to magnetospheric sources. Quiet daily variation of PRC

and Birkeland current systems (∆QHPRC and ∆QHFAC) were obtained in a similar
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way as the observatories ∆QH series, averaging the values of each TS05 synthetic se-

ries at the five quietest days of each month. The local time dependence of the PRC

and associated Birkeland current system can be seen in middle and right columns of

Figure 3.13 where the Birkeland currents (Regions 1 and 2, together) and PRC hourly

contributions all over the day are plotted for the whole 2007-2014 period. For each of

these two magnetospheric field contributions at ground level, the ∆QH diurnal series

are represented at the vertical axis, repeating the same series for all days in the same

month. A sinusoidal variation of 24 h period is seen in both FAC and PRC plots, with

minimum (negative) values at around 18:00-19:00 LT for PRC and around 12:00 LT for

FAC. It turns out that both contributions for magnetospheric QD variation are stronger

for NVS and BOU than for COI and PAG (Figure 3.13). This means that the local time

dependence is modulated by a longitudinal dependence on the Earth-fixed reference

frame, apparently associated with the difference in geomagnetic latitude between the

four stations (see Table 3.1).

But longitudinal dependence can also be due to ionospheric sources. Significant

longitudinal dependence of the Sq current system has also been observed and exten-

sively studied (see e.g. Pedatella et al., 2011). In this case, it was found that the longi-

tudinal variation of the main field could largely account for the observed asymmetry.

Figure 3.13 (left column) shows the same ∆QH curve (vertical axis) during all days of

its corresponding month (horizontal axis). Here we can appreciate the asymmetry at

different stations with a pattern that is familiar from studies of the Sq current system.

The four observatories are differently positioned relative to the Sq current vortex fo-

cus, as it drifts over the Northern Hemisphere. In models of the Sq current system (see

e.g. Malin and Gupta, 1977; Stening and Winch, 2013), the foci of equivalent currents

responsible for the diurnal variation, drift closer to European stations than stations in

Asia or North America (see e.g. Malin and Gupta, 1977), at transit times. In agreement

with this, the analysis of QD variation curves obtained in section 3.4 (see Figure 3.7 (b)

shows that BOU and NVS seem to be closer to the northern latitudinal branch of the
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vortex where strong western electric currents are responsible for the depression of the

H component at the middle of the day. COI and PAG seem to be closer to the vortex

center, exhibiting a dipole signal which is characteristic of a transition zone between

the two regions dominated by the western (North) and the eastern (South) latitudinal

branches of the vortex (see e.g. Matsushita and Maeda, 1965). A clear displacement of

the vortex towards North in winter is also noticed in Figure 3.7, specially for COI, PAG

and NVS.

The similarity of the quiet daily variation of PRC (∆QHPRC) and Birkeland (∆QHFAC)

currents with the QD variation at each observatory is also analysed by projecting the

quiet daily magnetospheric signal shown in middle and right columns of Figure 3.13

onto the principal components found for each observatory. The formula to calculate

the expansion coefficients ai by indirect way (see Section 2.6.1) can be used to project

these magnetospheric QD signals along the EOFs. It is equivalent to equation 2.22:

Acur = ∆QHcurV (3.15)

where ∆QHcur is matrix 96 x 24 (∆QHPRC or ∆QHFAC in this case) and V is the

matrix of EOFs (24 x 24) for ∆QH.

Results are shown in Figure 3.14. At BOU and NVS the FAC signal has the highest

contribution from PC-1, which by definition explains most of the variability of the QD

variation at those stations (as in Figure 3.8). This explains the similarity between ∆QH

and ∆QHFAC in Figure 3.13, for these two stations. At COI and PAG, the FAC signal

has the highest contribution from PC-2, which is clearly less important in explaining

QD variation (as in Figure 3.8), meaning that the presence of magnetospheric signal in

QD variation is less important for these two stations. PRC has low contributions from

both modes 1 and 2, except for NVS where the contribution of PC-2 is higher than for

the other three stations.

We can see in Figure 3.13 that ∆QHFAC at BOU and NVS are more similar to ∆QH
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FIGURE 3.13: Daily variation in Local Time (along vertical axis) of standard QD from data (left
column); of FAC and PRC, from TS05 model (central and right columns), for the four stations

used in this study and the whole 2007-2014 period.
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FIGURE 3.14: For each day in the 2007-2014 time period, the ∆QHFAC (blue) and ∆QHPRC

(red) series represented in Figure 3.13 (middle and right columns) were projected onto the two
principal components of the corresponding observatories (solid lines for PC1, dashed for PC2).

and have a stronger signature compared to COI and PAG, with a 24-h period, approx-

imately sinusoidal, with minimum around 12:00 LT. This is no longer true for COI and

PAG due to the change in sign in H series around noon. The lower correlation be-

tween ionospheric and TS05 magnetospheric contributions for COI and PAG during

the 24-hour period, may explain why the PCA tools seem more efficient to separate the

two components for these two stations (Figure 3.12), since by construction they sepa-

rate principal components on the basis of uncorrelated signals. In summary, stronger

magnetospheric contribution and higher correlation between ionospheric and mag-

netospheric signals in the QD variation for BOU and NVS, may explain the greater

difficulty to disentangle ionospheric and magnetospheric signals. For COI and PAG

this seems easier to achieve, thanks to a different positioning relative to the Sq foci and

a lower contribution of QD variation from magnetospheric sources.
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4 Geomagnetic Activity: Contribution

of Different Magnetospheric Currents

4.1 Overview

In this chapter, as in the previous one, I use a statistical approach to evaluate the per-

formance of TS05 model in estimating the magnetospheric transient signal observed at

the same four Northern Hemisphere’s mid-latitude ground stations analysed in Chap-

ter 3, for the 2007 to 2014 time interval. However, while in Chapter 3 series of the H

component were computed to compare with activity indices Dst and RC, here the X

and Y geomagnetic local components are separately analysed and comparison is made

only with TS05 simulations. The standard quiet daily (QD) variation is removed both

from data series and simulations before comparison. It is found that the TS05’s perfor-

mance is clearly better for the X than for the Y field components and, as already found

in the case of the H component, for more geomagnetically active days as determined

by local K-index. For∼ 50% (X) and∼ 30% (Y ) of the total number of geomagnetically

active days, correlation values yield r ≥ 0.7. During more quiet conditions, only∼ 30%

(X) and ∼ 15% (Y ) of the number of analysed days show r ≥ 0.7. A main contribution

of this chapter is the computation of separate contributions from different magneto-

spheric currents to the observed data time variability and signal magnitude. During

more active days, all Tail, SRC and PRC contribute to the time variability in X while

the PRC and FAC currents contribute most to time variability of Y . In the best case
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estimations when r ≥ 0.7, remaining differences in scale between observations and

TS05’s predictions can be explained by global induction in the Earth’s upper layers.

The closing of FAC currents through the Earth’s center in the TS05 model seems to be

mainly affecting the Y magnetospheric field predictions.

4.2 Methodology

Correlation Coefficients and Statistical Tests. In the previous Chapter it was shown

that, by subtracting QD only to the data, correlations with TS05 simulations could

decrease. It was the case for BOU and NVS (see Figure 3.12) and it was explained by the

inability to separate the QD ionospheric from the QD magnetospheric contributions.

To bypass this problem, in this chapter the QD variation is removed both in data series

and TS05 simulations.

For each observatory, series of observed X and Y hourly values were compared

with TS05’s derived series before (r) and after (r̃) subtraction of QD curves. The Pear-

son’s correlation coefficients (equation 2.31) were computed to measure the linear de-

pendence between the data and the predictions, taking corresponding samples of 24

hourly values from each population, day by day, along the 8-yrs period. The number

of correlation values (either rX , rY , r̃X or r̃Y ) values for each two compared series

is always ≤ 2922 (the total number of days in this period). Table 3.3 shows the exact

number of days for which correlation values were computed, in each station.

I also compared observatory series with each TS05’s current contribution separately

using X̃ and B̃Xcur (Ỹ and B̃Y cur), and called the correlation coefficients as r̃X
j,k

cur (and

r̃Y
j,k

cur). For each day j in month k:

r̃X
j,k

cur =

∑24
i=1

(
B̃X

i,j,k

cur −BX
j,k

cur

)(
X̃ i,j,k −Xj,k

)
√∑24

i=1

(
B̃X

i,j,k

cur −BX
j,k

cur

)2
√∑24

i=1

(
X̃ i,j,k −Xj,k

)2
. (4.1)
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where ’cur’ stands for CF, TAIL, SRC, PRC, FAC or INT. Note that daily means of

each series are the same with or without QD, since QD is defined having zero daily

mean. Equation (4.1) describes the similarity between the signal due to each individual

source and the data series for a given day, in terms of simultaneous raises and decreases

relative to corresponding means.

As in Chapter 3, r, r̃ and r̃cur are computed day by day, using 24 hourly values,

for the 2007-2014 time period. The set of obtained values are represented in the form

of histograms and standard statistical tools and tests as Student’s tests and Fisher’s

z-transformation (see Section 2.6.2) are used to assess their significance. Less and more

geomagnetically active days for each station are discriminated again by using the local

K-indices on the basis of all daily K-values less than 4 (quiet) or at least one value

K ≥ 4 (active).

Linear Regression Models. A shift in magnitude (or bias) exists between X̃ (Ỹ ) and

B̃X (B̃Y ) daily series (see data as red dots and TS05 series as blue dots in Figure 4.1),

which can not be quantified using Pearson’s correlation coefficients. This shift may

be due to ionospheric or crustal fields. As mentioned in Section 3.3, a daily mean

ionospheric signal is left in the data series after removal of ∆QX and ∆QY because

the datum line for QD curves was defined by removing the daily mean instead of the

mean at night time hours. The bias from ionospheric sources varies with seasonal pe-

riodicity and solar cycle activity and is less than 10 nT as checked using both datum

lines for computing the QD variation, as shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. A more signifi-

cant bias due to local crust magnetization fields is expected to affect the observatories

series, with different values for each station that can reach ∼ 200 nT (e.g., Mandea

and Langlais, 2002). These crustal biases remain constant in time for the analysed pe-

riod and can be identified subtracting a main field model from the data (Mandea and

Langlais, 2002; Verbanac et al., 2015).
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More difficult to deal with in general, is the effect of Faraday induction of electrical

currents flowing in the lithosphere and upper mantle by transient fields of external

origin (e.g., Schmucker, 1985). This effect is not taken into account in the TS05 model,

but it is contaminating the data. Using a simple model it is shown that induction is

responsible for a scaling factor between total (inducing plus induced) and inducing

fields.

For each day, I obtain the shift αj,kX (αj,kY ) and scaling βj,kX (βj,kY ) parameters by linear

regression of data and TS05’s series choosing only series with r ≥ 0.7 and separating

results for quiet and active days:

(
∆X̃ i,j,k

)pre
= α j,k

X + β j,k
X ·∆B̃X

i,j,k

(
∆Ỹ i,j,k

)pre
= α j,k

Y + β j,k
Y ·∆B̃Y

i,j,k
(4.2)

where (∆X̃)pre ((∆Ỹ )pre) and ∆B̃X (∆B̃Y ) are respectively the model predictions and

TS05’s series with QD and IGRF removed. Since the same β scaling parameter applies

to all TS05’s field components, this regression will cause no re-weighting of different

magnetospheric sources. Figure 4.1 shows the X̃ (Ỹ ), B̃X (B̃Y ) and (∆X̃)pre ((∆Ỹ )pre)

for active days where r̃X (r̃Y ) ≥ 0.7.

To perform the linear regression, I call C a column vector with 24 observatory

hourly values at day j and month k (same for Ỹ ):

C =



∆X̃1,j,k

∆X̃2,j,k

...

∆X̃24,j,k


(4.3)
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FIGURE 4.1: Top panel: series of X̃ (red dots), B̃X (blue dots) and (∆X̃)pre (green dots) at PAG,
for r̃ ≥ 0.7 and K ≥ 4. Bottom panel: the same for Ỹ (red dots), B̃Y (blue dots), (∆Ỹ )pre (green

dots) at PAG.
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I call D a matrix with one column of ones and other column of 24 TS05’s hourly

values (Yamazaki and Maute, 2016) at day j and month k (same for B̃Y ):

D =



1 ∆B̃X
1,j,k

1 ∆B̃X
2,j,k

...
...

1 ∆B̃X
24,j,k


(4.4)

The column vector with a daily αj,k and a daily βj,k that minimize the squares of

residuals,
(

∆X̃ −∆X̃pre
)2

, is given by:

M =
(
DTD

)−1
DTC =

 αj,k

βj,k

 (4.5)

Then I calculated the means and variances of all daily αj,kX (αj,kY ) and βj,kX (βj,kY ) dis-

tributions separately for quiet and active days at each station, e.g.,

ᾱX =
1

n

n∑
j=1

αj,kX

β̄X =
1

n

n∑
j=1

βj,kX (4.6)

where n is the number of active or quiet days with r ≥ 0.7 at a given observatory. The

two parameters ᾱ and β̄ are meant to model in the simplest possible way effects of

local biases (due to crust magnetization and some possible external contribution) and

induction in the crust by transient signals, respectively.

Amplitude Coefficients. The estimated series from a given magnetospheric source

may yield a high rcur and yet not explain the observed signal strength. A further pa-

rameter besides rcur is needed to fully characterize the contribution of source ’cur’,
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namely a parameter that takes into account the mean and scale of that estimated series

(McCollough et al., 2008; Dubyagin et al., 2014). From equation (4.2), we compute daily

series ∆R̃BX and ∆R̃BY to compare with ∆B̃X and ∆B̃Y , respectively:

∆R̃BX
i,j,k

= (∆X̃ i,j,k − α j,k
X )/β j,k

X

∆R̃BY
i,j,k

= (∆Ỹ i,j,k − α j,k
Y )/β j,k

Y (4.7)

where ∆X̃ i,j,k and ∆Ỹ i,j,k are data QD-corrected series with IGRF model subtracted.

We introduce new parameters ãX and ãY such that

ãX
j,k

=

∑24
i=1

(
∆B̃X

i,j,k
)2

∑24
i=1

(
∆R̃BX

i,j,k
)2 (4.8)

and analogously for ãY . These two parameters are used to measure the prediction ef-

ficiency for X and Y series, respectively (see McCollough et al. (2008) and Dubyagin

et al. (2014) for other possible parameters). For each analysed day we expect ãX (and

ãY ) to be close to 1 since the values of ∆B̃X have to be close to the corresponding

values of its regression model, ∆R̃BX . The identity also is verified if ∆X̃pre (∆Ỹ pre) in

equation 4.2 represents exactly ∆X̃ (∆Ỹ ).

I also define source normalised amplitude coefficients ãXcur (and ãY cur) for each

day,

ãX
j,k

cur =

∑24
i=1 ∆B̃X

i,j,k

cur ∆B̃X
i,j,k

∑24
i=1

(
∆R̃BX

i,j,k
)2 . (4.9)

These coefficients represent the projection of each individual source contribution onto

the global TS05’s estimate. They are normalised with ∆R̃BX , in order that ãX
j,k

=∑
ãX

j,k

cur, i.e., the sum of all source amplitude coefficients, is a measure of the prediction

efficiency of the model (TS05 plus linear regression).
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4.3 Results

Quiet Daily variation in data and in TS05’s predicted series. For each observatory,

96 series of 24 hourly values were computed for ∆QX , ∆QY , ∆QBX and ∆QBY ac-

cording to Equation 3.2 (standard method to compute QD), one for each month. Figure

4.2 shows the series of means of each distribution (thick red and green lines) plus and

minus their respective standard deviation as shaded areas. The representation of these

series uses local time, so that the expected maximum effects are centred on local noon,

due to maximum solar heating and ionization, and appear at the same time in different

stations. Note the different relations between Local Time (LT) and Universal Time (UT)

for the four observatories (Table 3.1).

The well-known Sq variation patterns for Northern Hemisphere are blurred due

to seasonal and solar cycle related variabilities, but can still be recognized in Figure

4.2. In particular, BOU and NVS show ∆QX curves typical of stations located north

of the Sq currents focus and COI and PAG show curves typical of Earth’s locations

very close to the Sq currents northern focus (e.g., Yamazaki and Maute, 2016; Torta,

Curto, and Bencze, 1997). The ∆QY curves are very similar in all four observatories

and typical of stations at the Northern Hemisphere. ∆QY maximum values between

8:00 and 9:00 LT record the passing of the north-to-south oriented meridional branch

of the Northern Hemisphere’s anticlockwise vortex of Sq currents, while minimum

values close to 14:00 LT record passing of the south-to-north meridional branch.

Figure 4.2 also shows curves ∆QBX and ∆QBY from TS05 model. The TS05 model

was fitted to storm-time data (it has few quiet data included) and it is not expected to

reproduce correctly the quietest time magnetospheric signal. Green curves in Figure

4.2 are shown only for a better understanding of TS05 model and its predictions on

Earth’s surface. They display dawn-dusk and noon-midnight asymmetries for which

FAC and PRC current systems are the main contributors (Tsyganenko, 2002a; Tsyga-

nenko, 2002b). As mentioned in Chapter 3, these asymmetries are modelled by∼ cosφ′
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FIGURE 4.2: Distribution of 96 monthly ∆Q and ∆QB curves for the 2007-2014 period. Thick
red and green lines represent averages of ∆QX (or ∆QY ) and ∆QBX (or ∆QBY ) distribu-
tions, respectively. In pink, dispersion of ∆QX and ∆QY curves within ±σ of the mean; in
light green, dispersion of ∆QBX and ∆QBY within ±σ of the mean. For each observatory,
curves for the North-South component on the left and for the East-West component on the

right. Amplitude values are in nT.
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and ∼ sinφ′ terms, where φ′ is directly related to the Magnetic Local Time (MLT) (e.g.,

Laundal and Richmond, 2016) expressed in angular units or geomagnetic longitude.

For the observatories in this study, MLT differs no more than 0.5 hr from LT (Baker

and Wing, 1989). Both FAC and PRC contribute with similar amplitudes during quiet

days and Figure 4.2 shows, for X and Y , the sum of sinφ′ (PRC) with cosφ′ (FAC)

and cosφ′ (PRC) with − sinφ′ (FAC) terms, respectively (see also Figure 4.3). Note that

there is almost no seasonal variation of the magnetospheric QD, as shown by the small

dispersion of curves in Figure 4.2. Different studies estimate contributions of ∼ 5 nT

from magnetospheric current systems during geomagnetic quiet conditions, at midlat-

itudes, and at the altitude of LEO satellites (e.g., Olsen and Stolle, 2016; Luhr et al.,

2016). The ∆QBX and ∆QBY curves shown in Figure 4.2 are clearly too much strong

in amplitude, which may be due to the lack of quietest days data in the tuning of TS05

model parameters and the closing of FAC currents through the Earth’s centre.

To have an idea of the amplifying factor, we computed the standard spectral co-

herence between ∆QX (∆QY ) and ∆QBX (∆QBY ) curves. The coherence signal is

spread and always less than 0.1, a too low value to be indicative of relevant coher-

ence. However, a magnetospheric contribution is expected in ∆QX (∆QY ), even if

very faint. Assuming the shape of the QD magnetospheric signal is correctly modelled

by TS05, it can still be present in observations as long as its amplitude is within the

error of the observed QD variation.

Figure 4.3 shows monthly QD series of all COI TS05’s sources for 2007-2014. PRC

and FAC are the main contributors to magnetospheric QD, with similar amplitudes. In

fact, the total magnetospheric QD signal shows, for X and Y , the sum of sinφ′ (PRC)

with cosφ′ (FAC) and of cosφ′ (PRC) with − sinφ′ (FAC), respectively, as mentioned

before.

Performance of TS05 Model. The distributions of rX , r̃X , rY and r̃Y correlation val-

ues are represented in Figure 4.4 for all stations, in the form of histograms normalized
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because of their higher amplitudes.
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in order that the total area is one. Results for less and more active days are shown in

separate histograms. In each station, there is a tendency for an increase in the number

of higher correlation values after removing the QD variation in raw data and simula-

tions (’corrected’ series), which is seen in the form of an increase of skewness-to-the-left

of the histograms of r̃X (r̃Y ) compared to those of rX (rY ). The improvement is par-

ticularly noticeable for less active days, for which the amplitude of X and Y variations

is smaller and as a result the fraction of the QD signal is higher and the correction is

more relevant. Amongst the two components, Y (Figure 4.4, bottom half) shows the

most striking improvements after QD removal during more quiet days, in particular

for PAG (but also COI and NVS), with the histogram of correlation coefficients chang-

ing from skewness to the right to skewness to the left. This can be understood due to

higher amplitude of ∆QY compared to ∆QX (see Figure 4.2).

The significance of each r coefficient is evaluated through a corresponding p-value,

which tests the null hypothesis that r is zero. Student’s t-test was applied with n=24

samples used in the computation of the correlation coefficient (see Equation 2.32). Us-

ing this test, values of r ≥ 0.403 have probability ≥ 95% to be different from zero,

corresponding to p ≤ 0.05 (red bars in Figure 4.4). It is apparent that r̃X (r̃Y ) values

are shifted towards higher and more significant values when compared with rX (rY ).
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TABLE 4.1: Statistical parameters describing the distribution of correlation coefficients rX (rY ) (left) and r̃X (r̃Y ) (right). N is the number
of correlation values with p-value ≤ 0.05; r̄ is the mean correlation value computed using only significant correlation coefficients; r0 is
the inverse Fisher’s transform of z̄, the mean of the Gaussian distribution fitted to the histogram of z-values. After correcting for the QD

variation (right), the percentage of N with r̃ ≥ 0.7 and the maximum value obtained for r̃.

Before removing QD After removing QD
Component Parameter COI PAG NVS BOU Parameter COI PAG NVS BOU

quiet active quiet active quiet active quiet active quiet active quiet active quiet active calm active

X

N 921 322 732 330 806 235 441 250 N 957 330 980 360 1027 277 903 358
r̄ 0.25 0.64 0.19 0.62 0.45 0.62 0.43 0.57 r̄ 0.53 0.66 0.56 0.66 0.54 0.63 0.50 0.66
r0 0.18 0.53 0.10 0.49 0.28 0.45 0.15 0.37 r0 0.38 0.58 0.40 0.57 0.37 0.52 0.33 0.56

% (r̃ ≥ 0.7) 35% 51% 36% 53% 31% 40% 25% 45%
rmax 0.96 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.97

Y

N 149 148 219 150 357 176 444 298 N 645 259 656 283 740 234 600 287
r̄ 0.19 0.54 -0.14 0.41 0.38 0.57 0.52 0.58 r̄ 0.34 0.59 0.41 0.58 0.42 0.60 0.42 0.58
r0 0.01 0.26 -0.08 0.17 0.08 0.33 0.27 0.45 r0 0.17 0.43 0.22 0.41 0.23 0.43 0.21 0.41

% (r̃ ≥ 0.7) 17% 35% 21% 28% 16% 30% 13% 26%
r̃max 0.93 0.94 0.92 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.92 0.9
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As seen in Fig.4.4 the mean of correlation coefficients, r̄, increases with skewness.

Table 4.1 shows information on some statistical parameters, as N , the total number of

correlation values with p-value less or equal to 0.05, r̄ and r0 (Eq. 2.34), and also r̃max,

the maximum value obtained for r̃. As shown in this table, there is an increase in N

(the number of significant correlation coefficients) and an increase in the correlation

parameters r̄ and r0 after correcting the data for the QD variation. All these changes

are particularly large for less active days. For each table, r0 is always lower than r̄.

For all four stations, highest correlation values are obtained when B̃X and X̃ series

are compared. Representative global values of r0 for COI, PAG and BOU are then as

high as 0.6 for more active days. Lowest values of 0.5 and 0.6, respectively, occur for

NVS. If using instead the mean of r̃ we obtain values of r̄=0.7 at all stations except for

NVS, for active days. For quiet days, though showing lower correlation values, their

increase after removal of daily variation is also clear. The Y component always shows

lower correlation values than X , though clearly improved after correcting for the QD

variation. The only exception occurs with BOU Y -component that shows relatively

high values for rY , which do not increase after QD correction.

From Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1 we note as a recurrent feature that correlations are

smaller for lower than for higher levels of geomagnetic activity. This is, of course, to be

expected since the TS05 model was designed to be representative of storm-time geo-

magnetic activity. Nonetheless, even for relatively low activity, both correlation values

r0 and r̄ are equal or larger than 0.3 for the X and 0.2 for the Y components, after cor-

recting for daily variation. These results seem to indicate that TS05 model predictions

for quiet magnetospheric activity still capture some of the observed behaviour, even if

the model has not taken into account quiet days data. Nonetheless, TS05 model was

clearly not thought to explain quiet days observations and it estimates incorrectly the

contribution of at least some current sources.
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A comprehensive description of geomagnetic activity. Scatter plots in Figure 4.5

show sets of correlation coefficients r̃X (r̃Y ) against source correlations r̃Xcur (r̃Y cur)

for all days in the ’corrected’ histograms of Figure 4.4. These plots are indicative of

how the variance in each r̃cur is related to the variance of r̃, i.e., the sensitivity of global

r̃ to each separate r̃cur (Saltelli et al., 2008). The slope of regression lines gives insight

into the relative magnitude of the sensitivities. INT and CF are shown in Figure 4.6,

where r̃ are weakly correlated with r̃cur (small slopes). Two parameters are used to

help compare different scatter plots, namely the slope of the linear regression line and

the location of the center of the scatter cloud (r̄cur,r̄).

Figure 4.5 shows, using descriptive analysis, that r̃Y is globally more sensitive to

changes in the FAC field than to changes in any other magnetospheric source field

(higher values of the slope). This is true for all observatories, showing that a main

source of error for BY predictions may be an incorrect assessment of FAC contribu-

tions. Differently, the sensitivity of r̃X to FAC currents is weaker than r̃Y for active

days, and FAC, TAIL, SRC and PRC have all similar influence over r̃X (closest slopes).

All sources show, at all observatories and for both (X , Y ) components, a shift of the

scatter cloud towards values with higher r̃ for more active days, in agreement with

results in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1.
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Days with correlation values r̃ ≥ 0.7 represent an important percentage of the total

amount of analysed days (see Table 4.1), between 380 to 540 daily series for X and 150

to 210 for Y , depending on the observatory. For these days, the TS05 model reaches the

best performance in explaining magnetospheric activity and the associated current dis-

tribution is particularly meaningful to explain Earth’s ground observations. Using only

days with r̃ ≥ 0.7, the mean values of different r̃cur are computed and represented in

the form of bar charts in Figure 4.7. In general, the distribution of mean source corre-
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FIGURE 4.7: Contribution of TS05’s sources to the shape of data series for every station, in
active and quiet days with r ≥ 0.7 (from top to bottom, COI, PAG, NVS and BOU). Separate
results for mean values of r̃Xcur (left) and r̃Y cur (right). Also shown, the standard error of the

mean as red bars.

lations is very similar between COI and PAG and also quite similar between BOU and
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NVS but different between the two groups. Nonetheless, for the X component during

disturbed days a very similar pattern of current contributions is nicely retrieved at all

four stations. The dominant contribution of TAIL, SRC and PRC on the shape of X-

data series is seen for all observatories, especially during more active days. Differently,

the combination of sources contributing to the shape of Y -data series has an increased

influence of the FAC + PRC system while the TAIL + SRC current system is weakened.

At BOU and NVS, the decrease of TAIL + SRC contribution is particularly noticeable.

For all stations, the relative importance of FAC + PRC system for Y series is stronger

during periods of high activity. The INT term in equation 2.7 represents the penetra-

tion of the IMF into the magnetosphere. Its contribution is the most stable amongst

different current systems. As to contribution of currents in the magnetopause (CF), its

mean effect is the smallest one because sometimes it correlates with the global signal

and others it is anti-correlated.

Global normalized amplitudes ã are a measure of the prediction efficiency of both

the linear regression model and TS05, to explain data series with QD and IGRF re-

moved. Scatter plots of ã against ãcur (equations 4.8 and 4.9) are represented in Figure

4.8 and give insight into how ã is influenced by the strength of contribution of differ-

ent sources to the model series. Scatter clouds show high degree of heteroscedasticity

(changing variance over the entire range of ãcur values) and the slope of linear regres-

sion computed by ordinary least squares has no special meaning. The center of the

cloud distribution is however shown, for comparison between different plots.

X and Y components show very different behaviour, with the center of X scatter

clouds closer to ã = 1 than center of Y scatter plots. In fact, while hourly variations of

source contributions for X series are often smaller than the mean of the whole signal,

for Y series they tend to be larger (see Figure 4.11) because their mean is close to zero.

As a result, it is possible to have ãX close to 1 even for days when r̃X is relatively

small. High ãY values are more difficult to occur, because they require high r̃Y values.

In any case (X or Y series), a r̃=1 value would mean that predictions and observations
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were related by an exact linear model and would also imply ã=1. Figure 4.8 shows

that the two current systems TAIL + SRC and FAC + PRC do exhibit a very distinct

behavior. Amplitudes ãX are weakly sensitive to ãXPRC and ãXFAC (axis-aligned

spread), but strongly sensitive to ãXTAIL and ãXSRC (closely diagonal spread), both

during less and more active days. Low ãX values occur when TAIL and SRC have

small contributions. When they become dominant, then ãX ' 1. This is indicative of

a particularly good modelling of TAIL and SRC currents, in particular TAIL. The sum

ãXTAIL+ãXSRC can even be larger than ãX , because of the negative contribution of CF

(see Figure 4.9). As for ãY , the relative influence of the FAC + PRC system gets closer

to that of TAIL + SRC, in particular for disturbed days, but the center of scatter clouds

is also particularly low, there. This means that problems related with the modelling of

FAC and PRC current systems, especially FAC, are strongly affecting the Y component

at these two stations.
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In Figure 4.10, only days with r ≥ 0.7 contribute to the bar plots showing the means

of each set of ãcur coefficients. These are the same days as those represented in Figure

4.7, for which the TS05 model performs the best. The same configuration of source

amplitudes is nicely retrieved for the X-component at all four stations, during both

quite and more active periods. The field contribution from CF current has always

amplitude similar to that of SRC, but with different sign and INT is just residual. As

already shown in Figure 4.8, the TAIL + SRC system contribution is the most important

for ãX . As for the Y-component, the combination of contributing amplitudes shows

the TAIL + SRC current system weakened in favour of an increased contribution of the

FAC + PRC system, especially for disturbed periods and most particularly at NVS and

BOU.
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Figure 4.11 shows observed (black dotted lines) and predicted (black thick lines)

series for the four observatories that illustrate the global behaviour described above.

Both the estimated amplitude and phase roughly agree with the data at all observato-

ries. For X, during the quiet time a daily variation is clearly seen in B̃X , with main

contributions from FAC and PRC. A similar daily variation is seen in the data. During

the more disturbed period, the shift of B̃X strength to more negative values is mainly

accounted for by the TAIL + SRC system. PRC and FAC are however crucial to explain

higher frequency features of the time series, most of them also present in observations.

The temporal variability in TAIL + SRC is also important to account for the shape of

the series, in particular for B̃X during the disturbed period. Also shown the residual

amplitude of INT and the difference in signs, with similar amplitudes, between CF and

both SRC and TAIL. For the Y component, the data show a daily variation during the

quiet period which is not so clearly retrieved from TS05. TAIL + SRC are the main con-

tributors to strength during quiet time, but FAC + PRC are very important to explain

the shape of the series. For the active days all currents contribute to the signal strength,

but FAC is the one that best follows the shape of the ground measurements.
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TABLE 4.2: Means and standard deviations of α and β parameters fitted through least squares
regression (equations 4.3 to 4.5), for different observatories. Also shown, mean values of am-

plitude coefficients ãX and ãY (equation 4.8).

Parameter COI PAG NVS BOU
quiet active quiet active quiet active quiet active

αX 13.21 10.99 -132.83 -135.29 81.00 77.51 3.88 2.02
σαX 12.32 12.33 13.49 14.86 11.15 13.64 11.29 11.3
βX 1.26 1.17 1.27 1.24 1.10 1.09 1.14 1.03
σβX 0.55 0.37 0.59 0.45 0.51 0.42 0.48 0.36
aX 0.97 0.94 0.97 0.94 0.96 0.92 0.96 0.92

ᾱY -64.43 -63.23 -174.85 -174.76 -60.55 -60.28 38.28 37.98
σαY 11.48 9.31 5.88 7.05 2.99 4.38 3.72 4.02
βY 1.55 1.28 1.55 1.48 1.53 1.52 1.44 1.20
σβY 0.76 0.58 0.84 0.64 0.97 0.80 0.69 0.47
aY 0.81 0.75 0.83 0.77 0.67 0.67 0.72 0.67

Amplitude normalised parameters. To compute the normalised source amplitude

coefficients shown in Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10, a least squares linear regression of pre-

dicted series ∆B̃X (∆B̃Y ) to corresponding observations ∆X̃ (∆Ỹ ) (equations 4.3 to

4.5) was applied, for days with r̃X (r̃Y ) ≥ 0.7. The regression was made for each day

separately, giving a distribution of α and β parameters from which the ensemble mean

and standard deviation were computed and listed in Table 4.2. Global amplitude pa-

rameters aX and aY (equation 4.8) are used to measure the prediction efficiency of the

linear regression model plus TS05, when explaining the data series with QD and IGRF

removed. Corresponding means and standard deviations are shown in Table 4.2. In

agreement with the general better performance of TS05’s X component, aX values are

closer to one than aY values.
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4.4 Discussion

Performance of TS05 Model. The results in this chapter show that between January

2007 and December 2014, the TS05’s predicted B̃X and B̃Y series reproduce the shape

of the QD-corrected signal (X̃ and Ỹ ) at the four ground-based stations COI, PAG, NVS

and BOU with correlation values r̃ ≥ 0.7 in ∼ 50% (X) and ∼ 30% (Y ) of geomagneti-

cally active days and in ∼ 30% (X) and ∼ 15% (Y) of geomagnetically calm days (Table

4.1). Maximum r̃ values are at least 0.95 (X) and 0.90 (Y ), depending of the station.

For r̃ ≥ 0.7, a linear regression model explains quite well the remaining differences be-

tween TS05’s estimations and observations, especially with respect to the X component

(Table 4.2). The estimated scale and shift parameters can be given a physical explana-

tion, as explained below. The separate contribution of individual sources in explaining

the shape and magnitude of the transient series at the chosen sites was assessed by

defining source correlation and source amplitude parameters.

One of the main, large, structures in magnetospheric currents is the TAIL current

which merges with SRC at the night side inner boundary (Tsyganenko, 2013). Close to

Earth, the geomagnetic field due to these currents is nearly parallel to the dipole axis

and at Earth’s surface mid-latitudes they contribute dominantly to the North-South (X)

component of the measured field. This is reproduced in TS05 model predictions, where

the TAIL + SRC current system is the main contributor to the magnitude values ãX

series at the four observatories (Figures 4.8 and 4.10). High mean values for r̃XTAIL,

r̃XSRC and r̃XPRC in Figure 4.7 are indicative of a dominant contribution of these three

sources to the time variability of X data series. Although ãXPRC values are low (small

contribution to signal strength), PRC is important to explain the time variability in the

X-component. (Dubyagin et al., 2014).

The FAC + PRC coupled system is the other large magnetospheric current system

showing up in the analysis, with a main contribution for the hourly to diurnal tem-

poral variability of Y observatory series, mainly during more active days (Figures 4.5
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and 4.7). The local daily variation produced by these currents at Earth’s surface can be

seen in observations both in X and Y components, during quiet geomagnetic activity.

During active days the magnetospheric daily variation may become less discernible

due to a stronger superposed signal driven by high frequency solar wind and IMF dis-

turbances. The high frequency content of FAC and PRC contributions as seen in Figure

4.11 is explained by these source drivers but also by higher decay rates (smaller relax-

ation times) in the TS05 model for FAC and PRC compared to SRC which evolves much

more smoothly in time (Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005). For X-series though r̃XPRC val-

ues are high, ãXPRC and ãXFAC contributions are small compared with TAIL + SRC

(Figures 4.8 and 4.10), in every station. For Y-series, ã but specially r̃ contributions

due to FAC + PRC are dominant. The larger contribution of FAC + PRC and smaller

contribution of TAIL + SRC at NVS and BOU with respect to COI and PAG (see Fig-

ures 4.7 and 4.10) may be explained by slightly higher geomagnetic latitudes of BOU

and NVS or higher proximity of these two observatories to the geomagnetic meridian

where larger variations of the dipole tilt angle occur each day.

The penetration of the IMF into the magnetosphere is introduced by the INT term in

equation 2.7, representing a simple uniform magnetic field equal to a fixed fraction of

the transverse (to the solar wind) component of IMF in the GSM system (Tsyganenko,

2013) (see eq. 2.16). It has almost no contribution to the strength of the signal (as given

by ãINT in Figure 4.10), but has a significant contribution to its shape (as given by

r̃INT in Figure 4.7). The CF contribution is defined by the shape, size and orientation

of the magnetopause, which depends both on the Earth’s dipole field and solar wind

parameters (Tsyganenko and Andreeva, 2015). It has relatively high ãXCF values with

negative sign in Figure 4.10. It often shows some anti-correlated features with TAIL

and SRC, leading to a high dispersion of r̃CF between positive and negative values.

This is true even for r̃ ≥ 0.7, explaining the relatively small mean values in Figure 4.7.

The TAIL current system deserves some more attention. Our results show that, to-

gether with SRC, it has a relevant contribution to both the magnitude and shape of the
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X component of the magnetospheric signal on the ground. Compared to SRC, the TAIL

current does more quickly respond to solar-wind and IMF changes, as confirmed by the

relatively short relaxation time obtained by Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005 when fitting

the model to storm-time observations. A distinctive feature regarding the modelling

of TAIL in TS05, is that it is the only current system driven by the Dst/SYM-H index

besides solar-wind and IMF parameters. In particular, SYM-H enters the model to con-

trol the distance to the Earth of the tail current sheet, along the tail axis (Tsyganenko

and Sitnov, 2005). In this way the TAIL system is directly constrained by a parameter

that is very closely related to on-ground X-component observations (see e.g., Yamazaki

and Maute, 2016). The utilization of SYM-H as one of TAIL free parameters when fit-

ting satellite observations in TS05 model may be one reason to explain why TS05’s

estimations show better results for the X than for the Y components. Another reason

can come from the satellite data spatial distribution used to fit the model parameters.

A major amount of these data are provided by geosynchronous satellites GOES 8, 9

and 10 nightside observations (Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005) and are expected to give

more detailed information on equatorial currents, which are those that contribute most

to the observed X component. Last but not least, since poloidal FAC currents have a

major contribution to observed Y components, their oversimplified closure geometry

through the Earth’s center is expected to mainly affect the Y component estimation at

Earth’s surface.

On-ground inducing effect of magnetospheric fields. Due to finite conductivity of

the crust and upper mantle, we expect a scaling factor of of ∼ 1.3 relating ∆X̃ (∆Ỹ )

to ∆B̃X (∆B̃Y ) daily series and a negligible phase-lag between the two signals (e.g.,

Schmucker, 1985; Olsen, Sabaka, and Lowes, 2005), i.e., ∆X̃ ' (1 + Q)∆B̃X , with

Q ' 0.3.

A linear regression model was computed to relate the set of ∆B̃X and ∆B̃Y daily
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series to corresponding series ∆X̃ and ∆Ỹ . Separate results for different observato-

ries, different components and different geomagnetic activity are shown in Table 4.2.

A global β parameter can be computed averaging all separate estimates and using as a

normalized weight, σ−1
βi
/
∑

k σ
−1
βi,k

, where ’i’ stands for the X or the Y components and

the sum is over all 16 separate estimations. This gives βglob=1.26. Such a value is in a

very good agreement with estimations from previous studies mentioned above, i.e., Q

= 0.27 for induced fields, as mentioned by Olsen, Sabaka, and Lowes (2005). However,

and as recurrent effect seen for all observatories, our estimates show that Q tends to

be higher for the Y than the X components and, in each case, lower for more than for

less intense geomagnetic activity. The somewhat higher value for βY can be simply

due to less well-constrained magnetospheric variations in this component as predicted

by TS05. However, Q ratio values depend on the geometry of the source field (Olsen,

1998). While most estimates for the Q ratio assume a dipole equatorial current-type

source which may approximate the TAIL + SRC current system, our results show that

the FAC + PRC system is the main contributor to the shape of the transient magneto-

spheric Y field component at mid-latitude ground observatories. These currents have

a quite different geometry, with poloidal terms and higher degree contributions, that

need to be further tested in studies of electromagnetic induction by external sources.

As to the shift values αX and αY in Table 4.2, they are of the order of magnitude

of crustal biases as found from comparing main field models from satellite data and

monthly observatory means (e.g., Mandea and Langlais, 2002; Verbanac et al., 2015). In

Verbanac et al., 2015 we find X and Y estimated crustal biases for BOU and NVS. Their

Y biases are in agreement with αY values shown in Table 4.2 within a ±6 nT deviation.

However, their X crustal biases are ∼ 30 nT below αX . A diurnal ionospheric bias is

expected to remain in the observatory series ∆X̃ , because of the used datum line. From

Figures 3.5 and 4.2 this bias should be negative and less than 10 nT for the X component

in BOU and NVS and would represent a negative instead of a positive contribution to
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αX . It is possible that either the estimated crustal X biases have a superposed magne-

tospheric (negative) mean contribution due to the westward ring current, or that the

TS05 model overestimates the (westward) mean daily magnetospheric contribution of

TAIL + SRC system.
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5 Relating Solar, Interplanetary and

Geomagnetic Activity Parameters

5.1 Overview

This chapter is devoted to the connection between Sun and Earth and how the phe-

nomena occurring in the solar atmosphere (namely the photosphere and the chromo-

sphere), have an impact on the IMF and on the geomagnetic activity. In the absence

of a complete physical model that can "go" from the Sun to the Earth, my approach

is based on the statistical analysis of different set of parameters related to the Sun,

IMF and Earth by searching for correlations between them. Then I discuss these cor-

relations and the respective physical meaning, starting the analysis by looking at the

solar north and south asymmetries of active regions. Waldmeier (1971) found that the

Sun’s hemispheric asymmetry extends to sunspots, faculae, prominences, and coronal

brightness. Roy (1977) reported that major flares and magnetically complex sunspot

groups also showed strong north-south asymmetry (Hathaway, 2015). Solar magnetic

activity manifests itself differently in each hemisphere and is controlled by differen-

tial rotation and meridional circulation in each hemisphere. A phase lag of activity in

the north and south hemispheres typically ranges between one day to a year or two

(Dorotovic et al., 2010). This suggests that the coupling between the two hemispheres

is variable and weak (Norton and Gallagher, 2009). The spatio-temporal asymmetry
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of meridional flow will also play a key role in the hemispheric asymmetry (Chowd-

hury, Choudhary, and Gosain, 2013). The asymmetry based on the absolute asymme-

try index (N minus S) is enhanced near the cycle maximum (Temmer et al., 2006). It is

also found that the solar activity should dominate in the hemisphere where maximum

sunspot group number is the largest (Li et al., 2002). On the other hand, it is accepted

that the above asymmetry has an impact outside the Sun as, e.g., in the emitted flux of

energetic charged-particle observed by Ulysses (Erdos and Balogh, 2010), in the galac-

tic cosmic ray intensity and in the solar wind speed (Alania et al., 2001; Alania, Gil,

and Modzelewska, 2008; Modzelewska and Alania, 2009; Gil and Alania, 2013; Shee-

ley and Harvey, 1981; Gibson et al., 2009). On the other hand, due to Heliospheric

Current Sheet (HCS) warping (see Section 2.3.1), Earth crosses the current sheet two to

six times during each solar rotation, depending of the HCS’s warping. These current

sheet crossings are named crossings of interplanetary sector boundaries, when the polarity

of the magnetic field changes its sign (as observed from the Earth).

In this Chapter, I make use of solar surface parameters that are computed from

data images taken at the spectroheliograph of the OGAUC. This allowed, as a first

task, to make an analysis of the hemispheric asymmetry observed at the Sun pho-

tosphere during solar cycle 24, from 2009 to 2016. Then, I used these solar surface

parameters together with solar wind, interplanetary medium and geomagnetic activ-

ity proxies to take into account the whole chain of physical processes relating the Sun

to its final space weather effects felt at the Earth’s surface. Finally, I examined the

influence of the solar magnetic field polarity, toward or away, on all kinds of used pa-

rameters. To this end, I tested if these parameters tend to have different distributions

(in particular different mean values) when measured under one or the other polarities,

i.e., I looked for toward-away asymmetries. This was done by means of the analy-

ses of Spearman’s ranked cross-correlations among 33 time series of solar structures,

interplanetary parameters, geomagnetic indices and coupling functions, and 33 cross-

correlations of time series of helio-magnetic asymmetries (i.e., difference between the
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mean values during toward and away solar magnetic polarities) of the same param-

eters, in the 2009-2016 time interval. Daily and 27-day averaged values were used to

study cross-correlations of raw parameters, and annual and 27-day averages were used

to study cross-correlations of the helio-magnetic asymmetries.

5.2 Data

In this section, the used observational data used is described. Table 5.1 lists all pa-

rameters and their source databases, Figures 5.1, 5.4, 5.3, 5.2 show all 27-day-averaged

series. Time averages over a Bartels’ rotation period make sense when looking for the

mean influence that the Sun may have on the Earth, since they take into account the

effect of all solar longitudes.

Five groups of parameters are defined: solar parameters (SP), solar wind param-

eters (SWP), geomagnetic indices (GAI), T-indices (TI) and IMF components (IMF) in

order to perform cross-correlations to look for physical relations between these groups.

SP parameters comprise sunspot numbers and facular area values. SWP are phys-

ical parameters characterizing the solar wind (section 2.5). GAI parameters are the

Newell’s coupling function, polar cap (north) index (PCN), AE, AU, AL indices, storm-

time disturbance index (Dst), planetary Kp index and planetary Ap index (see section

2.2.2). TI indices were calculated from the X component of four TS05 currents: TAIL,

SRC, PRC, FAC (Section 4.2). IMF components are BX , BY , BZ , BZS (the percentage

of southward BZ component) both in GSM and GSE systems, and B, the magnitude of

the total IMF field vector.
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TABLE 5.1: List of 33 parameters analysed and their data sources, separated by SP, SWP, IMF, GAI and TI. Explanations in the text.

No Parameter Source
Solar Parameters (SP)

1 FA-T, total facular area (% of solar disk).
Calculated by CITEUC team.2 FA-N, northern facular area (% of solar disk).

3 FA-S, southern facular area (% of solar disk).
4 SN-T, total international sunspot number.

WDC-SILSO, Royal Observatory of Belgium, Brussels.5 SN-N, Northern hemisphere’s sunspot number.
6 SN-S, Southern hemisphere’s sunspot number.
7 FA-NS, FA-N minus FA-S (%). Obtained from items (2) and (3).
8 SN-NS, SN-N minus SN-S. Obtained from items (5) and (6).
9 F10, solar radio flux of 10.7 cm (sfu). NASA/OMNI daily data.

Solar Wind (SWP) and IMF parameters
10-12 BX , BY GSE and BZ GSE, nT.

NASA/OMNI daily data.13-14 BY GSM and BZ GSM, nT.
15 B, magnitude of average field vector, nT.
16-17 BZS GSE and BZS GSM. Calculated by me with NASA/OMNI hourly data,

suggested by P. Ribeiro.
18-19 T , proton temperature (103 K) and ρ, proton density (N/cm3).

NASA/OMNI daily data.
20-21 V , bulk flow speed (km/s) and p, flow pressure (nPa).

Ground geomagnetic activity indices (GAI) and TI
22 Newell’s coupling function. Tsyganenko’s yearly data files for TA15 model.
23 Kp, Kp*10 index.

NASA/OMNI daily data.24-26 AE, AU and AL indices (nT).
27-28 PCN, Polar Cap North index (mV/m) and Dst index (nT).
29-32 T-TAIL, T-SRC, T-PRC and T-FAC indices (nT). Calculated by me from their respective TS05’s sources

(Ribeiro, P., Pais, A., Castillo, Y., Pinheiro, F., Moro-
zova, A., Fernandes, J.).

33 Ap index (nT). NASA/OMNI daily data.
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5.2.1 Solar Parameters (SP)

Most solar parameters used refer to features at the solar photosphere: the interna-

tional northern solar hemisphere’s sunspot number (SN-N), international southern so-

lar hemisphere’s sunspot number (SN-S), international total sunspot number (SN-T),

northern hemisphere’s facular area (FA-N), southern hemisphere’s facular area (FA-S),

total facular area (FA-T), difference between northern and southern facular areas (FA-

NS), difference between northern and southern sunspot number (SN-NS). I also used

the solar radio flux at 10.7 cm wavelength (F10), originating in the chromosphere and

corona of the Sun.

The facular areas were calculated by a CITEUC team using a software tool devel-

oped by Barata et al. (2017).

The sunspot numbers are obtained from SILSO (Sunspot Index and Long-term So-

lar Observations) database at Royal Observatory of Belgium, Brussels. These values

are derived from an average of observations from a large worldwide network. Prior

to the averaging of daily values, the scale of each contributing station is adjusted on

a monthly basis relative to the Locarno (Switzerland) reference station. The raw Wolf

numbers are multiplied by their monthly average k personal coefficient, that includes

the systematic bias of the observer. SN-NS was calculated as SN-N minus SN-S.

Solar radio flux at 10.7 cm or F10.7 index is a proxy for the strength of solar radio

emission, from all sources present on the solar disk, in a 100 MHz-wide band centred

on 2800 MHz (wavelength of 10.7 cm), averaged over an hour and centred on the epoch

given for the value. This quantity is a flux density, although is used to be referred as

a flux. It is reported in solar flux units (s.f.u.), a unit used to express the flux den-

sity of radio energy from the Sun as received at the Earth (1 s.f.u = 10−22 Wm−2Hz−1)

(Tapping, 2013). Solar emissions at these wavelengths are very sensitive to conditions

in the upper chromosphere and at the base of the corona. It is well known that the
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F10.7 index correlates well with the SN-T as well as a number of UltraViolet (UV) and

visible solar irradiance records (Bruevich, V.V.Bruevic, and Yakunina, 2014). It has the

advantage that it can easily be measured on a daily basis from the Earth’s surface, in all

types of weather. The F10.7 values used in this work are the adjusted values at Sun’s

location, corrected for variations in the Earth-Sun distance, and given for the average

distance by the Canadian Space Agency (/https://tinyurl.com/yc5b5czx).
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FIGURE 5.1: Time series of 27-day-averaged facular areas, in percentage of solar disk.

5.2.2 Solar Wind (SWP) and IMF Parameters

Solar wind parameters are the solar wind bulk speed in km/s (V ), proton flux tem-

perature in Kelvin (T ), proton density in N/cm3 (ρ) where N is the number of protons

and solar wind proton ram pressure in nPa (p), measured by spacecraft at the outer

magnetosphere (see section 2.4 and LRO Website).

https://tinyurl.com/yc5b5czx
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The so-called IMF parameters are the BX , BY , BZ GSM and GSE components of the

interplanetary magnetic field, in nT, and the magnitude of the average field vector, B,

also in nT.

Most data were obtained from the LRO OMNI - NASA data set. Some hourly values

are calculated from 1-min or 5-min resolution values. Some daily averages are taken

over OMNI’s hourly values, and 27-day averages and annual averages are taken over

the daily averages. The 27-day averages are made to correspond to discrete Bartels’ ro-

tation numbers. More details can be found at /https://tinyurl.com/y8tgxzrt.
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FIGURE 5.2: Time series of 27-day-averaged IMF parameters.

https://tinyurl.com/y8tgxzrt
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5.2.3 Ground Geomagnetic Activity Indices (GAI) and Newell’s Cou-

pling Function (NLL)

GAI indices used are the polar cap north (PCN), AE, AU, AL, Ap, Dst, Kp*10, described

in section 2.2.2 and Newell’s coupling function defined in section 2.2.3. The Kp*10 is

similar to Kp, multiplied by 10, with the difference that in LRO dataset Kp*10 average

is rounded to its nearest integer (i.e., 10, 13, 17, 20, ...), as shown in Table ??.
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FIGURE 5.3: Time series of 27-day-averaged GAI parameters.

5.2.4 New Indices

Two kinds of parameters were tested in this work, as new possible proxies of geo-

effectiveness (BZS) or geomagnetic activity (T-indices).
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TABLE 5.2: Comparing Kp index and Kp*10 used by OMNI.

Kp 0o 0+ 1- 1o 1+ 2- 2o 2+ 3- 3o 3+ 4- 4o 4+

Kp*10 0 3 7 10 13 17 20 23 27 30 33 37 40 43

Kp 5- 5o 5+ 6- 6o 6+ 7- 7o 7+ 8- 8o 8+ 9- 9o

Kp*10 47 50 53 57 60 63 67 70 73 77 80 83 87 90

The IMF South Fraction BZS . The daily percentage of the southward component of

BZ , called hereBZS , both in GSE and GSM systems. This parameter is used as a way to

measure the daily percentage of geo-effectiveness due to southward IMF BZ (Newell

et al., 2007). It was calculated from hourly values of IMF BZ (both for GSE and GSM

components), and it represents the percentage of hours in a day with IMF BZ negative

(southward). For simplicity I denote it as BZS (S from "southward"). For a day j:

Bj
ZS =

1

24
∗ nj ∗ 100 (5.1)

where nj is the number of IMF BZ negative hourly means in day j.

Magnetospheric T-indices (TI). These indices were calculated from Tsyganenko and

Sitnov 2005 (TS05) simulations, using the X component hourly series of tail current

sheet (T-TAIL), symmetric ring current (T-SRC), partial ring current (T-PRC) and field

aligned currents (T-FAC) generated for the study in Chapter 4. These indices are based

in the K index calculation method. Using the TS05 different sources time series for

each observatory (COI, PAG, NVS and BOU) I calculated the difference between the

maximum and minimum values over every three hours interval to obtain series of 8

values per day:

∆T8
[i : i+2]
obs−cur = max[T icur, T

i+1
cur , T

i+2
cur ]−min[T icur, T

i+1
cur , T

i+2
cur ] (5.2)
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with i = 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19 and 22. Subscript obs−cur stands for a certain observatory

(COI, PAG, NVS and BOU) and for a certain current (TAIL, SRC, PRC or FAC), and

[i : i + 2] refers to three consecutive hours. Then I calculated the mean of each group

of 8 daily values to transform in daily series:

T jobs−cur =
1

8

(
∆T8[1:3]

cur + ∆T8[4:6]
cur + ...+ ∆T8[22:24]

cur

)
(5.3)

where j stands for a daily value, [1 : 3],... , [22 : 24] refers to the hourly values used to

calculate each ∆T8cur. Finally I calculated the global daily mean using the correspond-

ing daily T jobs−cur of each observatory:

T jcur =
1

4

(
T jCOI−cur + T jPAG−cur + T jNV S−cur + T jBOU−cur

)
(5.4)

5.3 Hemispherical Asymmetry of Solar Cycle 24 Activity

The north-south asymmetry of sunspot activity results in asynchronous reversal of the

Sun’s polar field (see Table 2.3) and may play a role in the strength of the solar cycle. It

appears that cycles with strong asymmetry tend to have a lower amplitude (e.g., cycles

23 and 24) in comparison with cycles in which sunspot activity in two hemispheres is

more synchronized (e.g., cycles 21 and 22) (Mordvinov et al., 2016).

In Figures 5.5 (A), (B) we can see, for solar cycle 24, the global dominance of the

northern hemisphere, with excess of SN-N and FA-N in 2009-2011 and 2015-2016, while

SN-S and FA-S dominate only in 2013-2014. The absolute maximum of solar cycle 24

is in 2014 and apparently was mainly due to southern hemisphere activity. The other

(relative) maximum is at the end of 2011 and apparently is mostly due to northern

hemisphere’s activity (FA-N and SN-N). For comparison, Figure 5.5 (C) shows the ex-

cess of sunspot number over the northern or southern solar hemispheres during the

last six solar cycles, from SILSO Website (/http://sidc.be/silso).

http://sidc.be/silso
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FIGURE 5.5: Top-left: excess in FA north (cyan) and FA south (pink) in 2009-2016. Top right: ex-
cess in SN north (cyan) and SN south (pink) in 2009-2016. Bottom: excess in SN north (blue) and
SN south (pink) in last six solar cycles, in hemispheric 13-month smoothed numbers. Image
from SILSO Website (/http://sidc.be/silso). Royal Observatory of Belgium. August

2017.

http://sidc.be/silso
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5.4 From the Sun to the Earth

In this section we present a global analysis of all set of raw parameters putting the

emphasis in the connection between Sun and Earth.

5.4.1 Analysis of Daily-Mean and 27-Day-Mean Series of Raw Pa-

rameters: SCC-1 and SCC-2

Two groups of Spearman’s cross-correlation coefficients (rs) were calculated. One be-

tween pairs of series with daily values of 33 parameters for 2009-2016 (hereafter SCC-1,

at most with 2918 values per parameter) and the other between pairs of series with 27-

day means of the same 33 parameters for 2009-2016 (hereafter SCC-2, at most with

108 values per parameter). Only the most strong and significant correlations (with

|rs| ≥ 0.4 and p ≤ 0.05) are shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4.

Different colors are used to distinguish cross-correlations among parameters inside

each of these groups: SP (yellow), IMF (red) and SWP + GAI + TI + NLL (blue). Cross-

correlations among parameters in different groups are shown in green.

For SCC-1 calculations, most solar parameters have high correlations or anti-correlations

among them (yellow cells), as also GAI parameters. Except for proton density, the SWP

and TI parameters correlate strongly with GAI parameters (blue cells). BX and BY cor-

relate among themselves, asBZ andBZS (red cells). A cross correlation among the IMF

and the SWP-GAI parameters emerges (green cells), which does not include the (BX ,

BY ) field components.

The main difference between SCC-1 and SCC-2 calculations is that the second has

more cross correlations than the first. For instance, now SP also correlates mostly

with B, N, GAI, T-SRC and T-PRC; B also correlates strongly with SWP-GAI. In each

coloured block, correlations got stronger. That is, when increasing the averaging pe-

riod from 1 day to 27 days, correlations inside each block and between different blocks
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increase. This can be due to the delay time in interaction mechanisms (the solar wind

takes more than one day to travel from the Sun to the Earth) or to a cumulative evolu-

tion until some mechanism is triggered (Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005).
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TABLE 5.3: Spearman’s cross-correlations among 33 SPs, SWPs, IMFs, TIs and GAIs for 2009-2016, using daily means (SCC-1). NLL’s
correlations were calculated for 2009-2015. Only values with |rs| ≥ 0.4 and p ≤ 0.05 are shown.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

No Par FA-
N FA-S SN-

T
SN-
N

SN-
S

FA-
NS

SN-
NS F10 BX

BY
GSE

BZ
GSE

BY
GSM

BZ
GSM B BZS

GSE
BZS
GSM T ρ V p NLL Kp Ap AE AU AL PCN Dst T-

TAIL
T-
SRC

T-
PRC

T-
FAC Par

1 FA-T 0.82 0.87 0.76 0.56 0.67 0.85 FA-T
2 FA-N 0.49 0.59 0.65 0.42 0.66 FA-N
3 FA-S 0.72 0.79 -0.53 0.78 FA-S
4 SN-T 0.76 0.82 0.92 SNT
5 SN-N 0.52 0.65 SNN
6 SN-S -0.45 -0.59 0.79 SNS
7 FA-NS 0.63 FA-NS
8 SN-NS SN-NS
9 F10 F10
10 BX -0.72 -0.72 BX

11 BY
GSE 0.98 BY

GSE

12 BZ
GSE 0.77 -0.90 -0.71 -0.52 -0.42 0.45 -0.50 BZ

GSE

13 BY
GSM

BY
GSM

14 BZ
GSM -0.71 -0.92 -0.66 -0.54 -0.49 0.56 -0.63 0.44 BZ

GSM
15 B 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.40 0.42 B

16 BZS
GSE 0.73 0.51 0.40 -0.42 0.48 BZS

GSE

17 BZS
GSM 0.68 0.55 0.50 -0.57 0.64 -0.42 BZS

GSM
18 T 0.80 0.50 0.64 0.63 0.55 0.50 -0.56 0.49 -0.44 0.43 0.44 0.41 0.42 T
19 ρ -0.51 0.66 ρ
20 V 0.48 0.62 0.61 0.54 0.48 -0.55 0.48 -0.53 0.50 0.53 0.44 0.54 V
21 p 0.44 0.66 0.67 0.54 0.57 -0.51 0.42 p

22 NLL 0.85 0.84 0.91 0.86 -0.91 0.89 -0.60 0.45 0.50 0.50 0.51 NLL
23 Kp 0.99 0.92 0.88 -0.91 0.82 -0.56 0.54 0.56 0.56 0.55 Kp
24 Ap 0.91 0.88 -0.90 0.81 -0.55 0.54 0.56 0.56 0.55 Ap
25 AE 0.96 -0.99 0.88 -0.61 0.50 0.56 0.55 0.57 AE
26 AU -0.91 0.82 -0.52 0.45 0.52 0.52 0.52 AU
27 AL -0.89 0.64 -0.51 -0.56 -0.55 -0.57 AL
28 PCN -0.64 0.41 0.45 0.47 0.51 PCN
29 Dst -0.50 -0.54 -0.53 -0.59 Dst
30 T-TAIL 0.77 0.86 0.77 T-TAIL
31 T-SRC 0.85 0.79 T-SRC
32 T-PRC 0.80 T-PRC
33 T-FAC T-FAC

No Par FA-
N FA-S SN-

T
SN-
N

SN-
S

FA-
NS

SN-
NS F10 BX

BY
GSE

BZ
GSE

BY
GSM

BZ
GSM B BZS

GSE
BZS
GSM T ρ V p NLL Kp Ap AE AU AL PCN Dst T-

TAIL
T-
SRC

T-
PRC

T-
FAC Par
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TABLE 5.4: Spearman’s cross-correlations among 33 SPs, SWPs and GAIs for 2009-2016 using 27-day-means (SCC-2). NLL’s correlations

were calculated for 2009-2015. Only values with |rs| ≥ 0.4 and p ≤ 0.05 are shown.

No Par FA-
N FA-S SN-

T
SN-
N

SN-
S

FA-
NS

SN-
NS F10 BX

BY
GSE

BZ
GSE

BY
GSM

BZ
GSM B

BZS
GSE

BZS
GSM T ρ V p NLL Kp Ap AE AU AL PCN Dst T-

TAIL
T-
SRC

T-
PRC

T-
FAC Par

1 FA-T 0.77 0.89 0.84 0.60 0.83 0.90 0.58 0.46 0.53 0.52 FA-T
2 FA-N 0.48 0.63 0.73 0.49 0.49 0.67 0.54 0.53 0.45 0.41 0.41 0.46 0.48 0.51 FA-N
3 FA-S 0.82 0.46 0.90 -0.50 -0.49 0.86 0.53 0.49 0.41 0.43 0.42 -0.41 0.53 0.50 FA-S
4 SN-T 0.73 0.92 0.96 0.46 0.40 SN-T
5 SN-N 0.50 0.67 SN-N
6 SN-S -0.56 0.91 0.41 0.45 0.52 0.44 SN-S
7 FA-NS 0.70 FA-NS
8 SN-NS SN-NS
9 F10 0.48 0.41 0.51 0.47 F10
10 BX -0.75 -0.73 BX

11 BY
GSE 0.99 BY

GSE

12 BZ
GSE 0.82 -0.83 -0.58 BZ

GSE

13 BY
GSM

BY
GSM

14 BZ
GSM -0.72 -0.82 -0.48 0.41 -0.41 -0.40 BZ

GSM
15 B 0.58 0.52 0.74 0.79 0.77 0.76 0.74 0.66 -0.74 0.62 -0.50 0.65 0.66 0.76 0.57 B

16 BZS
GSE 0.70 BZS

GSE

17 BZS
GSM 0.57 0.43 0.41 0.46 0.42 -0.46 0.46 0.45 0.41 0.45 0.46 BZS

GSM
18 T 0.92 0.70 0.78 0.80 0.76 0.74 0.65 -0.77 0.65 -0.52 0.65 0.57 0.61 0.70 T
19 ρ 0.51 ρ
20 V 0.73 0.78 0.84 0.80 0.79 0.70 -0.81 0.71 -0.56 0.68 0.56 0.61 0.75 V

21 p 0.77 0.88 0.84 0.75 0.67 -0.78 0.68 -0.50 0.81 0.62 0.76 0.67 p

22 NLL 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.82 -0.93 0.82 -0.64 0.85 0.86 0.89 0.86 NLL
23 Kp 0.97 0.94 0.85 -0.96 0.83 -0.61 0.82 0.76 0.84 0.81 Kp
24 Ap 0.93 0.82 -0.96 0.86 -0.67 0.80 0.78 0.85 0.82 Ap
25 AE 0.95 -0.98 0.87 -0.55 0.73 0.76 0.80 0.81 AE
26 AU -0.88 0.79 -0.40 0.61 0.71 0.72 0.74 AU
27 AL -0.88 0.62 -0.77 -0.76 -0.81 -0.82 AL
28 PCN -0.56 0.69 0.70 0.73 0.75 PCN
29 Dst -0.59 -0.50 -0.56 -0.54 Dst
30 T-TAIL 0.78 0.88 0.83 T-TAIL
31 T-SRC 0.92 0.84 T-SRC
32 T-PRC 0.85 T-PRC
33 T-FAC T-FAC

No Par FA-
N FA-S SN-

T
SN-
N

SN-
S

FA-
NS

SN-
NS F10 BX

BY
GSE

BZ
GSE

BY
GSM

BZ
GSM B BZS

GSE
BZS
GSM T ρ V p NLL Kp Ap AE AU AL PCN Dst T-

TAIL
T-
SRC

T-
PRC

T-
FAC Par
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5.5 Toward-Away Asymmetries

In this section we present a global analysis of toward-away asymmetries from all set of

parameters putting the emphasis in the connection between Sun and Earth. Wilcox So-

lar Observatory (WSO, /https://tinyurl.com/ybpqbwrr) provides a list of well

defined sector boundaries (toward and away), for which there is good data, the rever-

sal takes place cleanly, and intervals on either side of the boundary have an uniform

field direction for∼ 4 days. The list is inferred from geomagnetic and spacecraft obser-

vations. The WSO boundary list was used to separate days when the Earth is north or

south of the HCS. When no data were available at WSO list, north and south polarities

were calculated using the angle between IMF GSE radial component (
√
B2
X +B2

Y ) and

the positive X GSE axis, that is, the Earth-Sun direction with origin at Earth, measuring

the angle anti-clockwise and using daily means of IMF BX and IMF BY GSE obtained

from NASA/OMNI database (see Figure 5.6). Sabbah (1995) defines IMF away from

the Sun when the angle is between 45o and 225o. In any other case is toward to the Sun.

The toward-away asymmetries with respect to IMF polarity of the 33 parameters (sec-

  

TO SUN X
GSE

Y
GSE

AWAY
OUTWARD
POSITIVE

TOWARD
INWARD

NEGATIVE

EARTH

45º

FIGURE 5.6: Definition of away and toward polarity seen from the Earth. Angles between
45o − 225o are considered away (outward) or positive polarity. Other angles are considered

toward (inward) or negative polarity (Sabbah, 1995).

tion 5.2) were computed as I now explain. For every parameter I separated its values

at days when the IMF directs towards (T), from its values when the IMF directs away

https://tinyurl.com/ybpqbwrr
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(W), relative to the Sun, and obtained the corresponding means:

T y =
1

n

n∑
i=1

T i,y (5.5)

W y =
1

m

m∑
i=1

W i,y (5.6)

where T y is the mean of a parameter in a certain period y (solar rotation or year),

counting only toward days, W y is the mean of the parameter in period y (solar rotation

or year), counting only away days, n is the number of days in period y when IMF

points toward to the Sun, m is the number of days in period y when the IMF points

away of the Sun, T i,y is the parameter value at a toward day i of period y, W i,y is a

parameter value at an away day i of period y. Two different averaging periods were

considered, the Bartels’ 27-day solar rotation and the year. Then I obtained the 27-day

period or annual asymmetries as the difference between the corresponding toward and

away means:

Ay = T y −W y (5.7)

The standard error for each Ay was calculated as:

σAy =

√
σ2
Ty

n
+
σ2
Wy

m
(5.8)

=

√√√√ 1

n (n− 1)2

(
n∑
k=1

(T k,y − T y)2

)2

+
1

m (m− 1)2

(
m∑
k=1

(W k,y −W y)2

)2

where σTy is the standard deviation of all values at n toward days in period y, and σWy

is the standard deviation of all values at m away days in period y.
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Asymmetries were standardized (Asy = Ay/σ) dividing by the standard deviation

of all asymmetries of a parameter for the analysed time interval, σ:

σ =

√√√√ 1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(Ai − A)2 (5.9)

where A is the mean of all n Ai values. When all parameter values are positive, an Asy

positive represents T y greater than W y, i.e., the parameter tends to be larger at toward

than at away days. For parameters with predominantly negative values (as Dst or

AL), Asy positive means the opposite, i.e, the amplitude of the parameter tends to be

larger at away days. To compute the error of standardized asymmetries I used the

error propagation rule, from the standard error of difference between means:

σ2
Asy

=
1

σ2

[
σ2
Ay(A

s
y)

2 +

(
∂σ

∂Ay

)2
]

(5.10)

All these calculations were done using toward and away means computed over 27-

days solar Bartels’ rotations and over annual periods.

Figure 5.7 shows a pixel plot of toward and away days from 2009 to 2016, obtained

from Wilcox Solar Observatory list of sector boundaries combined with calculation of

toward and away days using Sabbah (1995) criteria. Vertical axis represents a Bartels’

rotation (27 days) and horizontal axis represents the Bartels’ rotation number (1 to 108),

from January 2009 to December 2016. Pink represents days with toward IMF, cyan are

days with away IMF and white means lack of available or reliable data. From January

2009 to March 2012 we have negative polarity (44 Bartels’ rotations). From April 2012

to March 2015 we have a transition epoch (40 rotations). From April 2015 to 2016 we

have positive polarity (24 rotations). The Sun’s North pole is most inclined toward

the Earth in September and the South pole in March. For this reason, the dominant

polarity seen by the Earth around September is that of the Sun (see Figure 5.7).
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Negative Polarity Positive Polarity

FIGURE 5.7: Pixel plot of days with toward (pink) or away (cyan) IMF. White days means
missing data or polarity that could not be determined. Vertical axis is a Bartels’ rotation (27

days). Horizontal axis represents number of solar rotations along 2009-2016.
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5.5.1 Analysis of Annual and 27-Day-Mean Series of Asymmetries:

SCC-3 and SCC-4

Annual toward-away asymmetries of SP, IMF, SWP, GAI and TI along 2009-2016 are

plotted in Appendix B, in Figures B.1, B.2, B.3, B.4 and B.5. Spearman’s correlation

coefficients were calculated among these annual asymmetries (SCC-3) for 2009-2016,

except for Newell function’s correlations which were calculated for 2009-2015. Table

5.5 shows correlations |rs| ≥ 0.4 with p ≤ 0.05. There are few values because most

p-values are greater than 0.05. This is because the sample is too small (7-8 values) for

each parameter. However we can see good correlations among most GAI and T-PRC;

some correlations among SP with BZS , BZ , some GAI and T-FAC; correlation among

BX , BY and AE; correlation among BZS , BZ and T-FAC; SWP among them, but p only

correlates with ρ; correlations among SWP with T-PRC and T-TAIL.

Plots of 27-day-mean asymmetries for IMF, SWP, GAI and TI parameters for 2009-

2016 are shown in Figures , 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 with their respective error bars and

a loess span of 5% of data points superposed (see section 2.6.3). Spearman’s cross-

correlations were calculated for the 27-day-mean asymmetries for 2009-2016 (SCC-4),

except Newell’s correlations, that were calculated for 2009-2015. Table 5.6 shows cor-

relations only for values with |rs| ≥ 0.4 and p ≤ 0.05. We observe more significant

correlations than with annual asymmetries, but a very similar pattern as with daily-

mean series of raw parameters (SCC-1, see Table 5.3): SP correlate only among them,

with the exception of FA-S with p; BX and BY only correlates among them; BZ and

BZS correlate among them and with GAI and TI; B do not correlate with any other

parameter; SWP correlate well among them but p only correlate with ρ; SWP except ρ

correlate with most GAI and TI; all GAI correlate among them and with TI. Nonethe-

less, correlation values among GAI parameters get higher, as well as among GAI and

IMF BZS and BZ GSM parameters. This is indicative of the influence of helio-magnetic
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(A) FA-T (B) FA-N

(C) FA-S (D) FA-NS

FIGURE 5.8: Time series of 27-day-averaged facular area asymmetries.

assymetry in geo-effectiveness of Sun-Earth interactions.
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(A) T-TAIL (B) T-SRC

(C) T-PRC (D) T-FAC

(E) V (F) p

FIGURE 5.9: Time series of 27-day-averaged SWP and TI asymmetries.
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(A) NLL (B) PCN

(C) Kp*10 (D) AE

(E) AL (F) Dst

FIGURE 5.10: Time series of 27-day-averaged GAI asymmetries.
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(A) BX GSE and GSM (B) B

(C) BY GSM (D) BZ GSM

FIGURE 5.11: Time series of 27-day-averaged IMF asymmetries.
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TABLE 5.5: Spearman’s cross-correlations between annual asymmetries of 32 SP, SWP and GAI for 2009-2016 and Newell for 2009-2015

(SCC-3). Only values with |rs| ≥ 0.4 and p ≤ 0.05 are shown.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

No Par FA-
N FA-S SN-

T
SN-
N

SN-
S

FA-
NS

SN-
NS F10 BX

BY
GSE

BZ
GSE

BY
GSM

BZ
GSM B

BZS
GSE

BZS
GSM T ρ V p NLL Kp Ap AE AU AL PCN Dst T-

TAIL
T-
SRC

T-
PRC

T-
FAC Par

1 FA-T 0.79 0.83 FA-T
2 FA-N FA-N
3 FA-S -0.76 0.81 0.74 0.86 -0.79 FA-S
4 SN-T 0.90 0.76 SN-T
5 SN-N 0.74 SN-N
6 SN-S -0.90 -0.76 0.74 SN-S
7 FA-NS -0.82 -0.79 FA-NS
8 SN-NS 0.74 SN-NS
9 F10 0.74 0.81 F10
10 BX -0.93 -0.93 -0.74 BX

11 BY
GSE 1.00 0.79 BY

GSE

12 BZ
GSE 0.90 -0.83 0.79 BZ

GSE

13 BY
GSM 0.79 BY

GSM

14 BZ
GSM -0.98 BZ

GSM
15 B B

16 BZS
GSE 0.76 BZS

GSE

17 BZS
GSM

BZS
GSM

18 T -0.95 0.83 -0.79 T

19 ρ -0.83 0.74 0.83 ρ
20 V V
21 p 0.83 0.81 p

22 NLL 0.79 0.93 0.82 -0.96 0.89 -0.82 -0.82 NLL
23 Kp 0.90 0.79 0.81 -0.83 Kp
24 Ap 0.86 Ap
25 AE 0.88 -0.98 0.88 -0.86 -0.86 AE
26 AU -0.83 0.88 -0.83 AU
27 AL -0.81 0.76 0.88 AL
28 PCN -0.98 PCN
29 Dst Dst
30 T-TAIL T-TAIL
31 T-SRC T-SRC
32 T-PRC T-PRC
33 T-FAC T-FAC

No Par FA-
N FA-S SN-

T
SN-
N

SN-
S

FA-
NS

SN-
NS F10 BX

BY
GSE

BZ
GSE

BY
GSM

BZ
GSM B

BZS
GSE

BZS
GSM T ρ V p NLL Kp Ap AE AU AL PCN Dst T-

TAIL
T-
SRC

T-
PRC

T-
FAC Par
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TABLE 5.6: Spearman’s cross-correlations between 27-day-mean asymmetries of 32 SPs, SWP and GAI for 2009-2016 and Newell function’s
correlations for 2009-2015 (SCC-4). Only values with |rs| ≥ 0.4 and p ≤ 0.05 are shown.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

No Par FA-
N FA-S SN-

T
SN-
N

SN-
S

FA-
NS

SN-
NS F10 BX

BY
GSE

BZ
GSE

BY
GSM

BZ
GSM B

BZS
GSE

BZS
GSM T ρ V p NLL Kp Ap AE AU AL PCN Dst T-

TAIL
T-
SRC

T-
PRC

T-
FAC Par

1 FA-T 0.73 0.65 0.50 FA-T
2 FA-N 0.71 FA-N
3 FA-S -0.52 0.44 -0.44 FA-S
4 SN-T 0.67 0.56 0.74 SN-T
5 SN-N 0.76 0.60 SN-N
6 SN-S -0.43 -0.71 SN-S
7 FA-NS 0.41 FA-NS
8 SN-NS SN-NS
9 F10 F10
10 BX -0.61 -0.59 BX

11 BY
GSE 0.98 BY

GSE

12 BZ
GSE 0.49 -0.85 -0.42 -0.40 0.41 -0.48 BZ

GSE

13 BY
GSM

BY
GSM

14 BZ
GSM -0.50 -0.96 -0.87 -0.74 -0.72 -0.87 -0.86 0.85 -0.86 0.79 -0.50 -0.54 -0.54 -0.67 BZ

GSM
15 B B

16 BZS
GSE 0.52 0.45 0.45 -0.45 0.55 BZS

GSE

17 BZS
GSM 0.88 0.74 0.70 0.85 0.85 -0.84 0.85 -0.76 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.68 BZS

GSM
18 T -0.48 0.85 0.56 0.55 0.44 0.41 -0.43 0.42 0.40 T

19 ρ -0.61 0.46 ρ
20 V 0.44 0.64 0.62 0.51 0.47 -0.51 0.46 -0.49 0.51 0.51 V
21 p 0.51 0.55 0.40 0.47 0.41 p

22 NLL 0.92 0.89 0.97 0.96 -0.96 0.93 -0.90 0.60 0.69 0.64 0.82 NLL
23 Kp 0.97 0.94 0.92 -0.94 0.90 -0.87 0.66 0.71 0.65 0.80 Kp
24 Ap 0.93 0.91 -0.92 0.88 -0.88 0.66 0.74 0.68 0.82 Ap
25 AE 0.97 -0.99 0.96 -0.91 0.63 0.70 0.65 0.83 AE
26 AU -0.94 0.90 -0.87 0.62 0.69 0.66 0.80 AU
27 AL -0.97 0.92 -0.62 -0.70 -0.63 -0.83 AL
28 PCN -0.87 0.59 0.62 0.57 0.78 PCN
29 Dst -0.66 -0.77 -0.69 -0.85 Dst
30 T-TAIL 0.79 0.84 0.78 T-TAIL
31 T-SRC 0.91 0.89 T-SRC
32 T-PRC 0.84 T-PRC
33 T-FAC T-FAC

No Par FA-
N FA-S SN-

T
SN-
N

SN-
S

FA-
NS

SN-
NS F10 BX

BY
GSE

BZ
GSE

BY
GSM

BZ
GSM B

BZS
GSE

BZS
GSM T ρ V p NLL Kp Ap AE AU AL PCN Dst T-

TAIL
T-
SRC

T-
PRC

T-
FAC Par
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5.6 Discussion

TABLE 5.7: Summary of correlations rs ≥ 0.4 with p ≤ 0.05 among groups of parameters.

Parameter DAILY SERIES 27-DAY-MEAN SERIES
FA All SP except SN-NS All SP; B, p, GAI except PCN and

Dst; TI except T-FAC
SN, F10 All SP All SP except FA-NS; B, Newell, T-

SRC, T-PRC
FA-NS, SN-NS All SP except FA-T, SN-T, F10 All SP except SN-T, SN-N and F10
BX -BY BX , BY BX , BY
BZ-BZS BZ , BZS , GAI except Kp, Ap BZ , BZS , TI, GAI except Dst
B GAI except AL, Dst, PCN All except IMF, ρ, SN-T, SN-N, FA-

NS, SN-NS
TEM-p-V GAI, TI, SWP FA-N, B, SWP, GAI, TI
GAI BZS , BZ , B, GAI, TI, SWP except ρ All except SN-T, SN-N, SN-NS, FA-

NS, BX , BY , ρ
TI TI, GAI, T , V All except SN-N, FA-NS, SN-NS,

BX , BY , ρ

Parameter ANNUAL ASYMMETRIES 27-DAY-MEAN ASYMMETRIES
FA FA-NS, BZS , AU, PCN, Dst FA-NS, F10, p
SN, F10 F10, SN-T, SN-NS, BZ , BZS SN, FA-S, FA-NS, SN-NS, F10
FA-NS, SN-NS FA-S, SN-N, SN-S, Newell, PCN, T-

FAC
All SP except SN-T and F10

BX -BY BX , BY , AE BX , BY
BZ-BZS FA-T, FA-S, SN-T, SN-S, F10, T-FAC BZ , BZS , AE, AL, PCN, GAI, TI
B None None
SWP SWP, T-TAIL, T-PRC FA-S, SWP, GAI, TI except T-TAIL
GAI FA-S, FA-NS, BX , BY , GAI, T-PRC BZ , BZS , SWP except ρ, GAI, TI
TI SN-NS, BZ , SWP except V , Newell,

AE, AL
BZ , BZS , SWP except ρ, GAI, TI

Table 5.7 summarises the resulting significant correlations with rs ≥ 0.4, among

raw parameters (1-day-averaged and 27-day-averaged, top) and among towards-away

asymmetries (annual asymmetries and 27-day asymmetries series, bottom), each one

with the most important cross-correlations, separated there in solar, IMF and geomag-

netic parameters.

It was confirmed that is better to analyse cross-correlations for 27-day averaged se-

ries and 27-day asymmetries rather than daily averaged series or annual asymmetries.

It could be due to the complexity and great amount of energy involved in Earth-Sun
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coupling processes, that require different time intervals to develop, usually greater

than one day until few weeks (i.e., energy transfer processes, as radiation, convection,

diffusion, shocks, etc.)

Most studies using 27-day variations in solar, interplanetary and geomagnetic pa-

rameters are focused in their relation with the 27-day variation in cosmic ray intensity

and others in different periodicities in some parameters (Schreiber (1998), Selot et al.

(2009), and Alania et al. (2001)). We confirmed cross-correlations among all 27-day-

averaged parameters analysed.

27-day-averaged raw series. The Newell coupling function is the one that correlates

best among the five groups of 27-day averaged parameters. This function represents

the rate at which magnetic flux is opened at the magnetopause (Newell et al., 2007).

T-SRC and T-PRC have the next two best correlations among all groups of 27-day

averaged parameters (SP, GAI, TI, IMF and SWP), with same Newell parameters plus

SN-T, but excluding BZ GSM.

B has also good cross-correlations among all groups of parameters except with the

other IMF parameters.

FA-N and FA-S 27-day averaged series are the SP parameters with more cross-

correlations among groups (see Table 5.4).

Newell, T-SRC, T-PRC, B, FA-N and FA-S 27-day averaged series are shown in

Figure 5.12. It is remarkable the correspondence among Newell, B, T-PRC and T-SRC.

FA-N series (Figure 5.12 (E)) seem to have annual periodicity in 2012-2016, with

higher positive values at the beginning and ending of each year, and minimum around

the middle of the year. It could be a projection effect due to the displacement of the

Earth and its rotation axis with respect to the solar equator along the year.
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FIGURE 5.12: Better SCC-2 cross-correlations. Top: Newell (left) and B (right) 27-day-averaged
series. Middle: T-SRC (left) and T-PRC (right) 27-day-averaged series. Bottom: FA-N (left) and

FA-S (right) 27-day-averaged series.
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27-day-averaged towards-away asymmetries. Figures 5.13 (A), (B) show the 27-day

averaged percentage of toward (A) and away (B) days obtained from Wilcox Obser-

vatory polar flux measurements. It is clear that toward days prevail in 2009-2012 and

away days prevail in 2015-2016 (polarity of Sun’s northern hemisphere in both time

intervals). This means that Earth transited at north of HCS most of the time (see Figure

5.7. Figure 5.13 (C) also shows that BX is mainly positive (toward) in 2009-2012 and

mainly negative (away) in 2015-2016. Figure 5.13 (D) shows thatBY GSM is negative at

2009-2012 (toward) and positive in 2015-2016 (away). We can observe that the percent-

age of toward days corresponds with BX and percentage of away days corresponds

with BY . This shows why BX and BY are well anti-correlated (rs ∼ −0.7).
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FIGURE 5.13: Top: percentage of 27-day-averaged toward (left) and away (right) days. Bottom:
27-day series of BX (left) and BY GSE (right).
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Some authors call Russell and McPherron (R-M) effect the increase in BZ GSM due

to the decrease of the small angle between Z GSM axis and Y GSE axis, that causes a

projection of BY GSE onto BZ GSM. As a result, dayside reconnection could be more

efficient and more energy could be carried into the magnetosphere (Zhao and Zong,

2012). The Earth’s rotation axis is at an angle of ∼ 23.5o with respect to the Z GSE

axis and the dipole axis makes a diurnal rotation around the Earth’s rotation axis at

an angle of ∼ 9.7o. At Spring equinox both the Earth’s rotation and dipole axes points

toward Y GSE axis. Here a positive (negative) BY GSE makes a positive (negative)

projection over BZ GSM (see Figure 5.14 (A)). At Fall equinox the Earth’s rotation and

dipole axes point to negative BY GSE. Then the BY GSE positive (negative) projects

a negative (positive) component into BZ GSM axis. As a consequence, geomagnetic

activity is higher at Spring equinox when BY GSE is negative (toward polarity), and at

Fall equinox when BY GSE is positive (away polarity) (Zhao and Zong, 2012). Colour

plot of Figure 5.14 (D) compares directions of BY GSE and BZ GSM 27-day means.

Each bar represents a 27-day mean direction. Cyan is positive and pink is negative.

We can see a tendency to have the same direction of both components until around

March and the opposite directions around September (except at Spring 2010), as R-M

effect predicts. BY GSE, BZ GSM and BZS GSM 27-day averaged series are shown in

Figures 5.14 (B),(C),(E), due BZ and BZS are highly anti-correlated (∼ 0.97).

All parameters studied present asymmetries with respect to the IMF polarities, both

in annual and in 27-day averages, that depend on time.

One of the most interesting results is the BZS GSM (and anti-correlated BZ GSM)

27-day asymmetries annual variation, seen at Figures 5.15(A), (B). For BZS GSM we

have positive asymmetries at the first half of the year and negative at the second half,

with single or double peaks (in BZ GSM are opposite). Two hypothesis that could

explain this variation are the R-M effect related to the variation of the smallest angle

between the Z GSM and Y GSE axes, and the axial hypothesis (Schreiber, 1998), that
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(A) Left: Diagram adapted from Zhao and Zong (2012), defining toward and away IMF direc-
tions based in BY : toward for BY < 0 and away for BY > 0. Right-top: Projections of Y GSE
onto the Z GSM for Spring Equinox. Right-bottom: projection of Y GSE onto the Z GSM for

Fall Equinox.
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FIGURE 5.14: Middle-left: BY GSE 27-day averaged series. Middle-right: BZ GSM 27-day
averaged. Bottom-left: BY GSE (bottom) and BZ GSM (top) directions. Pink is negative and

cyan is positive. Bottom-right: BZS GSM 27-day averaged series.
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states the main cause is the position of the Earth respect the solar equator, with max-

imum near the equinoxes (±7.5o) and minimum near solstices (∼ 0o). These patterns

seem to be independent of solar cycle, with more irregularities during polarity reversal

years, being their highest amplitudes in 2016 and 2011.

BZS GSE and BZ GSE 27-day asymmetries are also anti-correlated among them

(rs ∼ −0.9), have an annual variation, but with more irregular oscillation. BZS GSE

have single or double positive peaks around the middle of the year (see Figure 5.15

(C)). At the beginning and ending of almost all years are double negative peaks. The

opposite happens with BZ GSE (see Figure 5.15 (D)). The more irregular pattern in the

BZ GSE and BZS GSE 27-day asymmetries supports that R-M effect could be the main

cause of BZS GSM and BZ GSM annual variation instead of axial hypothesis.

All GAI 27-day asymmetries are highly correlated or anti-correlated (|rs| ∼ 0.9)

among themselves, due to the presence of the annual oscillation in all of them. T-

FAC 27-day asymmetries have annual variation similar to positive GAIs, with smaller

amplitudes at 2009-2010 (see Figure 5.15 (F)). Other TI have near zero amplitudes at

2009 and a less clear annual variation. All TI have their maximum near the beginning

of 2015 and minimum at second half of this year, as positive GAIs.

V 27-day asymmetries have more irregular variation, due to evolution of solar cy-

cle. At solar minimum the IMF is mainly dipolar, the solar wind stream belt near the

equator ejects slow and dense solar wind and the coronal holes eject fast, hot and ten-

uous flow. During polarity reversals the solar activity is disordered, coronal holes are

less prevalent and solar wind tend to be slower (Richardson and Kasper, 2008). At

declining phase of solar cycles the coronal holes reach large extensions and become

dominant again (Nair and Nayar, 2008). In Figure 5.16 (B) we see slow solar wind near

the minimum (2009) that becomes maximum at 2011, peaks at minima values at be-

ginning and ending of 2010-2013 and peaks at maxima values at the middle of these

years. SW becomes slow at first half of 2014 and start to increase at the middle of

the year, oscillating at high values until end of 2016 (declining phase). In Figure 5.16
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(A) BZS GSM 27-day asymmetries (B) BZ GSM 27-day asymmetries

(C) BZS GSE 27-day asymmetries (D) BZ GSE 27-day asymmetries

(E) AE 27-day asymmetries (F) T-FAC 27-day asymmetries

FIGURE 5.15: Top: BZS GSM (left) and BZ GSM (right) 27-day asymmetries. Middle: BZS
GSE (left) and BZ GSE (right) 27-day asymmetries. Bottom: AE (left) and T-FAC (right) 27-day

asymmetries.
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(B) we can observe that most of the time the V positive asymmetries are predominant

with largest values at 2010 and 2012, but at 2015 and 2016 the negatives become pre-

dominant, meaning that the northern hemisphere were driving most of the fast solar

wind those years. For 2009-2010 and 2012-2013 asymmetries are negative just at the

end or beginning of each year, corresponding to peaks of solar wind minima at Figure

5.16 (B). T 27-day averages and asymmetries are highly correlated with respective V

series (rs ∼ 0.85), and have the same patterns, meaning that northern hemisphere’s T

also prevails. 27-day asymmetries of ρ and V are anti-correlated (rs ∼ −0.6), mean-

ing that fast V corresponds with low ρ at Sun’s northern hemisphere in 2010-2012 and

2015-2016. Gibson et al. (2009) founds that in 2008 solar minimum a large fraction of

solar longitudes were covered by low-latitude coronal holes, producing fast and long

lasting high speed streams (HSS), explaining the larger decrease in solar wind density

observed near Earth, because HSS are rarified so that density and velocity are anti-

correlated. Zieger and Mursula (1998) found stronger solar wind around the autumn

in solar minima during negative magnetic polarities (it corresponds to 2010 in this cy-

cle). We can appreciate these effects in our asymmetries, specially in the declining

phase (2015-2016).
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FIGURE 5.16: Top: V 27-day-averaged series (left) and V 27-day asymmetries (right). Bottom:
p (left) and 27-day asymmetries of ρ (right).
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

This PhD work was motivated by a growing interest in Space Weather. The main goal

was to contribute to a deeper understanding of the different processes that are at the

origin of more or less problematic SW events. The work differs from previous studies

in the following main four aspects.

The TS05 model predictions were directly compared with Earth’s ground observa-

tions, far from the region where spaceborne magnetometer measurements used to fit

the TS05 model parameters were obtained. Because of this, the ensuing results can

be useful to the magnetic observatories community and geomagnetic field modellers,

namely to help distinguish the signature of different current systems in the magne-

tograms and to improve the algorithms to separate the external signal.

All TS05 simulations and magnetic observatories data in the 8-year period 2007-

2014 have been taken into account (within limitations related with available data), in-

cluding all kind of dynamic states of the magnetosphere during that period. In par-

ticular, the majority of days have geomagnetic activity much lower than during the

37 storm events used to build the model. This means that we can assess TS05 perfor-

mance in a wider range of situations than is usually done, and identify not only the

best aspects but also the main problems related with this model.

Four new geomagnetic indices, T-indices T-TAIL, T-SRC, T-PRC and T-FAC, were

derived, averaging each of the 2009-2016 synthetic BX series of TS05’s correspond-

ing current fields at four mid-latitude observatories sparsely distributed in longitude.

Each T-index measures the contribution of its corresponding magnetospheric current
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field to geomagnetic activity. This is an advantage of using the TS05 model and its

modular structure, and allows to build proxies for separate magnetospheric currents.

Besides T-indices, we also proposed a new index BZS as a possible substitute to the

more standard BGSM
Z , to measure the degree of geo-effectiveness.

Finally, we point out that Sun facular properties as facular areas may be a better

choice than more standard sunspot properties, since they evolve in a more continuous

way along the solar cycle, never getting to zero even at solar minimum. Facular areas

(northern, southern and total) calculated by Barata et al. (2017), were correlated with

solar wind, IMF and geomagnetic parameters, in daily, 27-day averaged time series,

and in 27-day and annual helio-magnetic asymmetry series.

6.1 Main results

The main conclusions drawn from using the TS05 model to explain geomagnetic ob-

servations at Northern Hemisphere’s mid-latitudes are the following:

TS05 performance to estimate Earth surface external variations: TS05 model

produces good estimates of the X geomagnetic activity at the four tested stations

during more active days, with a percentage of ∼ 50% showing correlations r̃X ≥ 0.7

and a lower percentage of ∼ 30% among quiet days with an equivalent level of

correlation. Results are clearly worse for the Y component, with a percentage of ∼

30% of the total number of geomagnetically active days and ∼ 15% of the number of

quiet days with correlation values of r ≥ 0.7. The closing of Field Aligned currents

through the Earth’s center in the TS05 model can be the reason of the lower

performance in Y predictions.

Magnetospheric sources responsible for Earth surface data: During more active

days, all Tail, Symmetric Ring and Partial Ring currents contribute to the time

variability of X while the Partial Ring and Field Aligned currents contribute most to
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the time variability of Y . The Tail and Symmetric Ring currents are the main

contributors to the magnitude of X , both during quiet and disturbed days. The Field

Aligned and Partial Ring Currents have a higher relative contribution for the Y than

for the X component magnitudes.

The distribution of source correlation values are quite similar for all stations, reflecting

the large distance and global distribution of the sources as well as the approximately

fixed geometry of inner magnetosphere current sources relative to the GSM system.

Possible extension of TS05 model: In spite of lower correlation coefficients, results

for the Y component and for calm days suggest that some part of the observed signal

is reproduced by the model even for those series. An extension to include quiet

activity and an improvement in Y estimates at ground level should be considered.

Our study points out that the main limitation in TS05 is related with the modeling of

Field Aligned Currents. Most recent advances on the study of this current system

should be taken into account.

Use of TS05 in studies of crustal magnetization and inducing effects: In the cases

where the TS05 estimations were closer to observations (r ≥ 0.7), we proposed that

the remaining differences between observations and TS05 predictions could be

explained by global induction in the Earth’s upper layers and crustal magnetization.

This hypothesis has to be tested with a larger number of observatories.

Longitude-dependent mid-latitude activity: The proxies that best explain H data are

different for the two groups of stations: COI and PAG are best reproduced by BH

series from TS05-simulations and BOU and NVS are best reproduced by Dst series.

The RC-index has a similar performance to Dst, although slightly inferior. For both

groups, the highest correlations are obtained for stronger geomagnetic activity and

after removal of QD variation from data. For observatories at Northern Hemisphere’s

mid-latitudes that are localized close to the Sq current vortex center, the H QD
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variation is dominated by an ionospheric contribution, and the PCA-QD model

allows to separate efficiently the QD variation.

There seems to be a relatively higher contribution of magnetospheric signal in the QD

variation in NVS and BOU than in COI and PAG. The PCA models are also adequate

to model their H QD variation but are not efficient in separating ionospheric and

magnetospheric contributions.

Main conclusions derived from the study reported in the end of this thesis, where a

large dataset of parameters was used covering the different stages of Sun-Earth

interaction process, are the following:

Facular areas as solar activity proxies: Facular areas computed independently for

the northern and southern hemispheres of the Sun, as averages over 27-day periods,

is the solar parameter that correlates better with the IMF field (B), but particularly

with GAI-TI parameters than do the sunspot numbers (northern and southern solar

hemispheres) or the F10.7 cm solar radio flux (as shown in green cells in Table 5.4).

Interest found in newly proposed indices: T-SRC and T-PRC indices, averaged over

27-day periods, are the geomagnetic activity parameters that best correlate with SP

and IMF parameters. As to the BZS index we define in this study, it seems a better

choice to characterize geo-effectiveness than BGSM
Z , since it shows high correlations

(higher than BZ GSM) with all GAI parameters.

Parameters present in all stages of Sun-Earth interaction : The B values averaged

over 27-days is the IMF parameter that best correlates with all other groups of

parameters. NLL has also good correlations with other groups.

As to main results on solar magnetic polarity asymmetries, they are summarized as

follows:
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Distribution of toward and away polarity over solar cycle 24: Major percentage of

toward days in 2009-2012 (negative polarity) and of away days in 2015-2016 (positive

polarity) means that Earth was at the north of HCS most of the time, as has been

observed in previous cycles i.e., by El-Borie et al. (2016). It means that the Earth is

most constrained by the polarity of the Sun’s North hemisphere during those time

intervals. It also agrees with Ulysses mission discovery of an offset of the HCS toward

south by about 10o (Svirzhevsky et al., 2005).

Annual oscillation in toward-away asymmetries: Correlations among toward-away

asymmetries of IMF, GAI and TI parameters increase when going from annual series

to series of 27-day averages (see table 5.6). This is due to an ubiquitous annual

oscillation standing out in series of 27-day averages and possibly due to the

Russell-McPherron (R-M) effect.

GAI 27-day asymmetries have good correlations with BZS GSM and BZ GSM, and

also have annual variation, with smaller amplitudes in 2009 and larger amplitudes at

declining phase of solar cycle (Sun’s positive polarity, 2015-2016). It is in agreement

with Nair and Nayar (2009) conclusions, that geomagnetic activity is associated with

coronal holes and enhances at declining phase of solar cycle. Also agrees with Zhao

and Zong (2012), who shows that geomagnetic activity is higher around equinoxes

and maxima during positive polarity epochs, and with El-Borie, Abdel-Halim, and

El-Monier (2016) who found that the geomagnetic indices aa, Ap, Kp, AE and Dst

have a clear annual asymmetry during the positive solar magnetic polarity period,

near the solar cycle minimum (2010 in this cycle) or around the declining phase.

TI 27-day asymmetries also present an annual variation pattern and higher values at

declining phase of the cycle, but at 2009 most of them do not have significant

asymmetries.
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6.2 Perspectives

During this work, some methodological aspects have been identified that can be

implemented in possible extensions to the present work, as well as other studies that

can be developed.

The methodology used in this thesis can be reproduced to test other magnetosphere’s

models, e.g., Alexeev and Feldstein (2001), Kalegaev et al. (2005), Ganushkina et al.

(2004), and Tsyganenko and Andreeva (2017). In particular, the most recent TA17

model (Tsyganenko and Andreeva, 2017) added radial basis functions to each field

current source and allows proper representation of magnetic effects of the

field-aligned currents both at low altitudes and in the distant magnetosphere. It also

uses a large and recent satellite’s data set from 1995-2013, including not only

storm-time events. This model is a good candidate to be tested in a future analysis.

Tests can be done with more geomagnetic stations and at southern hemisphere’s

stations. The use of geomagnetic coordinates (MAG) is recommended for further

studies, instead of the local magnetic coordinates (NED). The MAG coordinates can

be obtained from NED coordinates by a rotation of axes, using also the Z local

component. The use of MAG components can help to clarify important physical

relations.

The use of local quiet days instead of international quiet days can help to improve the

QD curves. PCA models can be used to estimate if some magnetospheric contribution

is present in the QD curves.

Comparison between observatories near the Sq vortex with those farther away, both

in the northern and in the southern hemispheres could improve our understanding of

the QD magnetospheric contributions to ground measurements. Hemispherical

asymmetries of the Sq current system are well-known, and implications for this kind
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of study must be checked. For COI in particular, where ionospheric and

magnetospheric quiet daily contributions seem easier to separate, it is possible to use

the TS05 model for ensemble SWE nowcasting and interpretation of past events.

The new indices proposed here (T-indices and BZS) can be tested in previous and

following solar cycles to confirm they are good proxies for Sun-Earth interactions.

27-day averaged parameters and 27-day asymmetries among northern and southern

IMF can be studied with more detail in future work, expanding to other solar cycles,

specially the following years of the present cycle, in order to confirm previous and the

present analyses, with emphasis in the BZS GSM, V , GAI, TI and FA asymmetries,

and the correlations among B, FA-N, FA-S, GAI, TI and SWP. It is particular

interesting to follow the evolution of these parameters in next years of the cycle and

in previous cycles, and determine which physical mechanisms are involved.
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A Appendix A

A.1 Geomagnetic Indices

TABLE A.1: Table comparing steps in thirds of unit, Kp unit, corresponding ap index and
amplitude ranges in nT.

Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Kp unit 0o 0+ 1- 1o 1+ 2- 2o 2+ 3- 3o 3+ 4- 4o 4+

Amplitudes (nT) 0 4 6 8 10 12 14 18 24 30 36 44 54 64

ap (∼ 2 nT) 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 12 15 18 22 27 32

Step 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Kp 5- 5o 5+ 6- 6o 6+ 7- 7o 7+ 8- 8o 8+ 9- 9o

Amplitudes (nT) 78 96 112 134 160 188 222 264 308 358 414 472 600 800

ap (∼ 2 nT) 39 48 56 67 80 94 111 132 154 179 207 236 300 400
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A.2 Geodetic or Ellipsoidal Coordinates

This defines a position in terms of latitude (λ′), longitude (φ) and ellipsoidal altitude

(h′) above the ellipsoidal surface of the Earth (see Figure A.1). The geodetic longitude

is the same as the geographic longitude. The local horizon is defined as the plane that

is tangent to the reference ellipsoid at a given position. The local zenith is the

direction away from the point on the ellipsoid perpendicular to the local horizon

(vertical). The geodetic latitude, λ′ is the angle between the local zenith and the

equatorial plane, measured from the Earth’s equator. Except at the poles and at the

equator, λ′ differs from the geocentric latitude λ in a maximum value of 1/5 degrees,

when λ = 45o. The point on the ellipsoid directly below a given point above the

Earth’s surface is in the vertical direction. The geodetic altitude h′ is the distance from

the point to the ellipsoid surface along the vertical. The reference ellipsoid is defined

by two parameters, a′, the semi-major axis, and f , the flattening, defined as

f = (a′ − b)/a′, where b is the semi-minor axis. The conversion from ellipsoidal

coordinates to Cartesian coordinates is given by:

x = (q + h) cosλ′ cosφ

y = (q + h) cosλ′ sinφ

z = [q(1− e2) + h] sinλ′

with (φ, λ′, h′) the geodetic coordinates, e the first eccentricity e = (a′2 − b2)1/2/a′, q the

radius of curvature in the prime vertical q = a′[1− f(2− f) sin2 φ]−1/2. Laundal and

Richmond (2016) recommend to use the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84)

datum: a′ = 6 378 137 m, 1/f = 298 257 223 563.
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FIGURE A.1: Elements of geodetic and geographic coordinates. Local horizon is tangent to
ellipsoid at observer’s position. The observer’s vertical is perpendicular to the local horizon,
pointing to Zenith. Geographic latitude (Earth centred), λ. Geodetic latitude (among Earth’s
equator and vertical), λ′. Distance from a point at Earth’s surface to the ellipsoid (geodetic
altitude), h′. Ellipsoid semi-major axis, a′. Semi-minor axis, b. Distance from Earth’s centre, R.
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A.3 Dst Calculation

Baseline calculation. To get rid of the secular variation of the Earth’s internal

magnetic field, the Dst values include a baseline correction, consisting in subtracting a

quadratic function in time to the data series of the set of observatories involved and

calculated using the previous five years of magnetic data for the corresponding

observatory.

The annual mean value of H is calculated from the 60 quietest days of the year (or the

number of available days in data), obtained from the five international geomagnetic

quietest days of every month provided by the GFZ German Research Centre for

Geosciences of Helmholtz Centre Potsdam (/https://tinyurl.com/y8fofs5x),

in UT hour (the sixty quietest days at every year are averaged to produce a single

value for that year). It have to be calculated after the end of the corresponding

calendar year (see Sugiura and Kamei, 1991).

HCY =

(
i=N∑
i=1

IQDi

)
/N, (A.1)

where N is the number of days used in the calculation.

In a similar way are calculated the annual means of the four preceding years, that we

will denote as HCY−1, HCY−2, HCY−3, HCY−4.

A quadratic least squares fitting is done using the annual mean of the current year

and the annual means of the four preceding years (5 yearly values). This quadratic

function is the baseline:

Hbase(t) = A+Bt+ Ct2, (A.2)

where t is time in years measured from a reference epoch.

This calculation creates an artificial discontinuity between the baseline value of the

last hour of one year and the first value of the next year, because every baseline is

calculated from different polynomials. To correct this, the last value calculated for the

https://tinyurl.com/y8fofs5x
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previous year is included as one more point for the fit of the next year.

The Hbase(T ) is subtracted to each corresponding H observed hourly value, with T in

UT hour:

∆H(T ) = Hobs(T )−Hbase(T ). (A.3)

Sq removal. The average solar quiet daily variation, Sq, for each month is

determined from the values of H(T) at its corresponding five international quietest

days in UT. To determine an average Sq in local time at every observatory, it is

necessary to select the local days with the maximum overlap at international quietest

days. Using pre and post midnight local hours of the days selected they evaluate the

linear change and subtract it from the Sq variation, to remove the non-cyclic change.

The 12 sets of the monthly average Sq determined for the year are expanded in a

double Fourier series with local time, t, and month number, s, as two variables:

Sq(t, s) =
∑
m

∑
n

Amncos(mt+ αm)cos(ns+ βn) (A.4)

Dst averaging and normalization. The disturbance variation for each observatory is

calculated by:

D(T ) = ∆H(T )− Sq(T ) (A.5)

The average over the four observatories and the normalization to the dipole equator

is calculated by:

Dst(T ) =
D(T )

cos(φ′)
(A.6)

where cos(φ′) is the average of the cosines of magnetic latitudes,φ′i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), of the

four observatories.

The zero reference level for Dst is selected when its average along the five

international quietest days is zero.
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FIGURE A.2: OMNI High resolution database screenshot
(/https://tinyurl.com/6prz7p8)

A.4 How to create the TS05 input file

Because we found that the 2014 data at TS05 Website had less inputs than the

OMNI/NASA database (83039 vrs. 94239 rows of data) we asked Prof. Tsyganenko

about the subroutines to generate this yearly file from OMNI database. He kindly

provide the subroutines and the Parameter.par file at the same Web address, and

explained us how to process the data. It requires the next steps:

1. Access to OMNI/NASA high resolution database

/https://tinyurl.com/6prz7p8 (see Figure A.2) and submit. It generates a *.lst

ASCII file of data and a *.fmt file with the description of the 48 parameters

downloaded, arranged in 48 columns.

https://tinyurl.com/6prz7p8
https://tinyurl.com/6prz7p8
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FIGURE A.3: TS05 Data and stuff screenshot.
(/https://tinyurl.com/y8mmfwws)

2. Download the Fortran programs (∗.for) and the Parameters.par file, available at

/https://tinyurl.com/y8mmfwws.

3. Put in the same folder these ∗.for and ∗.par and ∗.lst (OMNI), the last with the

name omni_5min_yyyy.lst, where yyyy is the year to process. Inside every *.for file we

have to change the line "DO N IYEAR = yyyy, yyyy" to the year we are preparing (N

is the row number at every program and yyyy is the year to process).

4. Compile every ∗.for program with

gfortran -o program_name.x program_name.for

5. Run the programs in the following sequence:

./Fill_IMF_gaps.x

./Fill_SW_gaps.x

./Prepare_intervals_1.x

./Prepare_input_4.x

This procedure generates a similar file than yyyy_OMNI_5m_with_TS05_ variables.dat

at TS05 Website, where yyyy is the year processed. This file has 23 parameters

arranged in 23 columns. From left to right are: year, day of year, hour of day, minute

of hour, interplanetary magnetic field GSM components IMF BX , IMF BY , IMF BZ ,

https://tinyurl.com/y8mmfwws
https://tinyurl.com/y8mmfwws
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solar wind (SW) GSE components VX , VY , VZ , SW proton density ρ, temperature T ,

SYM-H index, IMF and SW data availability flags, dipole tilt angle ψ in radians, SW

ram pressure, p (in nPa), and 6 model driving variables W1, W2, W3, W4, W5, W6.

Fortran subroutines makes automatic interpolations with the condition that gap be

less than 3 hours.

6. Merge these eight TS05’s 5-min resolution yearly input files at one single file,

ordering data from January 1st 2007 to December 31th 2014. We called this file

OMNI20072014.dat.

A.5 Calculating the TS05’s series

The basic steps to create the synthetic series are:

1. Download the TS04c.html and the GEOPACK-2008_dp.for subroutines. You can see

at Table A.2 the Website and other details of both group of subroutines and databases.

2. Modify the TS04c subroutines for every station and every current system,

specifying the local geodetic coordinates, the altitude over sea level of each station,

the corresponding current module flag (see hereafter), and adding commands for

reading 11 parameters of the input file in the next order: SW ram pressure, SYM-H

index, IMF BY, IMF BZ, W1, W2, W3, W4, W5, W6 and dipole tilt angle. The current

module flags are:
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IOPGEN - GENERAL OPTION FLAG: IOPGEN=0 - CALCULATE TOTAL FIELD
IOPGEN=1 - DIPOLE SHIELDING ONLY (CF)
IOPGEN=2 - TAIL FIELD ONLY
IOPGEN=3 - BIRKELAND FIELD ONLY (FAC)
IOPGEN=4 - RING CURRENT FIELD ONLY
IOPGEN=5 - INTERCONNECTION FIELD ONLY

IOPT - TAIL FIELD FLAG: IOPT=0 - BOTH MODES
IOPT=1 - MODE 1 ONLY
IOPT=2 - MODE 2 ONLY

IOPB - BIRKELAND FIELD FLAG:IOPB=0 - ALL 4 TERMS
IOPB=1 - REGION 1, MODES 1 AND 2
IOPB=2 - REGION 2, MODES 1 AND 2

IOPR - RING CURRENT FLAG: IOPR=0 - BOTH SRC AND PRC
IOPR=1 - SRC ONLY
IOPR=2 - PRC ONLY

The default values of these current flags for the total magnetospheric field at TS04c

are:

DATA IOPGEN,IOPTT,IOPB,IOPR/0,0,0,0/

3. For every station and current system create a bash (∗.sh) file to run the TS04c

modified (TS04m hereafter), with the local address of the input file and with the list of

output parameters.
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#!/bin/bash
# ts04g08_bash.sh
# file where the input values are
input_file=’~ /geots05/dataout/dat/20072014/OMNI20072014.dat’
# removes ’ts04g08_temp.dat’ file so not to append to it.
rm ts04g08_temp.dat
# cycle to run through all lines in file, reading each value individually
while read -r year day hour min bx by bz vx vy vz den temp ...
sym imff iswf tilt swind w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6
do
# for each line, run the code ’ts04g08_current.x’ and give the appropriate
# inputs in order
./ts04g08_current.x << EOF
$year
$day
$hour
$min
$vx
$vy
$vz
$swind
$sym
$by
$bz
$w1
$w2
$w3
$w4
$w5
$w6
$tilt
EOF
done < "$input_file"
# change the name of the output file from ’ts04g08_current.x’ (optional)
mv ts04g08_temp.dat ts04g08_current.dat

4. Create a folder for each observatory. Inside each one, create a folder for each INT,

CF, TAIL, SRC, PRC, FAC, IGRF and TOTAL. Put inside each folder the corresponding

TS04m and bash file. Compile every program as the same way as previous Fortran

files. By this way you can run every program simultaneously. Run every TS04m at a

terminal using the corresponding bash file, p. e: ./ts04m_total_bash.sh. You obtain an

output file with the next 7 columns: year, day of year, hour, minute, BX, BY, BZ, where

the last parameters correspond to the synthetic value of the corresponding current

system, binned every 5 minutes, at the respective data in UT, in local geomagnetic

coordinates (X, Y and Z). Each output file corresponds 5-min resolution data available
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at the entire period 2007-2014. To calculate IGRF-12 we do not use the TS04c, just the

GEOPACK-2008 subroutines with the geodetic coordinates of each station.

The TS05 total magnetospheric signal can be decoupled into their individual source

contributions, i.e.,

BX = BXCF + BXTAIL + BXSRC + BXPRC + BXFAC + BXINT . (A.7)

All other calculations were made with Matlab c©. Data were organized in Matlab files

(*.mat), spreadsheets (*.xlsx or *.ods), text (*.txt) and word processors files (*.doc or

*.odt). We binned all 5-min series to 1-hour series. For observatories we call them X, Y

and Z components. The H component series were calculated as H =
√
X2 + Y 2. The

total TS05 series including all magnetospheric current systems and IGRF-12 are called

BX, BY, BZ and BH for each local component X, Y, Z and H respectively. For IGRF-12

we are calling XIGRF
OBS , Y IGRF

OBS , ZIGRF
OBS and HIGRF

OBS to it respective local components.

However we decided not to use neither the Z or H components for our analysis

because at mid-latitudes the geomagnetic activity is more pronounced at horizontal

than at vertical component. Z is perturbed mainly by induced currents in the ocean

and lithosphere, displaying lateral variations due to variations in the conductivity at

ocean/continent discontinuities, but we are focusing in ionospheric and

magnetospheric currents, not in induced contributions.
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TABLE A.2: Sources of TS05 data and subroutines

Data Database Internet address and e-mail
TS05
TS04c subrou-
tines

Nicolai Tsyganenko Website at
Earth’s Physics Department,
St.Petersburg State University

/https://tinyurl.com/
ybbbsufl

Satellite data
OMNI/NASA high resolution
database

/https://tinyurl.com/
6prz7p8
Natalia Papitashvili:
/Natalia.E.
Papitashvili@nasa.gov

IGRF-12
GEOPACK-
2008 subrou-
tines

Nicolai Tsyganenko Website at
Earth’s Physics Department,
St.Petersburg State University

/https://tinyurl.com/
y8uf7k69

IGRF-12 IAGA Division V-MOD - Geo-
magnetic Field Model

/https://tinyurl.com/
y7mh6bww

coefficients Erwan Thebault: /Erwan.
Thebault@univ-nantes.fr

https://tinyurl.com/ybbbsufl
https://tinyurl.com/ybbbsufl
https://tinyurl.com/6prz7p8
https://tinyurl.com/6prz7p8
Natalia.E.Papitashvili@nasa.gov
Natalia.E.Papitashvili@nasa.gov
https://tinyurl.com/y8uf7k69
https://tinyurl.com/y8uf7k69
https://tinyurl.com/y7mh6bww
https://tinyurl.com/y7mh6bww
Erwan.Thebault@univ-nantes.fr
Erwan.Thebault@univ-nantes.fr
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A.6 Data and TS05 UT to LT matrices

Because all ground and satellite data are provided in UT time, we had to create local

time matrices of data from the UT ones. The only exception is COI because its local

time (LT) is the same UT time (remember Table 3.1).

In PAG, if we compare the UT and LT for January 1st, 2007 (see Table A.3) we realize

that January 1st is incomplete in LT. Then we eliminated from 0:00 to 21:00 UT hours

(2:00 to 23:00 LT) of January 1st 2007 and from 22:00 to 23:00 UT of December 31st 2014

(0:00 to 1:00 LT of January 1st 2015). Then the LT matrices for PAG have 70104 (2921

days x 24 hours) values instead of the original 70128 (2922 days x 24 hours), from

January 2nd, 2007 to December 31st 2014. Note we filled all missing hours with the

acronym NaN (Not A Number) that Matlab recognizes as gap. LT matrices include

observatory data, TS05 series, Dst and RC indices.

TABLE A.3: UT to LT arrangement at PAG

UT January 1st, 2007

UT 0 1 2 ... 21 22 23

LT 2 3 4 ... 23 0 1

LT Jan 1st, 2007 Jan 2nd, 2007

For NVS is very similar, with the difference that we eliminated from 0:00 to 17:00 UT

(6:00 to 23:00 LT) of January 1st, 2007 and from 18:00 to 23:00 UT of December 31st

2014 (0:00 to 5:00 LT of January 1st 2015), as can see in Table A.4. LT matrix have same

number of values than PAG LT matrix, also from January 2nd, 2007 to December 31st

2014. For Boulder we have to eliminate from 0:00 to 6:00 UT of January 1st, 2007

because correspond to 17:00 to 23:00 LT of December 31st 2006. We also eliminated

from 7:00 to 23:00 UT (0:00 to 16:00 LT) of December 31st 2014. Final LT matrices have
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TABLE A.4: UT to LT arrangement at NVS

UT January 1st, 2007

UT 0 1 2 ... 18 19 20 21 22 23

LT 6 7 8 ... 0 1 2 3 4 5

LT Jan 1st, 2007 Jan 2nd, 2007

hourly values from January 1st, 2007 to December 30th 2014 (70104 values including

NaNs). See Table A.5.

TABLE A.5: UT to LT arrangement at BOU

UT January 1st, 2007

UT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ... 22 23

LT 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 0 ... 15 16

LT Dec 31st, 2006 Jan 1st, 2007

A.7 K-UT to K-LT matrices

For K local index we made similar arrangements than with hourly geomagnetic

components, but considering 8 values a day instead 24. Each original K value

corresponds to 3 UT hours. Corresponding LT hours are shown in Table A.6.

Referring to UT hours, for PAG we started at the 8th K value of January 1st, 2007, and

finished at 7th K value of December 31st, 2014. For NVS (see Table A.7) we started

from the 7th K value of January 1st, 2007, and finished at 6th K value of December 31st,

2014. For BOU (see Table A.8) we started at the 3th K value of January 1st, 2007, and

finished at 2nd K value of December 31st, 2014. We obtained the same starting and

ending dates (day-month-year) of previous LT matrices.
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Once arranged the K-LT matrices, a day was classified as "active" if at least one of its

eight K values is greater or equal 4. If all values in a day are less than 4 it was

classified as "quiet".

International Quietest Days (IQDs) in UT are considered the same days in LT, because

most of their UT hours are inside the local time day. The list of IQDs were sorted in

ascendant order and we just identified their corresponding row numbers at every LT

matrix.

TABLE A.6: K-UT to K-LT arrangement at PAG

UT January 1st, 2007

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

UT 0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-20 21-23

LT 2-4 5-7 8-10 11-13 14-16 17-19 20-22 23-1

LT Jan 1st, 2007 Jan 2nd, 2007

TABLE A.7: K-UT to K-LT arrangement at NVS

UT January 1st, 2007

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

UT 0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-20 21-23

LT 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-20 21-23 0-2 3-5

LT Jan 1st, 2007 Jan 2nd, 2007
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TABLE A.8: K-UT to K-LT arrangement at BOU

UT January 1st, 2007

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

UT 0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-20 21-23

LT 17-19 20-22 23-1 2-4 5-7 8-10 11-13 14-16

LT Jan 1st, 2007 Jan 2nd, 2007
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B.1 Annual Asymmetries Plots

(A) FA-N (B) SN-N

(C) FA-S (D) SN-S

FIGURE B.1: Time Series of SP Annual Asymmetries
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(A) FA-T (B) SN-T

(C) FA-NS (D) SN-NS

(E) F 10.7 cm

FIGURE B.2: Time Series of SP Annual Asymmetries (continuation)
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(A) SPEED (B) T-TAIL

(C) TEMP (D) T-SRC

(E) PRES (F) T-PRC

(G) DEN (H) T-FAC

FIGURE B.3: Time Series of SWP and TI Annual Asymmetries.
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(A) Newell (B) PC

(C) Kp (D) Ap

(E) AE (F) AU

(G) AL (H) Dst

FIGURE B.4: Time Series of GAI Annual Asymmetries.
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(A) BX (B) B

(C) BY GSE (D) BY GSM

(E) BZ GSE (F) BZ GSM

(G) BS GSE (H) BS GSM

FIGURE B.5: Time Series of IMF Annual Asymmetries.
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Abstract
Correlations between solar, interplanetary-medium parameters, and geomagnetic-activity
proxies in 27-day averages (a Bartels rotation) were analyzed for the 2009 – 2016 time in-
terval. In this analysis, two new proxies were considered: i) Bzs GSM (Geocentric Solar
Magnetic), calculated as the daily percentage of the IMF southward component along the
GSM z-axis and then averaged every 27 days; ii) four magnetospheric indices (T-indices),
calculated from the local north–south (x) contributions of the magnetosphere’s cross-tail
(TAIL), the symmetric ring current (SRC), the partial ring current (PRC), and the Birkeland
current (FAC), derived from the Tsyganenko and Sitnov (J. Geophys. Res. 110, A03208,
2005: TS05) semi-empirical magnetospheric model. Our results suggest that, among the
parameters tested in this study, solar facular areas, interplanetary magnetic-field intensity
and new proxies derived from the TS05 model could be taken into account in an empirical
model, with a 27-day resolution, to explain geomagnetic activity felt on the Earth’s surface
in terms of solar-surface features and the IMF condition. We further retrieve a clear annual
oscillation in series of 27-day-mean values of toward/away asymmetries of geomagnetic-
activity indices, which can be interpreted in the light of the Russell–McPherron hypothesis
for the semiannual variation of geomagnetic activity.

Keywords Solar active regions · Solar wind disturbances · Magnetosphere ·
Geomagnetic disturbances

1. Overview

Space weather (SWE) concerns the impact on the Heliosphere of variable conditions on the
Sun. This includes the electromagnetic perturbations due to solar and cosmic-ray fluxes
in the near-Earth environment and their effects in the technological and biological sys-
tems. The Sun and its activity are the sources of energy in the causal chain of processes
of SWE. The most energetic solar events, such as white light flares and coronal mass ejec-
tions (CMEs), can drastically alter the level of electromagnetic and corpuscular radiation
of the interplanetary medium with consequent disturbance of the equilibrium state of the
terrestrial magnetosphere–ionosphere coupled system, causing geomagnetic storms that can

Extended author information available on the last page of the article
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damage navigation and communication systems and power lines. SWE affects our modern
way of life, sometimes in drastic ways. Its potential impact is growing as we become more
dependent on technological systems (Schrijver, 2015). The severity of the effects on almost
all technologies depends in part on the geomagnetic latitude, being particularly important
for the higher latitudes and for the South Atlantic Anomaly (Thomson, 2013). Mid-latitudes
are also significantly perturbed by geomagnetic storms. These adverse effects include the
loss of HF communications, damage in high-voltage power supply lines or pipelines, and
deterioration of services provided by global navigation satellite systems (e.g. Buonsanto,
1999; Beggan et al., 2013). A deeper understanding of SWE events can be used to fore-
cast hazards and to define strategies for mitigating their impact. Interest in, and dependence
on, SWE information and services grows rapidly, due to its importance for technological
infrastructures, impact on global economy, and growing need for SWE hazards mitigation
(Schrijver, 2015).

The comparison between solar parameters, parameters of the solar wind, and geomagne-
tic-activity indices is of particular interest for identification of causal relationships between
solar and terrestrial phenomena. The main goal of this study is to identify those solar, inter-
planetary medium, and geomagnetic-activity parameters that show the strongest statistical
relations, and to sort out the best candidates to relate meaningfully solar activity to geomag-
netic disturbances felt on Earth’s surface. We use widely known proxies, such as the Sun’s
northern and southern facular areas (FA-N and FA-S), total and southward components of
the interplanetary magnetic field [B and Bz, respectively], and Newell’s coupling function
(NLL), and we test two new types of parameters. The first new parameter is the daily per-
centage of the southward component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) in the Geo-
centric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system, which we call Bzs . Another group
of new proposed parameters consists in indices derived from simulations, using the TS05
(Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005) magnetospheric semi-empirical model of the geomagnetic-
field variations near the ground at middle latitudes, which we call T-indices.

1.1. Solar Hemispherical Asymmetry

Solar magnetic activity is controlled by differential rotation and meridional circulation in
both hemispheres, but it manifests itself differently in each one. Waldmeier (1971) found that
the Sun’s hemispheric asymmetry extends to different aspects of magnetic activity. During
recent years the asymmetries in variations of many solar parameters have been confirmed by
several authors: for the sunspot number and areas (Ballester, Oliver, and Carbonell, 2005;
Temmer et al., 2006), facular region areas (Gonçalves et al., 2014), X-ray flares flux (Joshi
et al., 2015), velocity of torsional oscillations (Lekshmi, Nandy, and Antia, 2018), and for
the temporal delay on the reversal time polarity of the north and south solar magnetic field
(Janardhan et al., 2018). It was also shown that those asymmetries might have an impact on
the Earth’s climate (Georgieva et al., 2007). A phase lag of activity between the northern
and southern solar hemispheres typically ranges from one day to a year or two (Dorotovič
et al., 2010). This suggests that the coupling between the two hemispheres is variable and
weak (Norton and Gallagher, 2009). The north–south asymmetry of sunspot activity results
in asynchronous reversal of the Sun’s polar field and may affect the strength of the solar
cycle. It appears that cycles with strong asymmetry tend to have a lower amplitude (e.g.
Cycles 23 and 24) in comparison with cycles in which sunspot activity in the two hemi-
spheres is more synchronized (e.g. Cycles 21 and 22) (Mordvinov et al., 2016). On the other
hand, the causes of the asymmetry are under debate. Several authors point out a connection
between the asymmetry and the solar dynamo (see Schüssler and Cameron, 2018; Nepom-
nyashchikh et al., 2019 and the references therein). It seems that the combination of dipolar
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mode and quadrupolar modes, with periods of about 22 years and between 13 and 15 years,
respectively, can reproduce the observed patterns of the north and south asymmetry. The
study of the hemispheric asymmetry has become a valuable tool to evaluate solar-activity
properties and in development of dynamo theories. For example, in the recent work of Perri
et al. (2018), the simulations of the solar wind, coupling solar-dynamo and solar-wind mod-
els, showed the clear impact of the hemispheric asymmetry on the solar-wind properties
(velocity and magnetic fields).

Here, we consider the effect of solar hemispherical asymmetries of sunspot numbers
(e.g. Temmer, Veronig, and Hanslmeier, 2002) using data from SILSO (Royal Observatory
of Belgium, Brussels) and of the facular areas computed from images taken at the spectro-
heliograph of the Geophysical and Astronomical Observatory of the University of Coimbra
(OGAUC). The hypothesis that these asymmetries might constrain the geomagnetic activity
on Earth is tested.

1.2. Simulations of Magnetospheric Contributions

Castillo et al. (2017) tested the TS05 model against measurements at the Earth’s surface,
and they showed it to be a useful tool to help in understanding the observations of the x-
component of geomagnetic activity. For the four mid-latitude stations considered in that
study, and using in the analysis all geomagnetically active days during the eight-year pe-
riod from 2007 to 2014, around 50 % of observed daily series were reproduced by the
TS05 model with correlation coefficients above 0.7. TS05 model estimates are computed
using near-Earth satellite measurements of the solar-wind plasma and the interplanetary
magnetic field (e.g. Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005; Tsyganenko and Andreeva, 2015) from
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center’s OMNI data through OMNIWeb (omniweb.gsfc.nasa.
gov/form/omni_min.html). Input data comprise: the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)
components (Bx GSM, By GSM, Bz GSM), the flow-speed components (Vx GSE, Vy GSE,
Vz GSE), the solar-wind ram pressure, proton density and proton temperature, the SYM-
H index, and the Earth’s geomagnetic-dipole tilt angle. Semi-empirical relations between
the magnetospheric and solar-wind/IMF parameters are used to compute the magnetic-field
vectors associated with five magnetospheric-current systems: i) the symmetrical ring cur-
rent (SRC); ii) the asymmetrical, or partial ring current (PRC); iii) the cross-tail sheet cur-
rent (TAIL); iv) a system of two vertical currents called field-aligned currents or Birke-
land currents (FAC), that connect ionosphere and magnetosphere in the polar regions; and
v) a current flowing in the magnetospheric boundary called the magnetopause current or the
Chapman–Ferraro current (CF).

Since, in the TS05 model, the inner ring current and the more distant tail current sheet
form a current system circulating close and parallel to the geomagnetic equator, the vari-
ability associated to these currents is more clearly retrieved in the x-component of the
geomagnetic field (Castillo et al., 2017). We computed estimates of hourly values for the
x-component at the four northern hemisphere mid-latitude geomagnetic observatories of
Coimbra (Portugal), Panagurishte (Bulgary), Novosibirsk (Russia), and Boulder (USA) (see
Castillo et al., 2017), for the period 2009 – 2016, keeping separate contributions from dif-
ferent sources. Table 1 shows the geographic and geomagnetic coordinates of the four ob-
servatories. Geomagnetic coordinates were computed using the IGRF-12 model for 2010.0.
The y-component variability, being strongly dependent on the FAC current system because
of its poloidal symmetry, is expected to be significantly affected by the unrealistic clo-
sure of FAC through the Earth’s center in the TS05 model. Statistical results reported by
Castillo et al. (2017) confirmed that the TS05 model performs better in reproducing the x-
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Table 1 Stations and their
geographic and geomagnetic
coordinates.

Station Geographic Coord. Geomagnetic Coord.

Lat. [◦N] Long. [◦E] Lat. [◦N] Long. [◦E]

COI 40.2 351.6 43.8 72.1

PAG 42.5 24.2 40.5 105.1

NVS 54.9 83.2 45.4 156.0

BOU 40.1 254.8 48.1 321.3

than the y-variability. For this reason, only TS05 simulations for the x-component were used
to compute the T-indices.

The article is organized as follows: Section 1 gives background for the present study.
Section 2 presents the analyzed parameters and the methods used to calculate them. Sec-
tion 3 presents results of the correlation analysis and discusses them. The main conclusions
are drawn in Section 4.

2. Data

All parameters analyzed in this study were averaged over the Bartels period of solar rotation
(i.e. a 27-day time interval), in order to filter out the recurrence tendency of geomagnetic
activity associated with the distinct influence of different solar sectors. Temporal averaging
over a Bartels rotation period allows us to estimate the mean influence that the Sun may
have on the Earth, taking into account the effect of all solar longitudes. Parameters are listed
in Table 2 together with their source databases. The analyzed temporal interval covers an
abnormally long period of weak solar activity with a minimum of the total solar irradiance
in 2009, and both the rising and part of the declining phases of Solar Cycle 24. This so-
lar cycle is particularly interesting due to the triple polarity reversal in the Sun’s Northern
Hemisphere, its smaller amplitude with respect to previous cycles and the long duration of
its minimum (Mordvinov et al., 2016; Janardhan et al., 2018). Some of the analyzed series
are shown in Figures 1 – 4 as a function of Bartels rotation number.

In order to perform a cross-correlation analysis, we grouped the parameters into five
sets: solar parameters (SP), parameters of the solar wind (SWP), IMF components (IMF),
geomagnetic activity indices (GAI), and indices obtained from TS05’s simulations, or T-
indices (TI).

2.1. Solar Parameters (SP)

Most of the solar parameters analyzed here refer to features at the solar photosphere
and chromosphere: the international northern/southern hemisphere’s sunspot number (SN-
N/SN-S), the international total sunspot number (SN-T), the difference between northern
and southern sunspot numbers (SN-NS), the northern/southern hemisphere’s facular area
(FA-N/FA-S), the difference between northern and southern facular areas (FA-NS) – see
Figure 1. The sunspot numbers are obtained from the Sunspot Index and Long-term So-
lar Observations (SILSO) database at the Royal Observatory of Belgium. The facular areas
were calculated by Barata et al. (2018), using the computational tool developed by them.
The 27-day-averaged data is shown at Figure 1. We also used the solar radio flux at 10.7 cm
wavelength (F10.7), originating in the chromosphere and corona of the Sun.
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Table 2 33 parameters analyzed and their data sources, separated by SP, SWP, IMF, GAI, and TI. Explana-
tions in the text.

No. Solar Parameters (SP) Source

1 FA-T, total facular area [% of solar disk]. Calculated by Barata et al. (2018).

2 FA-N, Northern facular area [% of solar disk].

3 FA-S, Southern facular area [% of solar disk].

4 SN-T, total international sunspot number. WDC-SILSO, Royal Observatory
of Belgium, Brussels.5 SN-N, Northern hemisphere’s sunspot number.

6 SN-S, Southern hemisphere’s sunspot number.

7 FA-NS, FA-N minus FA-S [%]. Obtained from items (2) and (3).

8 SN-NS, SN-N minus SN-S. Obtained from items (5) and (6).

9 F10.7, solar radio flux of 10.7 cm [sfu]. NASA/GSFC’s OMNI daily data (King
and Papitashvili, 2005 and omniweb.
gsfc.nasa.gov/form/dx1.html).

Solar Wind (SWP) and IMF parameters

10 – 13 T : proton temperature [103 K], ρ: proton
density [N cm−3], V : bulk flow speed
[km s−1], p: flow pressure [nPa].

NASA/GSFC’s OMNI daily data.

14 – 16 Bx , By GSE, and Bz GSE [nT]. NASA/GSFC’s OMNI daily data.

17 – 18 By GSM, and Bz GSM [nT].

19 B: magnitude of average field vector [nT].

Geomagnetic activity indices (GAI)

20 Newell’s coupling function, NLL Tsyganenko’s yearly data files for TA15
model. Tsyganenko’s 5-min Newell’s
data can be downloaded at geo.phys.
spbu.ru/~tsyganenko/TA_2016_RBF.

21 – 27 Kp10, AE, AU, AL, PCN [mV m−1], Dst [nT],
Ap [nT] indices

NASA/GSFC’s OMNI daily data.

New indices

28 – 29 Bzs GSE and Bzs GSM. Calculated by us with NASA/GSFC’s
OMNI hourly data.

30 – 33 T-TAIL, T-SRC, T-PRC, and T-FAC indices
[nT].

Calculated by us from their respective
TS05 sources. For more details see
Castillo et al. (2017).

2.2. Solar Wind (SWP) and IMF Parameters

Solar-wind parameters are the solar-wind bulk speed in km s−1 [V ], proton flux temperature
in Kelvin [T ], proton density in N cm−3 [ρ], where N is the number of protons, and solar-
wind proton ram pressure in nPa [p], measured by spacecraft at the outer magnetosphere.

The IMF parameters are the components of the interplanetary magnetic field Bx , By , Bz,
in nT, in two different reference frames, both having the x-axis pointing away from the Earth
toward the Sun: the GSM and the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE). While GSM has the y-
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Figure 1 Time series of 27-day-averaged facular areas, in percentage of total solar disk area. From top to bot-
tom: the total facular area (FA-T), the northern hemisphere’s facular area (FA-N), the southern hemisphere’s
facular area (FA-S), the difference between northern and southern facular areas (FA-NS).

axis always perpendicular to the geomagnetic-dipole axis, GSE has the y-axis in the ecliptic
plane pointing toward dusk, independent of the geomagnetic-dipole position (e.g. Laundal
and Richmond, 2016). The total IMF field intensity [B] is also analyzed. Most of the data
sets were obtained from the NASA/GSFC’s LRO OMNI data set. All 27-day averages are
calculated over the daily averages (see Figure 2). More details can be found at omniweb.
gsfc.nasa.gov/html/ow_data.html#1.

2.3. Ground Geomagnetic Activity Indices (GAI) and Newell’s Coupling Function
(NLL)

GAI-indices used are PCN (polar cap north), AE, AU, AL, Dst, Kp10, and Ap.
The Polar Cap North (PCN) one-minute index aims at characterizing the magnetic activ-

ity in the North polar cap that is driven by the IMF Bz-component. It is deduced from the
deviations in the horizontal H and D magnetic-field components from the quiet level at the
Qaanaaq (formerly known as Thule, Greenland) polar cap station.

AE, AU, and AL one-minute indices monitor the magnetic signature of the auroral elec-
trojets in the Northern hemisphere. The magnetograms of the horizontal components from
the 12 AE stations (> 56.5 ◦N) are superimposed on plots against UT. The AE-index at any
epoch is defined by the separation between the upper (AU) and lower (AL) values at that
epoch: AE = AU − AL (Davis and Sugiura, 1966). The AU- and AL-indices are intended
to express the strongest current intensity of the eastward and westward auroral electrojets,
respectively. The AE-index represents the overall activity of the electrojets (Menvielle et al.,
2011).

The disturbance field (Dst) is the storm-time decrease in H, measured at the Earth’s sur-
face as a result of geomagnetic activity. The Dst-index is linearly dependent on the amplitude
of the geomagnetic perturbation and is derived from hourly values of the horizontal geo-
magnetic component (H) obtained at four magnetic observatories at low and mid-latitudes
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Figure 2 Time series of 27-day-averaged interplanetary magnetic-field components and solar-wind parame-
ters (IMF and SWP).

and distributed evenly in longitude: Honolulu (Hawaii), San Juan (Puerto Rico), Hermanus
(South Africa), and Kakioka (Japan) (see Sugiura, 1964; Mayaud, 1980).

The K-index is related quasi-logarithmically to the geomagnetic-disturbance amplitude
measured for the horizontal component at a particular observatory, during a three-hour in-
terval and after the quiet daily variation has been removed. The planetary K-index (Kp) is
the weighted average of the local standardized K-indices of 13 geomagnetic observatories
between 44◦ and 63◦ northern and southern geomagnetic latitudes. The three-hour Kp-index
ranges in a scale from 0 (quiet) to 9 (greatly disturbed). The Kp10 is Kp multiplied by 10,
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and in the low resolution OMNI (LRO) data set the Kp10 average is rounded to its nearest
integer (i.e. 10, 13, 17, 20, . . . ).

To calculate the daily average level of geomagnetic activity, the Kp-scale must be con-
verted back into an equivalent linear three-hour scale called Ap-index, dividing by two the
amplitude range corresponding to each Kp. The Ap-index is calculated as the arithmetic av-
erage of eight three-hour averaged Ap-indices of a day. Sources: isgi.unistra.fr/indices_kp.
php and ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/geomag/kp_ap.html.

Newell et al. (2007) derived a nearly universal coupling function that represents the rate
of magnetic flux removed from the dayside magnetopause [d�MP /dt ] that is itself an elec-
tric field. The rate at which magnetic flux is opened at the magnetopause is calculated as
a function of the rate at which field lines approach the magnetopause (determined by the
solar-wind velocity V ). Additionally, they compute the fraction of field lines that merge
at magnetosphere (calculated by a sine function of clock angle θc) and the strength of the
transverse IMF (Bt , which is proportional to the amount of flux opened).

In this work we used a version of Newell’s function derived by Tsyganenko and Andreeva
(2015), which introduces a normalization factor of 10−4, and we denote the merging function
as the NLL-index:

NLL = 10−4 V 4/3 B
2/3
t sin8/3(

θc

2
) (1)

with V in km s−1 and Bt in nT, where Bt =
√

B2
z + B2

y is the IMF field component perpen-

dicular to the Sun–Earth axis. Tsyganenko and Andreeva (2015) computed the NLL-index
for each 5-minute average data record as an average over the 30-minute long trailing in-
terval, immediately preceding the current moment. We binned the 5-minute data to 27-day
resolution in order to compare with the other parameters.

Some of these parameters are displayed in Figure 3.

2.4. Bzs - and T-Indices

Two other types of parameters were tested in this work, as proxies of the interconnection
between IMF and geomagnetic activity (Bzs ) and of the imprint of particular magnetospheric
current systems into the observed activity on surface (TI).

As is known (e.g. Schwenn, 2006), the southward IMF Bz is favorable to the energy
transport from the SW into the Earth’s magnetosphere. The daily percentage of the south-
ward component of IMF, hereafter Bzs , was calculated from hourly values of IMF Bz in the
GSM coordinate system. For day j :

Bj
zs = 100nj

24
(2)

where nj is the number of IMF Bz GSM negative (southward) hourly means on day j . Then
we averaged the daily Bzs over every 27-day period.

The T-indices were calculated using the x-component of separate contributions from
magnetospheric currents on the Earth’s surface, from TS05 model simulations. Namely, the
x-component of the tail current sheet (T-TAIL), the symmetric ring current (T-SRC), the
partial ring current (T-PRC), and the field-aligned currents (T-FAC). In order to compute
T-indices, first all differences between the maximum and minimum (range) values of the
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Figure 3 Time series of 27-day-averaged geomagnetic-activity indices (GAIs) and coupling function NLL.

corresponding x-component over each three-hour time interval were calculated, in nT, a total
of eight values per day:

�T 8obs
cur (i) = max[T i

cur, T i+1
cur , T i+2

cur ] − min[T i
cur, T i+1

cur , T i+2
cur ] (3)

with i = 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, and 22. T i
cur are hourly values of Tcur for hour i. The super-

script “obs” stands for a certain observatory (COI, PAG, NVS, and BOU) and the subscript
“cur” stand for a certain current system (TAIL, SRC, PRC, or FAC). Then, for each ob-
servatory, we computed an averaged daily value as the mean of each group of three-hour
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Figure 4 Time series of 27-day-averaged TI magnetospheric indices.

values:

T obs,j
cur = 1

8

(
�T 8obs

cur (1) + �T 8obs
cur (4) + · · · + �T 8obs

cur (22)
)
. (4)

As a third step, we calculated a global daily mean, representative of the behavior seen at
(northern hemisphere) mid-latitudes, using the corresponding daily T

obs,j
cur at all four obser-

vatories:

T j
cur = 1

4

(
T COI,j

cur + T PAG,j
cur + T NVS,j

cur + T BOU,j
cur

)
. (5)

Finally, we averaged mid-latitude daily values over 27-day periods. TI-series are shown in
Figure 4.

2.5. Toward–Away Asymmetries

The orientation of the IMF in the plane perpendicular to the z-axis of the Geocentric Solar
Equatorial (GSEq) coordinate system (toward or away from the Sun), is known to also have
an impact on geomagnetic activity (e.g. Sabbah, 1995; Zhao and Zong, 2012). Considering
that the IMF is along the Parker spiral direction, there are two possible polarities, either
“away” or “toward” (the Sun). The “away” (or positive) polarity implies IMF By > 0 in the
GSEq coordinate system, while the “toward” (or negative) polarity implies IMF By < 0.
The IMF polarity close to Earth changes as the Earth crosses the Heliospheric Current Sheet
(HCS). To the North of the HCS, the polarity is the same as the solar magnetic polarity
which has an oscillating cycle of 22 years. To address the possible influence of IMF polarity
on geomagnetic activity, values of “toward–away” asymmetries were calculated for each of
the analyzed parameters (see Sections 2.1 – 2.4).
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Figure 5 Definition of away and
toward polarity seen from the
Earth. Angles in

[
45◦,225◦]

are
considered away (outward) or
positive polarity. Other angles are
considered toward (inward) or
negative polarity (Sabbah, 1995).
Yellow arrows represent the
IMF’s trajectory and direction in
the azimuthal GSE framework.

The Wilcox Solar Observatory (WSO: wso.stanford.edu/SB/SB.html) provides a list of
well defined sector boundaries around the Sun inside which the IMF has positive or negative
polarities, and such that: i) data are of good quality, ii) the reversal takes place cleanly, and
iii) intervals on either side of the boundary have an uniform field direction for ≈4 days.
The list is inferred from geomagnetic and spacecraft observations. This WSO boundary list
was used to separate days with different polarity signs. When no data were available in
the WSO list, “toward” and “away” polarities were calculated using the angle between the

IMF GSE radial component (
√

B2
x + B2

y ) and the positive x GSE axis measuring the angle

anti-clockwise and using daily means of IMF Bx and IMF By in the GSE coordinate frame,
from NASA/GSFC’s OMNI data set through OMNIWeb (see Figure 5) and Sabbah (1995)
definition: IMF is “away” from the Sun when the angle is between 45◦ and 225◦ and is
“toward” to the Sun in any other case. Note that the angle between By GSE and By GSEq
in the two coordinate systems is small, ≈7◦, so they are sometimes used interchangeably.

Figure 6 shows our pixel plot of “toward” and “away” days from 2009 to 2016, obtained
using the Wilcox Solar Observatory list of sector boundaries combined with calculation of
toward and away days using the Sabbah (1995) criteria. From January 2009 to March 2012
the solar magnetic field has negative polarity (44 Bartels rotations); then, from April 2012 to
March 2015 there is a transition period (40 rotations), and, finally, from April 2015 to 2016
the solar magnetic field has positive polarity (24 rotations). The Sun’s North (South) Pole is
most inclined toward the Earth in September (March), therefore, the dominant polarity seen
by the Earth around September is that of the Sun (and the opposite around March).

The “toward–away” asymmetries (with respect to IMF polarity) of the 33 parameters
were computed as follows. For each parameter mentioned in Sections 2.1 – 2.4, we split
values into two groups and calculate separate averages for days when the IMF is directed to-
ward the Sun (T), and days when the IMF is directed away from the Sun (W), and computed
the two values:

T = 1

n

n∑
i=1

T i, W = 1

m

m∑
i=1

Wi, (6)

where T and W are mean values of a certain parameter over a Bartels rotation period, count-
ing only “toward” days in the former case (in a total of n) and only “away” days in the latter
case (in a total of m). Then, for each parameter, we obtained the asymmetry A over each
Bartels period as the difference between the corresponding “toward” and “away” means:

A = T − W. (7)
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Figure 6 Days with toward/negative polarity (dark gray) and away/positive polarity (light gray) IMF. White
days means missing data or polarity that could not be determined. Each column is a solar rotation (27 days) in
the period 2009 – 2016. The solar magnetic field has negative polarity in 2009 – 2012 and has positive polarity
in 2015 – 2016. The interval 2012 – 2015 is a transition period.

The standard error for each A was calculated as

σA =
√

σ 2
T

n
+ σ 2

W

m
(8)

where σT is the standard deviation of parameter values during “toward” days, and σW is the
standard deviation of parameter values during “away” days. Asymmetries were standardized
(As = A/σA).

Figure 7 shows an example of A asymmetries for Bz GSM, the Newell coupling function,
the T-FAC index, and different GAI parameters. Note that A for Bz GSM and Dst was
multiplied by −1 to facilitate the comparison. The percentage of toward-the-Sun days in
each Bartels rotation is also shown, at the top-left of the figure.

3. Results and Discussion

In this section we present a correlation analysis of all the solar, solar-wind, and geomagnetic-
field parameters and their asymmetries. Spearman’s cross-correlation coefficients were cal-
culated for the 27-day means for the 2009 – 2016 time interval, except in the case of Newell’s
coupling function, available only until 2015.

3.1. Correlation Analysis of 27-Day-Averaged Series

Spearman’s cross-correlation coefficients rS between the 33 parameters, averaged over 27-
day intervals, were computed in order to search for a pattern that explains the physical
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Figure 7 Top-left: Percentage of days with toward IMF during each Bartels rotation for the whole
2009 – 2016 period. Top-right: Time series of the asymmetry A for the Kp-index. From top to bottom, left
to right: time series of A for the −Dst, the coupling function NLL, AU, PCN, T-FAC, and −Bz GSM, with
corresponding error bars. The smooth-red curves represent a LOESS regression model, using span = 0.5
(fraction of data used with the fitting procedure).
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Table 3 Spearman’s cross-correlation coefficients of solar parameters (in Bartels means) with |rs | ≥ 0.4 and
p ≤ 0.05.

Parameter FA-T FA-N FA-S SN-T SN-N SN-S FA-NS SN-NS F10.7

FA-T 0.77 0.89 0.84 0.59 0.83 0.90

FA-N 0.77 0.47 0.63 0.73 0.49 0.49 0.67

FA-S 0.89 0.47 0.82 0.45 0.90 −0.51 −0.50 0.86

SN-T 0.84 0.63 0.82 0.73 0.92 0.96

SN-N 0.59 0.73 0.45 0.73 0.49 0.66

SN-S 0.83 0.49 0.90 0.92 0.49 −0.56 0.91

FA-NS 0.49 −0.51 0.71

SN-NS −0.50 −0.56 0.71

F10.7 0.90 0.67 0.86 0.96 0.66 0.91

Bx

By GSE

Bz GSE

By GSM

Bz GSM

B 0.59 0.55 0.53 0.41 0.47

Bzs GSE

Bzs GSM

T

ρ

V

p 0.42 0.54

NLL 0.46 0.45 0.48 0.44 0.40

Kp 0.40 0.42 0.42

Ap 0.41 0.40

AE 0.43

AU 0.42

AL −0.41

PC

Dst

T-TAIL 0.46

T-SRC 0.53 0.47 0.54 0.48 0.53 0.53

T-PRC 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.41 0.45 0.48

T-FAC

Sum of absolute values 7.73 8.06 9.54 5.78 3.64 6.93 1.70 1.77 6.84

Number of correlations 12 15 17 8 6 11 3 3 10

processes involved in the solar-wind–magnetosphere coupling. Tables 3, 4, and 5 show the
correlations obtained. As a criterion for choosing the “best” correlations, only values |rS | ≥
0.4 and p-value ≤ 0.05 are shown.
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Table 4 Spearman’s cross-correlation coefficients of interplanetary medium parameters (in Bartels means)
with |rs | ≥ 0.4 and p ≤ 0.05.

Parameter Bx By

GSE
Bz

GSE
By

GSM
Bz

GSM
B Bzs

GSE
Bzs

GSM
T ρ V p

FA-T 0.59 0.42

FA-N 0.55 0.54

FA-S 0.53

SN-T

SN-N

SN-S 0.41

FA-NS

SN-NS

F10.7 0.47

Bx −0.71 −0.70

By GSE −0.71 0.99

Bz GSE 0.81 −0.81 −0.58

By GSM −0.70 0.99

Bz GSM 0.81 −0.69 −0.82

B 0.60 0.54 0.75

Bzs GSE −0.81 −0.69 0.71

Bzs GSM −0.58 −0.82 0.71

T 0.60 0.92 0.68

ρ 0.51

V 0.54 0.92 0.71

p 0.75 0.68 0.51 0.71

NLL −0.50 0.79 0.58 0.78 0.78 0.76

Kp 0.79 0.41 0.80 0.84 0.88

Ap 0.77 0.75 0.80 0.83

AE 0.74 0.46 0.74 0.79 0.74

AU 0.66 0.41 0.66 0.71 0.67

AL 0.41 −0.75 −0.46 −0.76 −0.80 −0.76

PC 0.63 0.43 0.64 0.71 0.67

Dst −0.50 −0.54 −0.58 −0.50

T-TAIL 0.65 0.42 0.62 0.64 0.79

T-SRC 0.67 0.43 0.59 0.56 0.61

T-PRC 0.77 0.45 0.60 0.60 0.75

T-FAC 0.57 0.46 0.68 0.72 0.64

Sum of
absolute
values

1.41 1.70 2.20 1.69 3.22 12.75 2.21 6.61 10.35 0.51 10.70 12.20

Number
of corre-
lations

2 2 3 2 5 20 3 13 15 1 15 18
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Table 5 Spearman’s cross-correlation coefficients of geomagnetic activity proxies (in Bartels means) with
|rs | ≥ 0.4 and p ≤ 0.05.

Parameter NLL Kp Ap AE AU AL PC Dst T-TAIL T-SRC T-PRC T-FAC

FA-T 0.46 0.40 0.53 0.52

FA-N 0.45 0.42 0.41 0.46 0.47 0.51

FA-S 0.48 0.42 0.40 0.43 0.42 −0.41 0.54 0.50

SN-T 0.48 0.41

SN-N

SN-S 0.44 0.53 0.45

FA-NS

SN-NS

F10.7 0.40 0.53 0.48

Bx

By GSE

Bz GSE

By GSM

Bz GSM −0.50 0.41

B 0.79 0.79 0.77 0.74 0.66 −0.75 0.63 −0.50 0.65 0.67 0.77 0.57

Bzs GSE

Bzs GSM 0.58 0.41 0.46 0.41 −0.46 0.43 0.42 0.43 0.45 0.46

T 0.78 0.80 0.75 0.74 0.66 −0.76 0.64 −0.54 0.62 0.59 0.60 0.68

ρ

V 0.78 0.84 0.80 0.79 0.71 −0.80 0.71 −0.58 0.64 0.56 0.60 0.72

p 0.76 0.88 0.83 0.74 0.67 −0.76 0.67 −0.50 0.79 0.61 0.75 0.64

NLL 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.82 −0.93 0.82 −0.64 0.84 0.87 0.90 0.85

Kp 0.93 0.97 0.94 0.85 −0.95 0.83 −0.63 0.80 0.77 0.84 0.79

Ap 0.92 0.97 0.93 0.82 −0.96 0.86 −0.70 0.78 0.79 0.86 0.80

AE 0.91 0.94 0.93 0.95 −0.98 0.87 −0.57 0.71 0.76 0.80 0.79

AU 0.82 0.85 0.82 0.95 −0.88 0.79 0.60 0.71 0.72 0.73

AL −0.93 −0.95 −0.96 −0.98 −0.88 −0.88 0.64 −0.74 −0.77 −0.81 −0.80

PC 0.82 0.83 0.86 0.87 0.79 −0.88 −0.59 0.67 0.71 0.73 0.74

Dst −0.64 −0.63 −0.70 −0.57 0.64 −0.59 −0.57 −0.51 −0.58 −0.54

T-TAIL 0.84 0.80 0.78 0.71 0.60 −0.74 0.67 −0.57 0.77 0.87 0.82

T-SRC 0.87 0.77 0.79 0.76 0.71 −0.77 0.71 −0.51 0.77 0.92 0.85

T-PRC 0.90 0.84 0.86 0.80 0.72 −0.81 0.73 −0.58 0.87 0.92 0.85

T-FAC 0.85 0.79 0.80 0.79 0.73 −0.80 0.74 −0.54 0.82 0.85 0.85

Sum of
absolute
values

15.84 14.25 13.36 13.10 11.40 13.69 11.58 8.08 11.74 14.36 14.92 11.64

Number
of corre-
lations

22 19 17 17 16 18 16 14 17 22 22 16
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FA-N and FA-S are the solar parameters with highest (in absolute value) correlation
coefficients with parameters of other groups, and represent the activity in the Sun’s chromo-
sphere. They give us a valuable picture of the solar dynamo, vital in understanding the global
structure of the Heliospheric Magnetic Field. At solar minimum (near 2009), the Sun has
few facular areas (but never zero facular area, as can be seen from Figure 1), corresponding
with a mostly dipolar magnetic field, with a slow wind at the solar equator and a fast wind
at the poles. At maximum of activity (around 2014), the Sun has larger facular areas, with a
multipolar magnetic field and a bi-modal wind distribution at all latitudes (Perri et al., 2018).
FA-S is the solar parameter that has more significant correlations with other parameters.

Among the solar-wind parameters, the 27-day mean of the B-field is the parameter that
has more significant correlations and the highest sum of absolute values of correlation coef-
ficients, as can be seen at the bottom of Table 4.

The Bzs GSM, a 27-day average of the percentage of southward Bz GSM occurrences,
correlates with GAI and TI parameters better than the 27-day-averaged Bz GSM. In fact, at
this temporal resolution, correlations of Bz GSM with most GAI and TI parameters are less
than 0.4. This shows that, in spite of the recurrent use of Bz GSM as a proxy for geomagnetic
storms (with a timescale much shorter than the one resolved here), Bzs GSM is a better proxy
of magnetospheric activity than Bz GSM, at the 27-day temporal resolution.

NLL is the combination of SW speed and IMF components which, among similar com-
binations, most closely represents the solar-wind–magnetospheric coupling (Newell et al.,
2007). It shows significant correlations with all the other parameters, in Table 5.

Among GAI parameters, Kp presents the highest (and significant) correlation values.
Finally, regarding T-indices, T-SRC and T-PRC have the highest (in absolute value) corre-
lation coefficients with parameters from other groups. They represent the variations in the
symmetric and the partial ring currents, respectively, due to energetic particles injected by
solar-wind disturbances, i.e. ICMEs.

T-PRC and T-SRC associate the ring-current activity to chromospheric and photospheric
activity, better than GAI parameters. Note in particular that Dst, a standard ring-current in-
dex, has no significant correlations with solar parameters. Also, Dst shows lower correlations
with B and the coupling function NLL than T-SRC and T-PRC indices.

Comparing the trends of these parameters is of particular interest for identification of
causal relationships between solar and terrestrial phenomena.

3.2. Analysis of 27-Day-Mean Series of Asymmetries

One interesting result of the analysis of the asymmetry-parameter variations is the annual
variation in 27-day asymmetries in the GAI parameters and NLL coupling function (see
Figure 7), but also in Bzs GSM (not shown) and Bz GSM. Asymmetries for different pa-
rameters were computed as explained in Section 2.5. For NLL, AU, PCN, T-FAC, and Kp
we see positive asymmetries at the first half of the year and negative at the second half,
with maxima (minima) near the equinoxes and zero asymmetry near the solstices. We see
the same for −Bz GSM and −Dst, since these values have the opposite sign. It means that
every year the values of these parameters are larger when IMF points toward (away) the Sun
than the values when IMF points away (toward) the Sun in the first (second) half of the year.
This agrees with Zhao and Zong (2012), who found that geomagnetic activity is much more
intense around March equinox when the direction of IMF is toward the Sun, while much
more intense around September equinox when the direction of IMF is away from the Sun.

These observations are in agreement with the Russell–McPherron (R–M) effect (Russell
and McPherron, 1973) proposed to explain the semiannual variation of geomagnetic activity
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Figure 8 The θRM during the
March equinox, with IMF toward
the Sun. The Bz GSM southward
(red vector) increases due to the
contribution of the negative By

GSEq. Figure adapted from
Poblet, Azpilicueta, and Lam
(2020).

(SAV). The IMF tends to be parallel to the solar wind flowing from the Sun, and as a result
it lies mostly over the solar equatorial plane (x–y plane in the GSEq frame) (e.g. Koskinen,
2011). On the other hand, the probability of reconnection between the IMF and the Earth’s
field increases for larger values of the projection of IMF along -z GSM axis. In this context,
Russell and McPherron (1973) suggested that the relevant parameter to measure the proba-
bility of geomagnetic activity could be the θRM-angle between z-GSM and z-GSEq axes: the
larger θRM, the more the solar equatorial plane is tilted relative to the GSM magnetospheric
equatorial plane, increasing the probability for reconnection. Both coordinate systems share
the same x-axis (line pointing from the Earth to the Sun), and as a result θRM is measured in
the y–z plane of both GSM and GSEq reference frames (see Figure 8).

The R–M mechanism could explain the observed SAV, since θRM attains larger (abso-
lute) values close to the equinoxes (more exactly, beginning of April and October) (e.g.
Lockwood et al., 2020). There are, nonetheless, two other mechanisms proposed to explain
SAV (e.g. Poblet, Azpilicueta, and Lam, 2020; Lockwood et al., 2020): the axial hypothesis,
which states the main cause is the position of the Earth with respect to the solar equator
(the heliographic latitude), with maximum near the equinoxes (±7.5◦) and minimum near
solstices (≈ 0◦); the equinoctial hypothesis that identifies as the most relevant parameter
the angle between the Earth–Sun line and the geomagnetic-dipole axis of the Earth (the tilt
angle, or its complement).

Zhao and Zong (2012) noticed that if R–M is the dominant mechanism behind SAV,
a toward/away asymmetry should be seen in geomagnetic activity. For the same θRM-angle,
the IMF Bz-GSM projection can be positive or negative depending on the IMF polarity.
As shown by them, during the September equinox when θRM attains lowest negative values
(≈ −26◦), the IMF Bz-GSM is negative for away IMF polarity and positive otherwise. Dur-
ing the March equinox (see Figure 8), when θRM attains the highest positive values (≈ 26◦),
the IMF Bz-GSM is negative for toward IMF polarity and positive otherwise. In this way,
the dependence of magnetic-reconnection probability on the toward/away polarity, intro-
duces an asymmetry between March and September equinoxes: during toward IMF polarity,
the geomagnetic activity is maximum in March and minimum in September. An annual
periodicity of this asymmetry should then be seen.

As is seen in the top-left of Figure 7 the days with toward IMF prevail in 2009 – 2012
and days with away IMF prevail in 2015 – 2016, coinciding with the polarity of Sun’s north-
ern hemisphere in both time intervals. This means that the Earth was located North of the
heliospheric current sheet most of the time. It is the Earth’s prevailing position since Solar
Cycle 16 (Mursula and Hiltula, 2003).

We identify the annual oscillation in 27-day-mean values of the asymmetry for GAI
parameters and for the NLL coupling function, as shown in Figure 7. The Bz-GSM and
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Table 6 Spearman’s correlation
coefficients between Kp
asymmetries and asymmetries of
other parameters.

Parameter Correlation coefficient

Ap 0.97

AE 0.93

AL −0.92

AU 0.91

NLL 0.91

PC 0.89

Dst −0.82

T-FAC 0.75

Bzs GSM 0.72

Bz GSM −0.70

T-SRC 0.69

V 0.66

T-PRC 0.62

T 0.60

T-TAIL 0.59

p 0.50

Bzs -GSM parameters also show a similar oscillation. As Figure 7 shows, the asymmetry
is always positive in March and negative in September. What we can also see is that the
maxima in March show the highest values during the 2009 – 2012 period of solar negative
polarity and the minima in September show the lowest values in the 2015 – 2016 period
when the solar polarity is positive. This behavior can in principle be explained due to the R–
M mechanism, although a larger data set, including several solar-polarity inversions, would
be needed to draw a more robust conclusion.

In search for the ubiquitous presence (or not) of the annual oscillation in series of to-
ward/away asymmetries, Table 6 shows the correlation between the Kp-asymmetry and the
Bz GSM, the Bzs GSM, three solar-wind parameters, the NLL, the GAI, and the TI-indices
asymmetries. When computing cross-correlations between different asymmetries and the
Kp-asymmetry, we are evaluating the presence of a synchronized annual oscillation in all
those different parameters’ asymmetries, as the Kp-asymmetry is very closely fitted by a
sine wave. The correlation is low with other IMF parameters and with solar parameters.

4. Conclusion

In order for the global dynamical state of the Sun to influence the Earth, some time should
elapse. This study considers time averages over whole Bartels rotation periods (27 days),
for different parameters involved in Sun–Earth interaction processes.

We computed hourly synthetic series of the x-component of four magnetospheric current
systems at Earth’s surface, in the 2009 – 2016 time period, using the TS05 model at the ge-
omagnetic coordinates of four magnetic observatories in mid-latitudes (≈ 40 ◦N). Four new
mid-latitude geomagnetic indices (T-indices) were derived from these series: T-TAIL (from
tail current), T-SRC (symmetric ring current), T-PRC (partial ring current), and T-FAC
(field-aligned current). Each T-index measures the contribution to the geomagnetic activity
of its corresponding current field. The T-SRC and T-PRC indices have better correlations
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with solar parameters than other geomagnetic-activity indices and solar-wind parameters.
A relation between solar parameters and the ring-current system is inferred from these re-
sults. We also calculated the Bzs GSM, as the percentage of hourly occurrences of the south-
ward Bz GSM in a day. It is a possible substitute for the most often used Bz GSM, as an
estimator of the magnetospheric activity at the 27-day temporal resolution.

The geomagnetic activity observed during Solar Cycle 24 was largely driven by
high-speed solar-wind streams (e.g. Richardson, Cliver, and Cane, 2002; Gerontidou,
Mavromichalaki, and Daglis, 2018). As a result, strong correlations were expected between
solar-wind temperature, speed, and ram pressure, and geomagnetic-activity indices such
those tested here. Although those solar-wind parameters correlate strongly with GAI, they
do not show as high correlations with solar-surface parameters as does the IMF B-intensity
(see Table 4).

We analyzed the behavior of the working parameters with respect to the toward/away
asymmetry, in search for some possible influence of the solar magnetic-field polarity over
geomagnetic activity. We identified an annual oscillation in 27-day-mean values of geomag-
netic activity indices and also Newell coupling function asymmetries, as shown in Figure 7.
The Bz-GSM and Bzs -GSM parameters also show the same oscillation. We think this result
favors the Russell–McPherron mechanism as the dominant mechanism explaining semian-
nual variation of geomagnetic activity.

The main conclusions derived from the analysis presented above, based on the corre-
lation analysis of a large data set of parameters relating the different stages of Sun–Earth
interaction processes, are the following:

i) Hemispheric facular areas computed as averages over 27-day periods show better cor-
relations with solar-wind parameters (in particular the total IMF field B) and with
geomagnetic-activity indices (in particular Kp) than other solar parameters such as the
hemispheric sunspot numbers or the solar radio flux F10.7. Furthermore, they evolve in
a more continuous way along the solar cycle than sunspots, never getting to zero even
at solar minimum.

ii) T-SRC and T-PRC indices are new parameters defined here to represent the dynamics of
the ring current. They correlate better with solar parameters than the Dst-index, which
is more frequently used as a proxy for the energy of the ring current. Newell’s coupling
function computed from solar-wind and IMF parameters, and the planetary index of
global geomagnetic activity Kp, both show significant correlations with a large number
of other proxies. Nonetheless, their correlation with solar-surface parameters is lower
than what is obtained using the newly defined magnetospheric-activity proxies T-SRC
and T-PRC.

iii) The Bzs GSM-index defined in this study seems to be a better choice than Bz GSM to
characterize magnetospheric activity at the 27-day temporal resolution, since it shows
higher correlations with all GAI parameters.

iv) The total field B averaged over 27 days is the solar-wind parameter that correlates the
best with solar-surface parameters, in particular facular areas.

v) The annual oscillation found in series of toward/away asymmetry for the GAI param-
eters, NLL, and both Bz GSM and Bzs GSM parameters seems to support that the
Russell–McPherron mechanism is the main mechanism explaining SAV.

vi) Further support for the idea of the R–M mechanism is the variation of amplitude of the
toward/away asymmetry with the solar magnetic-field polarity, which is also retrieved in
our results. Our results suggest that, for the analyzed 2009 – 2016 period, which covers
the two different solar polarities, solar positive polarity leads to geomagnetic activity
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more intense during the September equinox and negative polarity leads to geomagnetic
activity more intense during the March equinox.

Finally, the new indices proposed here (T-indices and Bzs GSM) should be tested further
in other solar cycles to strengthen their use as proxies of the Sun–Earth interactions. It would
be particularly interesting to follow the changes and inter-correlations of all these parameters
(in particular B , Bzs GSM, FA-N, FA-S, TI, and NLL) in the coming years of the new cycle
and investigate the main physical mechanisms involved.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplementary material available at https://doi.org/
10.1007/s11207-021-01856-8.
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